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1

2 IHs< - transcribed interview of Alex Cannon conducted

3 bythe House Select Comittee to Investigate the January th Attack on the Us. Capitol,

4 pursuantto House Resolution 503.

s At this time, I'd ask the witness please state your full name and spell your last

6 name for the record

7 Mr. Cannon. AlexanderW. Cannon, C-a-nn-o-n.

8 [I /' richt. Mr. Cannon, this will be a staff-led interview,

9 though members may appear and choose to ask questions. Currently, I see that no

10 membersare present

n My name isSSN<r Fr investigative counsel with the

12 select committee.

13 With me from the select committee staff, on my leftisJSsenior

14 investigative counsel; to myright,INN» financial investigator. We're

15 also joined remotely by senior investigative counselJl- excuse me -NN
16 [EE:-other investigator, is joining us remotely. AndIN

17 another investigator, has also joined us remotely.

18 At this time, 'd ask your counsel to identify himselfon this record and anyone

19 appearingwithhim.

20 And, Dan, |will note that anyone speaking as far as counsel, f theyre going to

21 speak, they should be on camera.

2 Mr. Daniel Benson. Daniel Benson, Kasowitz Benson Torres, with the witness.

23 Joining me is Jacob Benson of our firm, and Jonathan Gonzalez

2 |

2 Allright. 1 have some ground rules forthe interview, Mr. Cannon. ~ There is an



.

1 official reporter transcribing the record of this interview. The reporter's transcription is

2 the official record of the proceeding. This proceeding is also audio and video recorded,

4 I'm going to ask that you please wait until each question is complete before you

$ begin to respond. We will do our best to wait until your response until we move to the

7 The reporter cannot note nonverbal responses, such as shaking or nodding your

8 head, so it's important that you respond to each question with an audible, verbal

10 Please give complete answers to the best of your recollection. If an answer -- if a

13 Logistically, if at any time you want to talk to your lawyers or take a break, please

15 Do you have any questions before we begin?

16 Mr. Cannon. No,|do not.

n —
18 Q Allright. Mr. Cannon, if you can provide us, please, with your date of birth.



s

: A tusedacannon@donatdtrump.com. 1used|||NNNEEEE
2 used believe it wos
s a Thankyou
. Ant what about social media accounts use in that same period?
$ A Ihave a -- during that period, | may have had a Facebook account. I'm not

6 certain Ws but, otherwise, | dont use social media. Oh have an nstagram
7 account. I'msorry. Ido have an Instagram account.

8 Q And what are the handles?

9 A I'vegottocheck. |don'tuseitthat much. Isitokayif I pick up my cell

10 phone and check?

u Q Wel let's keep ging, and then we could circle back on a break or
12 something, and you can check that.

5 Can you tellus tell us abit about your educational background?
Mm A went to Webster University in. Louis, Missour, for undergrad. 1 have a
15 bachelor of fine arts. | went to Seton Hall University School of Law, where | got a J.D.

16 Q And whatyear did you graduate from law school?

v A 2009
18 Q And can you tell us about your professional background since your

19 graduation from law school?

0 A After] graduated law school, | went to workat a law firm in New York,
21 Wilkie Farr & Gallagher. 1was at Wilkie Far fo, believe, 6 years.
» Ani then took a ob with The Trump Organization as assistant general counsel.
23 Then, in April of 2020, | began working for the Trump campaign.

24 Q Inwhat capacity?

2 A believe my ttle at that time was counsel, data and technology
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1 Q Andwhatwas your next role?

2 A Itpretty much stayed the same. |managed vendors. My title changed,

3 butmy roles never really changed. | was managing vendor relationships with the

4 campaign.

5 Q And what happened after the 2016 election?

6 A The 2016 election?

7 Q Yes

8 A I worked at The Trump Organization until April of 2020.

9 Q Andwhatwas your roleat The Trump Organization?

10 A Iwas assistant general counsel. | managed the vendor relationships for golf

11 coursesand hotels.

2 Q Okay. And, when you joined the 2020 campaign, can you tell us about your

13 role then?

1a A I managedthe vendor relationships with anyone that touched campaign

15 data. lhad—

16 Q Canyou expandonwhat that means?

1” A Sowe would draft contracts. | would draft contracts and work with outside

18 counsel. I'dworkwith counsel to vendors that provided servicesto the campaign where

19 donor data was involved, or any first-party data,

20 Q  I'msorry. What was the term you said? Was it owner data?

2 A No,donor data.

2 Q Donordata. Ah. Thankyou.

23 Okay. And what was your title?

2 A Ibelieve it was counsel, data and technology.

2 Q Okay. Did there come atimewhere yourroles or responsibilities changed
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1 forthe 2020 campaign?

2 A Following the election, | was asked to organize someofthe incoming

3 information related to allegations ofelection frau

a Q Now, before we get to that, was there a timewhen your title was deputy

5 general counsel?

s A Yes,itwas. It--when Ibelieve in June orJulyof2020, when Matt

7 Morgan joined the campaign as general counsel, they set up a legal department, which

8 didn't really exist before. And I don't really know why| ended up withthattite, but that

9 wasmytitle.

10 Q  Canyoutellusabitabout the legaldepartmentwithin the campaign?

11 What's the reporting structure? Whatdid it look like?

2 A So everyone reported up to Matt Morgan, who was the general counsel of

13 thecampaign. Matt had a staff. I'm not sure how many attorneys were on his staff.

14 Iwould I'm not sure how many. Fouror five maybe. He had a paralegal, an intern.

15 And they were predominantly working on pre-election litigation matters, as well as

16 election day litigation matters.

7 Q Okay. What

1 A dei

19 Q  fmsorry. Goahead.

1) A Iwas saying | did not have a staff that reported to me. | didn't have an

21 administrative assistant, so

2 Q Okay. Were there anyother lawyers besides you and Mr. Morgan in the

23 pre-election 2020 legal department?

2 A Yes. Matthadastaff

2 Q Okay. Oh, so you saida paralegal and anintern. Can you tell us a bit
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1 about the other lawyers, then?

2 A Yeah. Imean, don't remember all of their names, because | didn't really

3 workwith them a whole lot, but there was a gentleman named Joseph Mazzara (ph).

a There was an attorney named Elliot Gaiser. | don't remember the other attorneys’

5 names.

6 Q Now, you said their staff was four or ive, so we have four people so far.

7 Are you saying there were - were there more than those four?

8 A Oh, there --yeah. There was an attorney named Stuart McCommas as

9 well

10 Q Do you know how to spell McCommas?

n A Mecommas, believe,

12 Q Allright. Anyone else you recall?

13 A There wasan intern. Her name was Grace. | don't remember her last

14 name. Andthere was an assistant named Katie Purucker (ph). And that's al

15 1 that's that's all | recall.

16 Q And, for Mr. Mazzara (ph), what was his responsibilities pre-election?

FY A Hewason Matt's team. I'm notsurewhathis responsibilitieswere.

18 Q Okay. Soyou had no insight into what he did?

19 A No. My offices were on the other -- were -- so the offices for Matt Morgan

20 were on the 14th floor, or the 15th floor. | was on the floor above that.

21 Q Andwhich building was that?

2 A Itwas on Wilson Boulevard. | don't remember the address.

23 Q  Isthat the building they called The Annex, or is that a whole new

2 A Yes.

2 a okay.
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1 A That would have been The Annex. ~ Yeah, they called it The Annex.

2 a Okay.

3 A That's correct.

4 Q Allright. So you had noinsight into Mr. Mazzara's (ph) role. Did you have

5 anyinsight into Elliot Gaiser's role pre-election?

6 A No, other than generally to say all of those folks were working on

7 pre-election litigation.

8 Q Okay. Soyou understood -- and you say those folks. Mr. Mazzara (ph),

9 Mr. Gaiser, and Mr. McCommas - I'm sorry. How do you say his name?

10 A McCommas.

u Q  McCommas. You understood those three to all work on pre-election

12 litigation?

13 A Yes.

1 Q And did you work with them in any substantive capacity pre-election?

15 A Not tomy recollection.

16 Q Okay. Now, pre-election, did your -- and just tell me again. You dealt

17 with the vendors and anythingtouching donor data. Is that right?

18 A That's correct.

19 Q  Pre-election, didyour workbring you into contactwith membersof the

20 Trump family?

2 A From time to time.

2 Q Okay. Can you explain which members, and in what capacity were you

23 involved with them?

2 A Well, | worked at The Trump Organization previously, so | had a professional

25 relationship with Eric Trump.
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1 Q  Sotellusa bit about how Mr. Trump Eric Trump became involved with

2 your work.

3 A Well, he's - I reported to him at The Trump Organization. And, you know,

4 when COVID happened in 2020 and operations slowed down at golf courses and hotels,

5 youknow, he and Alan Garten, who was the general counsel of Trump Organization - you

6 know, Eric essentially offered me a job at the campaign. Otherwise, | wouldn't have had

7 ajobanymore.

8 Q And you joined the campaign in 2020ofwhat month?

° A Ibelieve it was| believe it wasAprilof2020.

10 Q  Sodid you continue to have a professional contact with Mr. Eric Trump in

uo 20207

2 A Yes.

13 Q  Towhat end?

1a A I mean, it could have been on any numberofmatters. You know, he could

15 have called and asked how | was doing. You know, we - how are the vendors? Do you

16 havea handle on the data? Are you making sure people aren't stealing our data?

17 Those types of communications.

18 Q And would he routinely contact you?

19 A Depending on the --what time period are we talking about? | mean, you

20 know, knew him, so yeah. | mean,a few times a month maybe, but | don't recall the

21 numberofcontacts | had with him.

2 Q Okay. In 2020, did you have anyother contact with Trump family

23 members?

2 AI probably would have spoken to Don Jr. from time to time, but| didn't really

25 know him very well
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1 Q Andwhat would youspeak to Don Jr. about?

2 A Well, you know, Kimberly Guilfoyle was running the Trump victory

3 large-dollar financing matters, and they had access toa lot of data. So,ifthere were

4 ever any issues that needed to be addressed, | might have called Don from time to time,

5 orhemight have called me. But |believeour contacts during that time period were

6 pretty minimal.

7 Q Did you have any contact with President Trump in 2020?

8 A No. had never met President Trump until after -- well after the election.

9 Q And whenwas that when you first met him?

10 A Ithinkit probably would have been sometime in mid-November of 2020.

u Q And what was the context?

2 A There was some meeting in the Oval Office where they needed a warm body

13 from the campaign, and | don't think anybody else wanted to attend, and | was asked to

14 attend.

5 Q And who was at that meeting?

16 A Anumberof people. | mean, it was - if recall, it was someguys from

17 Texas that had an idea about a websiteorsomething like that that they wanted to build.

18 Q And who were those guys?

19 A I don't know who they were.

20 Q Was it one guy, two guys?

21 A There were two or three people. | just don't - | don't recall who they were.

22 didn't really interact with them. Like | said, | was -- nobody else wanted to deal with it,

23 and they asked me to doit, and| had never been to the White House before, so | thought

24 that would be kind of cool.

2 Q And this was mid-November?
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1 A That's correct.

2 Q And were these people associated with Brad Parscale in any way?

3 A No, I don't believe so.

4 Q And who else was in this meeting besides these individuals from Texas?

5 A Ibelieve Jason Miller was in the meeting. There were White House people

6 there that | don't know.

7 Q When you say "White House people,” what do you mean by that?

8 A staff. White House staff. |don't know who the White House staff was. |

9 had nointeractionwith them.

10 Q And

1 A There were other people — there were other people coming in and out of

12 the Oval Office, but| don't know who they were.

13 Q 1 guess, when you say "White House staff," do you mean, you know, senior

14 White House staff or people who were coming in and dropping off documents?

15 A It's hard for me to | mean, at this point, | know some people who were

16 senior White House staff, so if you're asking me if, like, Mark Meadows was in the room,

17 no, I don't believe Mark Meadows was in the room. Ifyou're asking me if Pat Cipollone

18 was in the room, no, | don't believe Pat Cipollone was in the room.

19 Q And who else was there? You have Jason Miler. You have the two guys

20 from Texas.

2 A Itmight have been - it might have been three or four - it might have been

22 three or four guys from Texas.

23 Q Okay. And White House staff. How many White House staff?

2 A Idon'tknow. Imean, the - people come in --people were cominginand

25 outof the Oval Office ona regular basis, so | don't know | just don't know.
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1 Q Okay. Is this your only Oval Office meeting you've ever had?

2 A Noir.

3 Q Okay. How manyhave you had?

4 A Ibelieve I've had three.

5 Q And when were the second and third ones?

6 A The second one would have been at some point in December. | don't know.

7 theexactdate. And the third one was prety close to President Biden's inauguration.

8 Q  Howclose?

° A People were packing up their offices, so several days.

10 Q Okay. Solet's go back to this first meeting. So you have Jason Miller, the

11 guys from Texas, White House staff. Who else?

2 A That'salllrecall.

13 Q Okay. Now,is it fair tosay thatyour firsttimein the White House and first

14 time meeting the President, that this meeting was memorable to you?

15 A Well, obviously it was interesting, but, | mean, obviously it's not as

16 memorable as you're implying through that question. | don't remember everyone that

17 wasin the meeting, and | don't recall people's names. I'm not -- I'm not trying to --

18 Q What was said in the meeting?

19 A Sothese guys wanted to -- they wanted to build a website. That's what |

20 remember. And they needed money to doit.

2 Q  Awebsite for what purpose?

2 A Ithad something to do with vote counts in counties. |really don't recall the

23 exact specifics of the website.

2 Q  Wasit related to claims of voter fraud?

2 A Yeah Yes.



1 Q Okay. So what was theaimof the website? Was itforvoter fraud

2 reporting, to somehow getpublic input?

3 A 1 thinkit was intended to be educational, f that's the if that's the ight
© werd Ukea database.
< Q  Adatabase by which the public would get information from?

. A tbelieveso
7 Q Okay.

8 A To the best of my recollection, yes.

9 Q And do yourecall what the website was called?

0 Ao
n oI
12 Q Mr. Cannon, do you remember,just in termsoflike the theme, was the

13 theme of the website to be an informationgathering where people coud report
14 instances of fraud, orwas it meant to be something where twas a moment ago, you
15 said educational - where they would display or convey "these are instances of fraud we.

6 foun?
v A Theater.
18 Q The latter. So it was more kind of a, "Hey, be aware of the fraud that's

15 happening’?
» A Thatscorrect
2a Q Okay.

2 o
23 Q Was this website ever launched?

24 A Not to my knowledge.

» Q Okay. And do youknow why twas not aunched?



1 A I don'tthink that former President Trump was interested in these guys

2 because he dismissed them pretty quickly.

$ ‘mean about people coming in and out. People started putting stuff on his -- on the

6 desk and he started signing things and stopped paying attention to theseguysand then,

7 ata certain point, looked up and said, you know, "Thank you." And that was the end of

8 the meeting.

9 Q Did you take notes during that meeting?

n oI

15 A That's correct.

16 Q Okay. Soitwasa pitch, "Hey, we can set up this website that will display all

18 A That's correct.

. EN]

23 A And said, | believe where the President laughed was they asked him for a

24 nondisclosure agreement, and | think that that's when the meeting was adjourned.

> oI



1 Q The three men from Texas asked the President for a nondisclosure -- to sign

2 a nondisclosure agreement?

4 Q Do you happen to rememberifthey were witha companyor an

5 organization, or was it just three guys from Texas?

7 organization, it was one that | had never heard of before.

8 Q Okay. Just out of curiosity, do you remember -- well, actually, | think we're

9 going to cover that, so I'll hold that question.

12 January meetings when we get to those months. But, very generally, can you tell us

13 what the December meeting was about?

15 predominantly.

16 Q What about it?

18 Q Okay. We'llcome back to that. And what was the January meeting.

19 about?

2a Q Okay. Now, in 2020, did you have persistent contact with any other Trump

23 A No. And | wouldn't say Don Jr. was persistent contacts.

24 Q Okay.
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2 Q Now, prior to the election, were you involved in retaining any outside

< Q And--

8 A I had to think about that, but, yes, | was.

, A
10 A If -- one instance that comes to mind is Eddy Grant, the gentleman who

12 outside counsel to represent the campaign on that copyright matter.

15 without the proper permissions or licensing?

16 A That's what they allege, yes.

18 A | believe Eddy Grant was -- well, there was Neil Young, too. So Neil Young

19 and Eddy Grant both sued the campaign. | think everything else was just, you know,

2a Q Gotcha.

23 Q Allright. So let's geta little closerto election day. Were you involved in
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1 A No.

2 Q legal perspective?

3 Alright. So going

a A No.

s Q  rmsorry. Goahead.

s A Imsorry. Could you repeat - could you rephrase the question, be a litle

7 bit more specific on what you mean?

8 Q Sure. So pre-election, in your role as deputy general counsel, were you

9 involved with any ~ Il start with election day operations, so getting lawyers out into the

10 field, kind of political field operations from a legal perspective? Were you involved in

11 preparing for that?

2 A No.

3 Q Do youknow who was?

1a A I mean, MattMorganand | believe the EDOdirector's name was

15 Mike Roman.

16 Q  Goingintoelection day, were you otherwise briefed or involved in preparing.
17 forfraud-related litigation or searching for fraud post-election?

1 A Priortothe election?

19 Q Yeah. Like preparations for those topics prior to election.

1) A No. Andldon'trecall anybody being involved inthat. | mean, we hada

21 weekly staff meeting where they would go around the horn and talk about the various

22 pre-election challenges that they were talking —that everyone was working on, the

23 pre-election litigation, and that wasnevera topic of discussion.

2 Q Allright. Solet's go to election day. Tell usa bit about when your role

25 starts to shift from election day forward.
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1 A Is~imean, imsorry. 1don't ~ that'spretty open-ended. Is there a
2 specific question?
3 Q Yeah. Let's tun to the first document, exhibit 1.
a Mr. Cannon. Before we do that - I'm sorry.

s EE oe.
. Mr. Cannon. I've been drinking a otof water here. ~ Can | ake 2 minutes and
7 unto the restroom before we go -
s  —
9 Mr. Cannon. -- into the documents?

10 EE No. Noproblem tall-
un Mr. Cannon. Allright. Thanksa ot
2 I Cannon.

1 Recess.)

1 o[I
15 Q Allright. Mr. Cannon, so let'sgo to election day. Where did you watch

16 election results?
w A Inthe campaign headquarters.
18 Q Okay. So here -- I'm going to show you -- this is now 3 days after election

19 day. If we can scroll to the bottom. And here we have an email from you to

20 Tim Murtaugh.
un And who is Mr. Murtaugh?
2 A believe he was the communicationsdirector for the campaign.
23 Q Allright. So it--and | will just say the Bates numbers are AC 1826.

24 So, here, you say: Good morning, Tim. I'm running a post-election fraud

25 detection program as directed by Eric and Jared. Can we please sit down at some point
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1 this morningtoconnect on the comms side?

2 1 will note for the record that Ms. Lofgren has joined the interview.

3 Mr. Cannon, so here, what is the post-election fraud detection program that you

4 reference?

5 A Soit's what | mentioned earlier, which was trying to organize and make

6 sense of all of the incoming information that the campaign was receiving about claims of

7 election fraud. And there was - there was a lot.

8 Q What directives did you get from - let’ start with - | assume that's Eric

9 Trump and Jared Kushner, correct?

10 A That's correct.

1 Q So can youtell us what directives you got from those two, and who told you

12 what?

13 A Idon't recall the specifics, but it would have been to, you know, take a look

14 atallthe stuff that is coming in and try to evaluate it to the best you can.

15 Q And you said thestuff was coming in. And through what medium was it

16 comingin?

FY A I mean, social media, email, phonecals.

18 Q And was part of this fraud detection program also to affirmatively look for

19 fraud?

1) A Well if there was something that was credible that came in in an election

21 thathad not vet been called,I think that's something that people would have -- that were

22 doing post-election litigation would have been interested in.

2 Q Now, these conversations you've had withEric and Jared, they happened

24 postelection day? They happened that week between -- that Tuesday and this Friday?

2 A Thats correct.
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1 Q How many conversations would you say you had with them on this topic?

2 A Maybe two.

3 Q Andthose would have happened prior to this email?

4 A Yes

5 Q So can you tellusalittle more detail about what they said to you in those:

6 conversations.

7 A don't recall the detailsof theconversations.

8 Q When, here, you go to Mr. Murtaugh, what are you asking - why are you

9 asking him to connecton the commsside?

10 A Because, if there was something that was - came in that was verifiable, the

11 campaign would have had an interest in sharing that through the comms department.

2 Q Sharing with the American public?

13 A Comet.

14 Q Yeah. Soyourrole here, wereyoualso | wanttojust unpacka bit. lsit

15 fairto say that you were also affirmatively looking for fraud as well? It wasn't just being

16 responsive to tips you were getting. It was to go out and find whether there was fraud,

17 asinthe name of the program says, you said a fraud detection program. Is that fair?

18 A No. Imean, I think my characterization here is unfair, and | think it was

19 intended to get people's attention. | had never worked with Tim Murtaugh before.

20 But, no, | wasn't affirmatively going out and looking for instances of fraud. ~ People were

21 sending things to me.

2 Q Sorry. Canyouexpand? You said it was -- your characterization here was

23 inaccurate, but ~ in order to get his attention?

20 A 1-yeah Yes.

2 Q Well, why would you need to be inaccurate to get his attention?
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1 A Well, because | had never met him before, and he was much more senior
2 thanme. Andi don't like said, this was 2 days after the election, or 3 daysafterthe
3 election. Wewere
a Q What's the relevance of that?
s A The campaign - the election hadn't been called yet, and the campaign was
6 potentially going to make some election challenges. So,ifthere was anything that was.
7 verifiable, that's what | was interested in finding. But | didn't have the capacity to go out
8 and doanything on myown. I'm one guy.
9 a [llid vou have something you wanted to ask?

10 ves. Thanks.

w ovI
2 Q Mr. Cannon, were you also responsible or asked to set up some sort of
13 mechanismbywhich these complaints, tps, theories, could be sort of gathered? Was
14 thatpartof your
15 A Yes
1 Q Your mandate?
7 A Yes, twas.

Io Q Whatdid you doin that regard?
1 A lasked the IT department to set up a phone bank and a back-end system
20 where people could record or take notes on phone cals that came in.
2 Q  Yousaid that, in response to one ofthe previous questions, that you fel that
22 postelection tigation — folks involved in post-election litigation would have been
23 interested in the types of information that were sort of pouring nto the campaign. Is
24 thata fair characterization of your prior response?
2 A Yes
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1 Q And was that ~ in your mind, was that the goal of gathering these allegations

2 and trying to review and vet them,sothat they might be used in post-election litigation?

3 A Yes, but you - I need to clarify something for a moment. The attorneys

4 that! was reporting to were Matt Morgan and | mean, the deputy campaign manager,

5 Justin Clark, who were - | had never worked on a campaign before, but, in my estimation,

6 they were really responsible, thoughtful people. And then, ata certain point, it

7 changed.

8 Q Okay. Well, we're going to talk about that, I'm sure. But in this

9 timeframeof the daysfollowing the election, you've talked to Eric and Jared about setting

10 up this program. Based on conversations with them or just in your own mind, was the

11 objective here to gather information that could be used in post-election litigation?

2 A That's correct.

13 Q Okay. And did you gather -- did you get that impression from - Ireally just

14 asked youa compound question a moment ago. Did you get that impression from

15 Mr. Trump - from Eric Trump?

16 A Yes.

7 Q Howabout from Mr. Kushner?

18 A Yes

19 Q  Didanyone else say words to that effect, that that was the reason that we're

20 gathering this information, i to assist in post-election litigation?

2 A Well, I don't recall if anyone else said that.

2 Q Okay. At some point and | said we're going to get to this, and | don't

23 want sort of get toofar ahead here, but | take it from yourprioranswer that maybe a

24 suggestion that the data that was coming in - the information that was coming in was

25 later used for purposes other than litigation challenges. Is that fair?
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1 A None of the none of the data that | touched was used for any purposes

2 related to either post-election challenges or comms, with maybe one exception.

3 Q  Imsorry. What do youmean by that? You mean that it wasn't used?

4 A ltwas not used,

5 Q  Whatdoyoumean? It was - it was reviewed and then decided it wasn't

6 susceptible to being used, or what do you meanby thefact that it wasn't used?

7 A I wouldn't share something unless|believed it was verifiable

8 Q So the vast majority of information that you got was sort of vetted,

9 screened, and ultimately Il say discarded, but not used by anyone outside of anyone

10 connected with the campaign or the election? Is that accurate?

1 A That's accurate,

2 Q What was the one exception?

13 A There was an analysis done of people who had voted in Georgia that were

14 deceased when they voted, and | believe one instanceof an individual who registered to

15 vote when they were deceased. And that was verifiable down to the obituary.

16 Q What happened toall the other information that came in that you deemed

17 notto be trustworthy or verifiable?

18 A Iwould not have passed it along to anyone else. | mean, | made a

19 production of the vast majority of the stuff that came in that was not subject to a claim of

20 privilege,soyouallhave that and can see it.

2 Q And information that you did not deem verifiable or trustworthy, you didn't

22 share with anyone else affiliated with the campaign?

23 A No. Imean, unless somebody asked me a direct question, no.

2 Q  Imsorry. There was alot of double negatives in there, so sit true that you

25 didnot share that information with anyone else within the campaign?
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1 A In a formal manner, correct.

2 Q Okay.

2 co
4 And I'm goingtogooff camera. | mean no disrespect, but for bandwidth

$ limitation purposes, Mr. Cannon, I'll just stay off camera until | have another question for

0 vou
’ Er—
8 EE cro

5 —
© o
u © Whi we'e an this eval, Mr, Cannon vw moment go, we were
12 talking about the conversations that you had with Eric Trump and Jared Kushner.

13 I was curious. To the extent that you do remember the -- if not the exact words

#0 thie thasoneerismrefthe cmon Bysgininponstvieer thse
15 two individuals played different roles in terms of their concerns regarding the

16 post-election auddetection program?
uv And ha mean by that, if vou'l lt me fst expound for moment, the
18 extent that Mr. Kushner's concern was different from Eric Trump's concern, to the extent

19 thatwe understand, Mir. Kushner's concerns tended to be about finances, where the
20 question was, how much are we spending? How much is it going to get back?

2a Did you see a difference in terms of what Eric Trump's concern was about the

22 postelection aud detection program versus where Mr. Kushner was comin from?
» A No
24 Q And, to the extent that they conveyed anything to you, we've heard quite a

25 Hitof testimony about «regarding those two individuals. Sometimes they were used 22
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1 passthroughs, where either Eric Trump or Jared Kushner would have been basically told

2 bythe President: Hey, go tell so and so, or go do this.

3 D0 you remember Ericor Jared basicaly saying the President wants to do this, or

4 did you get the impression that they were being told to have this conversation to set up

5 the post-election fraud detection programs?

6 A I would have no way of knowing that.

7 Q Noo.

5 A The President -

° Q  Letme be more clear. In other circumstances, ic or Jared came in and

10 said: DIT,or Trump, or whatever - the President wants X. Can you do this?

1 D0 you remember either Ericor Jared indicating in any way that the instruction to

12 create a postelection fraud detection program was coming from the President?

13 A No.

1 a okay.

15 A Iwas not I don't believe that was said.

16 a okay.

FY A Ithinkl would have - | think that would have stuck out in my mind.

18 Q  Iappreciate that.

19 I

2 Q Allright. Mr. Cannon, we're going to hop forward to exhibit No. 4, which is

21 a November 12th email, Bates ending in 13952.

2 If you could scroll down, please.

2 And, here, it's an email sorry. Up. There we go.

2 Here, it says - it's an email from a Matt Mowers, and it says: Justin, connecting

25 you with Senator Ayotte — which i | believe how you say her name - and Kelly,
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1 connecting you with Justin Clark, who is deputy campaign manager for the President.

2 And, further up, Mr. Clark adds you to the email and says that you are leading our

3 dataefforts.

4 Are these data efforts he's referencing here,is that the same program you were

5 directed to engage in by Eric and Jared?

6 A assume that's what he meant.

7 Q Was there any other ~ did you conceive of yourself as doing something

8 different post-election with regard to election fraud claims than that election detection

9 program we've been discussing?

10 A No. That's why assume that's what he's talking about.

1 Q Allright. And, if we scroll to the top, Senator Ayotte says that she's

12 connecting you with the CEO of LexisNexis, Woody Talcove, and that he's a reat leader,

13 and his company has some important information which could demonstrate that people:

14 voted who should not have: Woody, Justin, and Alex are leaders in the Trump world. |

15 hope the three of you can connect on this critical issue to ensure the integrity of the

16 election.

7 Had you done anything with Senator Ayotte before this email exchange?

18 A No. Ididn't even know until | was looking at my documents that she was

19 anelected official.

0 Q Okay. Doyou recall this exchange?

2 A Iwould not have recalled it but for this production.

2 Q And, in this fraud program that you're running, did you say - do | recall that

23 you were reporting to both Mr. Morgan and Justin Clark?

2 A They would have been my direct reports, but, as you can see here, | was just

25 being tasked with stuff that other people didn't want to do.
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1 Q And, when you say that other people didn't want to do, give us a bit of

2 context about why you believe other people didn't want to do it?

3 A Because | believe that the only reason | was asked to do this is because

4 othersdidn't want to. | have noparticular experience with election law or anything. |

5 dovendor contracts.

6 Q  Soisit fair to say that this was undesirable work in your perspective?

7 A I'msitting here right now. Yes, it's undesirable.

8 I 1sor, Mr. Cannon. | appreciate your candor, and | didn't mean

9 tolaughatyou. Ijust Iwas | appreciate your candor.

1 Q And, Mr. Cannon, itis helpful, you know, for us to have the context in this

12 kind offact gathering exercise, because, you know, obviously, we weren't there. Soft is

13 helpful when you can help us read between the lines as to what's going on here.

1a So, if we go to exhibit 5, here, you respond, and you say: Thank you.

15 And the Bates stampis139672

16 And you say: Thank you, Woody. | have passed the information along to our

17 expert, and if he needs anything, he wil reach out.

1 Whos the expert you're referencing here?

19 A Ibelieve it would have been, on this date, someone at Simpatico Systems

0 Q And what was Simpatico Systems doing for the campaign?

2 A Trying to verify some of the information that came in about categories of

22 election fraud.

23 Q  Soisit fair to say that the results of Simpatico Systems’ work would have

24 gone in that bucket of things that couldn't be verified in order to be used?

2 A ltdepends on I mean, it depends on the category of information. There
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1 was clearly some stuff that was impossible, like | talked about in Georgia, that that was, |

2 believe, Simpatico's work. I'd --

3 J 1 Canon - oh, pleas keep ging. 1dict mean tointerrupt you.

5 Mr. Cannon. It is verydifficult -- what | learned in this is that it'svery difficult

7 judicial scrutiny whether or not someone voted twice or whether or not someone was

8 deceased when they voted. There are issues with the data, and it's hard to say with a

9 high degree of certainty that certain things are verifiable.

12 staff, that, while these allegations are coming in, they are very difficult to verify, or you

13 were having troubleverifying them?

15 Q Who did you share that information with?

» A RSG, TRI MAAS

18 Q How about Eric Trumpor Jared Kushner, the people who had asked you to

19 take on the project right after the election?

20 A Their role was a little different. | mean, Eric —-Jared, | didn't speakto very

21 much atall. Eric sometimes would send things to me that were one-offs, and | would

22 respond to those one-off requests.

23 I mean, one thing that sticks out in my mindis there was an affidavit filed by

25 fraud in Georgia. And, just by looking at it, | could tell that those weren't Georgia
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1 precincts. They were located somewhere else.

2 And then, with a quick google search, | was able to determine that they weren't

3 even the precincts in the State where Mr. Wood said they were.

4 So that's an example of, you know, something that | had gotten from Eric, and |

5 responded to him that t's reliable.

6 Q Did yougive the reason to Mr. Trump why the information was not reliable

7 insortof ain sort of what you just said in your answer?

8 A Idon't recall,

9 Q Did you ever say words to the effect of, you know, "I'm trying — I'm trying to

10 dowhat you toldmeor asked me to do, but we're getting flooded with unreliable,

11 unverifiable information”?

2 A Ibelieve | had a conversation to that effect in — sometime around

13 Thanksgiving.

1 Q With Eric Trump?

15 A Yes.

16 Q What was his reaction?

1” A I don't remember his exact reaction. |don't recall his exact reaction to it.

18 Q Do you rememberhowthe topic came up?

19 A No. ltwasaphone call. Idon't remember how the phone call started,

20 though.

2 Q  Doyou remember if he called you or you called him?

2 A No,Idon't recall.

23 Q And you don't remember whether he expressed any dismay or concern

24 about the conclusion that you were sharing with him?

2 A Ithink he was dismayed. | think that's a fair characterization.
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: Q Whydoryou think tht or what made you think that?
2 A Because he told me that -- something along the lines of if -- | get it, you're

3 red youtust had aba. hada my babys born on[ND
a We — because of COVID, we did a home birth. So, during this whole period of time, |

5 was preparing for -- also preparing for a new baby and doing 2 home birth. And, you

© Know remember m,n that conversation you knew, mentioninghat ad fst ad a
7 child and that he understood that|was tired.

8 Q But what about concerns about the -- and | don't mean to -- that that -- |

9 understand and appreciate the questioning or asking about you and your family was most

10 important in that conversation for sure, and your well-being, but it sounded like you

11 conclude tha he was dismayed bout the infomation you were gingHi rearing he
12 election fraud information.

13 What did he say on that topic that caused you to think that he was dismayed?

1 A Wel that that wha real s the" understand ye cred”
15 Q Was that a suggestion to you that you -- that he thought perhaps you were

16 not working hard enough on this or that you were distracted, and that's why the results

17 were what they were?
18 A Yeah, that's --that's why | mention it, yes.

19 Q Okay. Did anyone -- you mentioned the fact that you talked to Mr. Morgan

20 and Mr.Clark about this information. What was their reaction when you told them that

2 the information that you were getting was the vast majority of it was not reliable or

22 verifiable?

x A Notre
a Q. idyou have any dcusionswith anyone cuts ofthe legal eam hat ou
25 described carer Mr Morgan, Mr. Clr, Mr. Gir, theater names you
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1 mentioned regarding what you werefindingor your assessment of the information that

2 wascomingin?

3 A ldon'tbelieveso. Ifthereis--

4 Q Whatabout I'm sorry.

5 A Yeah. Iwas goingto say, if there is something that you guys are aware of,

6 I'm happy to confirmit or not. | just don't recall having conversations with any -- well,

7 like aid, Matt Oczkowski, who was the campaign's data scientist.

8 a okay.

9 A Butthat was all in connection with, you know, the work | was doing.

10 Q What about some of the outside lawyers? ~ Cleta Mitchell was involved in a

11 lot of the messages and the emails that you shared with us. Did youtalkwithher about

12 what you were finding, or not, or finding not to be credible?

13 A Myemail exchanges with - my contact and email exchanges with Cleta

14 Mitchell were not directly about any claimsofelection fraud. So, you know, | don't

15 believe that - Cleta was - Cleta ~ it was my understanding Cleta was going in and

16 trashing alot of my colleagues and people that | respected, and | wanted to keep my.

17 distance from her.

18 Q Okay. 1guesswhatI'm getting at, Mr. Cannon, was ~ 50 you're tasked with

19 this project, unenviable as it may be. Information is pouring in, and folks know that

20 information is pouring in, right? That's not a secret?

2 In fact,|think there is something just in your production that number - think

22 with Twitter or some social media metric, that thefraudclaim form was, like, the most

23 downloaded one of the most downloaded documents in that timeframe. ~ Are you

24 familiarwith what I'm talking about?

2 A No. Idon'trecallthat.
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1 Q Okay. Buttherewas alot of -- there was a lotof interest out there in the

2 world of supporters of former President Trump, and that was generating a fair amount

3 ofan outpouring, frankly, of informationandallegations. Is thatfartosay?
. Aves
< Q Okay. And people outside of your small legal group were aware that you

6 were monitoring or assessing th information thatwas coming in, right?
; Aves
8 Q I'm wondering whether you ever heard from any of those folks or complaints.

9 from those folks who said: Hey, what's going on with all this information? It's sort of

10 going to Alex Cannon, then dying. It's not getting used or promoted or disseminated.

u Di you ever got complaintsalong those ies?
2 Mr. Cannon. Could| have one second to consult with my counsel?

5 [Tr
1 Mr.Cannon, Thankyou.
15 [Recess.]

16 ov
v Q Okay. Are you comfortable answering that question?
1 A Yess lam,
19 Q Sowhat can you tell me about conversations, complaints, or word getting

20 back to you about concerns about how you were handling the information that was

2 comingin?
2 A Sol remember a call with Mr. Meadows where Mr. Meadows was asking me
23 what | was finding and if | was finding anything. And | remember sharing with him that

24 weweren'tfinding anything that would be sufficient to change the results in any of the

3 eysutes.
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1 Q When was that conversation?

2 A Probably in November. Mid- toate November. | think it was before my

3 childwas born.

4 Q And what was Mr. Meadows' reaction to that information?

5 A Ibelieve the words he used were: So there is no there there?

6 Q And how did you respond to that?

7 A Idon't recall the words| used.

8 Q Did you confirm that, in fact, there was no there there?

° A Probably.

10 Q And did he say anythingfurther on that?

u A No.

2 Q  Isthat the only time you talked to Mr. Meadows about the information that

13 you were finding,oryour assessment of the information that was coming in?

1a A Tothe best of my recollection, yes, sir.

5 Q Anyone else other than Mr. Meadows who asked you about the

16 status outside of your legal group, you know, Mr. Morgan and the others you

17 mentioned -- anyone else who asked you the status of what you were finding and your

18 assessment of it?

19 A Yessir
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1

2 [1:10am]

3 oI
a Q  Whoisthat?

5 A Peter Navarro.

s Q When did you talk to Mr. Navarro?

7 A MidNovember.

8 Q Around the same time as Mr. Meadows?

9 A Yessir,

10 Q Andtellme about that conversation.

n A recall him asking me questions about Dominion, and maybe some other

12 categoriesof allegations of voter fraud. And I remember him telling him that | didn't

13 believe the Dominion allegations because | thought the hand recount in Georgia would

14 resolve any issue with a technology problem and with Dominion, or Dominion flipping

15 votes. And! had mentioned at that time that the CISA, Chris Krebs, had recently

16 released a reportsaying that the election was secure. And | believe Mr. Navarro

17 accused me of being an agent of the deep state working with Chris Krebsagainst the

18 President. And! never took another phane call from Mr. Navarro.

19 Q Okay. Anyone else besides Mr. Meadows and Mr. Navarrowho

20 questioned, either challenged you on your findings or just inquired about what your

21 findings were with respect to the information that was coming in?

2 A Mr. Herschmann.

2 Q When did youtalktoEric Herschmann?

2 A talked toEric Herschmann somewhatfrequently throughout this period.

2 Q Tellme about this conversation on ths topic.
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1 A He would call and - you know, one example that comes to mind is actually in

2 myproduction. He would call me and say, You know, somebody just told the President

3 ofthe United States that you know, Jenna Elis just told the President of the United

4 States that you have all the information on Dominion. And then, of course, had to

5 immediately respond that, No, don't have any information on Dominion, and | actually

6 don'tbelieve in the allegations against Dominionfor the reasons that | mentioned earlier,

7 the Georgia hand recount.

5 But Mr. Herschmann would ask questions, | presume, because he was having

9 conversations with people that were pitching certain ideas to the former President

10 Q What was Mr. Herschmann's reaction when you told him that you didn't

11 believe the allegations with respect to Dominion?

2 A He was he agreed.

3 Q Doyouremember whatelse he said on that?

1a A I mean, no, not specifically. Mr. Herschmann, you know - 1 don't know if

15 you've had the opportunity to speak with him, but he is ~ 1 don't recall exactly what he

16 was what his reaction would have been, but I'm sure he was not surprised.

7 Q When you were sort of asking whether or not had interactions with Mr.

18 Herschmann, were you referring to the fact that he tends to be colorful in his language or

19 blunt?

1) A Yessir. Yessir

2 Q And you believe he was bluntor colorful in that - in the conversation

22 regarding Dominion?

2 A Yessir,

2 Q  Butyou don't remember the precise words that he used or any more

25 specifics aboutwhat he said?
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1 A I mean, he was very appreciative and very thankful.

2 Q Do you remember the rough timeframe of the conversation regarding

3 Dominion with Mr. Herschmann? Was it the same sort of mid-November,

4 late-November timeframe?

5 A No, I don't remember the exact time. Like I said, | spoke with Mr.

6 Herschmann more than | spoke with Meadows and peoplelikethat.

7 Q There was a Michigan recount, or a hand recount in Antrim County,

8 Michigan. Are you generally familiar with that?

9 A 1 generally, yes.

10 Q And that that was around the same ~ in the same mid-November timeframe

11 when allegations regarding - actually, strike that. | may have my | may have my

12 timing wrong in voting in Amtrim County. Well let me come back to that later.

13 Around mid-November, Rudy Giuliani, Sidney Powell, and others were making

14 claims regarding Dominion voting machines and foreign influence on a regular

15 basis they were making those claims on a regular basis. Were you aware of that?

16 A twas.

7 Q And those claims were - very specific and quite inflammatory, would you

18 agree?

19 A They were very outlandish

0 Q Better word. When you were having conversation — when you had this

21 conversation with Mr. Herschmann, do you know if those conversations were already out

22 there in the public sphere, those allegations by Mr. Giuliani and Ms. Powell and others?

23 A Yes

2 Q Andwas that a topic of conversation between you and Mr. Herschmann,

25 something along the lines of, well if Rudy and Sidney Powell are saying this, how can you
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1 sayit'sjustnot true?

2 A The conversationsweren'tthatdirect. ~It was more, it's absurdtothinkthat

3 ifgoesto Hugo Chavez hacked the election, or the ring machines are Italian satellites, like

4 whattheoryisit? It was conversations like that.

5 Q  Didany of that come up with, Mr. Meadows, the fact that others on behalf

6 of the campaign were promoting these outlandish allegations where you were telling him

7 that they — that they weren't credible?

8 A No, Mr. Meadows and | didn't have a relationship, and he would not have

9 beenas-- he would not have spoken to me freely like that.

10 Q Did Mr. Navarro in that conversation bring up the factual that others, Mr.

11 Giuliani and others had determined that the Dominion machine - the Dominion machines

12 were corrupted?

13 A don't recall on that conversation. Being called an agent of the deep state

14 isreallyalll remember about that conversation.

15 Q Understood. Anyone else besides Mr. Meadows, Mr. Navarro, Mr.

16 Herschmann that you had discussions with inquiring about what you were finding in your

17 review of theallegations that were pouringin?

18 A Ibelieve had an -- about a 15-second conversation with the Vice President

19 aboutitaswell

0 Q Whenwas that?

2 A During oneofthe visits to the White House. | don't know which one. |

22 think it was the first one in November. | was | had met him briefly at the campaign,

23 and he remembered me and saw me. And he asked what |was doing on the campaign,

24 And told him that, you know, we were looking into some of the issues related to voter

25 fraud. And he asked me I don't remember his exact words, but he asked me if we
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1 were finding anything. And said that | didn't believe we were finding — or | was not

2 personally finding anything sufficient to alter the results of the election. And he

3 thanked me. That was our interaction.

a Q And this was fit was the frst meeting, you ust said it was mid-November.

Before yourbabywasborn?

s A believe so, yes, sir.

7 Q Other than thanking you for the information, did, did Mr. did Vice

8 President Pence say anything, or express any concerns about the information you were

9 conveyingto him?

10 A No,sir, it was just that 20-second conversation.

n Q Anyone other than the four men that you've mentioned: ~ Mr. Meadows,

12 Mr.Navarro, Mr. Herschmann, and Vice President Pence, who asked you again outside

13 yourlegal group - what the - what you were finding or what the results of your analysis

14 was regarding the election fraud allegation?

15 A No,sir,I believe anyother communications would be privileged inside the

16 campaign

7 Q Did you ever have conversations with any of the outside lawyers that I've

18 mentioned: Mr. Giuliani or Mr. - or Ms. Powell for example?

19 A During this time period?

2 Q Ever, about what your assessment was of the information that was coming

21 inthrough thi fraud detection program that you wouldhelp set up?

2 A Noir.

2 Q Yet duringthis time period --was there some other time that you spoke to

24 Mr. Giuliani about these issues?

2 A No,1 had never spoken to Mr. Giuliani about these issues.
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1 Q Anyone else on his tearm, so Catherine Friess or Bernie Kerik? What about

2 thosetwo?

3 A Noir

a Q Joe DiGenova or Victoria Toensing?

s A Noir

6 Q Anyone else affliated with Mr. Giuliani's efforts?

7 A Nosir,|didn't have contacts with those folks.

8 vr.[EEE could ask Mr. Cannon, what about Jenna Ellis?

° Mr. Cannon. No, also did not have significant contacts with Ms. Els

1 Q You did say that the one email where you told her that you had interaction

12 with Mr. Herschmann, and then she seemed to well is that — you did interact with her

13 on that topic by that - by that email. Is that the only interaction that you had with her

14 onthese topics?

15 A Tomy recollection, yes, sir, because | was concerned that someone was

16 giving the President of the United States wrong information about me personally.

17 Otherwise, | would not have communicated.

18 Q Did Ms. Eli ever follow up with you to say, Well, what are you finding with

19 respect to Dominion?

20 A No. She wrote back the response that you guys have, which says, Thank

21 you, Iwas under adifferent impression, or somethingalong those fines.

2 oI

2 Q Really quickly, if I could follow up on one thing that you said earlier. ~ Earlier

24 [EE sshd you about conversations that you had with Mr. Meadows. |believe

25 that you identified the one where he asked you if there was a there there. And then he
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1 asked you about several conversations that you had request with Mr. Herschmann.

2 When you followed up and asked you about the conversation with Mr. Meadows, you

3 started to say something along the lines of why you didn't have further conversations

4 with Mr. Meadows, and you paused. And | was just curious because | wanted to follow

5 upand askifafter the ~ if after the moment where it sounded like you confirmed to Mr.

6 Meadows that there was no there there, did you get the impression that he no longer

7 wanted to hear from you the real data or your use to him at that point was done?

8 A No, that wasn't my impression. That wasn't my impression.

9 Q Okay. Iwas just trying to kind of like pick that apart in terms of why you

10 thought you~ Mr. Herschmann had multiple conversations with you. He seemed to

11 want to kind of dig into the real data that you were seeing. But Mr. Meadows, it

12 sounded like after that conversation, never had further questions for you?

13 A Yeah, I mean you would have to ask Mr. Meadows why he didn't follow up.

14 Imean—

15 Q Well, on some level, it would suggest that Mr. Herschmann did want to hear

16 thetruth from somebody who was telling him the truth over and over. ~ But it's possible

17 thatif he told Mr. Meadows the truth, there were no more questions coming to

18 somebody who was telling the truth. Is that fair or unfair?

19 A I mean, that's your conclusion

0 Q  Andthat'sa fair response, so | ~a fair response. Regarding a moment ago,

21 there was something that you said and | may have misheard. Sof didn'tget this

22 right, please correct me. You said that there ~ it sounded like you said you stopped

23 communicating with somebody because there was wrong information being spread about

24 youpersonally? Did I hear you say that correctly?

2 A That's correct. |wastalkingabouttheJenna Ellis emails.
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2 A The only reason|reached out to Jennainthis context is because Mr.

4 that| not only did not have and not believe in, and | wanted to clarify that with her.

5 Otherwise, | would not have had any communications with her.

7 A Can | take a quick break, please. Oh, no, you can ask your last question.

9 Q And I'll hand it back to my colleague.

10 ‘What do you make -- after your baby was born in sort of late November and then

12 that was coming in?

13 A You know we -- no, not so much. | mean, it was more trying to verify

15 ll return to that, but | need to use the restroom again. I'm sorry.

16 [Recess.]
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.
2 (11:28 a.m.)

4 Q Sol just wanted to get your thoughts on one more aspect of this before we

$ ‘move on to another topic. What do you make of the fact that Mr. Giuliani and others,

7 to not be trustworthy or verifiable right up until sort of early January?

8 Mr. Daniel Benson. Pardon me. You know, I'm not sure the witness is qualified

9 to answer that question. | don't know how he would know what's in the minds of other

10 people. | mean, | would let him answer a couple of those questions, but if we can just

12 ahead.

n o

15 was in their mind?

16 I'm just wondering what you thought as you saw during December and early

18 continuing to push the allegations that you felt were not reliable or verifiable?

20 And Mr. Giuliani, former U.S. Attorney and mayor of New York, and he had a team, and |

2a didn't. |didn't knowwhat data they had.

23 different or better than what you had?

2 J—
FS oI
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1 Q Did that ever bear out? Did you ever see any evidence of that at any point

2 later on?

4 harvesting in certain States where ballot harvesting is illegal. It sort of goes back to

5 what |said earlier, which is, during the timeframe presented by an election, it's very

7 admissible in court. Do| think that there are some things that weredifferent about this

8 election perhaps than other elections? Yeah, but that's my personal opinion. But |

9 don't -- you know, | don't -- Mr. Biden is President of the United States, and | didn't see

10 anything that would change that.

12 Q Did you think that perhaps part of the issue was you were thinking, or

13 looking through the lens of what would be admissible in court, or perhaps others were

15 A That had occurred to me.

16 Q You ever have that conversation with anyone that, you know, they might be

18 A With, you know, Matt Morgan maybe.

19 Q Any of the other individuals that we talked aboutoutside the legal

21 A Not to my recollection.

23 A Not to my recollection, no.

24 Q Thank you, Mr. Cannon. | am going to step off video. | appreciate your
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1 A Thankyou, si.

2 o I
3 Q Mr. Cannon, and the individuals we spoke about, there are some of your

4 documents indicate you had at east one meeting with Mr. Kushner regarding this, this

5 so-called data project. Do you recall meeting with Mr. Kushner in person to discuss your

6 findings?

7 A You had --if you can show me a document, | would appreciate it.

8 Q Sure. |want to show you --

9 A Idon't know what documentyou're talking about.

10 Q Yeah, I'm goingto show you a document -- give me one.

11 second - document exhibit marked as exhibit 6, Bates No. 11822. And you're

12 forwardingan email -- a memo from an individual named Matt Braynard?

3 A Oh. Yeah,askaway.
14 Q Wel, Imean-

15 I+c bac wants you to explain that.

" oI
17 Q just want to throw it toyou, and then you can tell us what your initial

18 response toseeing this email.

19 A Matt Braynard was not someone that| believedwas trustworthy, yet he was

20 extremely persistent in reaching out to me. And | believed that this | don't believe
21 thata meeting with Jared occurred on this. believe that this was me trying to politely

22 pushhim aside. This isa guy who, it's my understanding, worked for the campaign back

23 in 2016,wasdismissed from the campaign for reasons that no one ever really made clear

2 tome
25 I found out that while he was trying to be engaged by the campaign to do analysis,
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1 he had raised something like halfa million dollars on GoFundMe, and | didn't want to deal

2 withall that mess. And I'm glad, frankly, that | didn't, because | don't know if you're:

4 State of Georgia, and was found to be pretty unreliable.

7 Braynard was untrustworthy, is everything thatyoujust said the basis for that belief, or is.

8 there anything else that gave you reason to think that he was untrustworthy or risky in

9 dealingwith?

10 A No, those are the reasons that he was terminated for reasons that nobody

12 any of theirvoter data with him, and he had raised a bunch of moneyon his own.

3 ovI

15 would that be -- that kind of high-level individual in the Trump orbit -- be the person that

16 you would note that you were meeting with to get Mr. Braynard off you?

18 Q Did you have conversationswithother people within the campaign about

2a Q Andwhodid you have these conversations with?

23 Q Is that Justin Riemer?
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1 Q And when you expressed the concerns you had with, | think you said, Mr.

2 Morgan, Mr. Clark, potentially Mr. Riemer, Mr. White, were they - did anyone disagree

3 withyour conclusions regarding Mr. Braynard or pushback?

4 A Nosir.

5 Q Isitfairto say they were all in agreementwith your conclusion?

6 A Atleast what they expressed to me.

7 Q Okay. Areyou an individual are you familiarwithanindividual named

8 Russ Ramsfeld  Ramsland, excuse me?

° A 1am familiar with the name, yes, sir

10 Q And who do you understand that individual to be?

u A lunderstand that he had a company called Allied Security Operations Group.

12 based out of Texas, and that he was a believer in some of the Dominion allegations.

13 Q  Isitfairtosay that you didn'tfindanyverifiable voter fraud evidence that

14 came from Mr. Ramsland?

15 A I never took in -- I never took any information in from Mr. Ramsland, to my

16 knowledge.

uv Q Was that a purposeful decision not to do that? I'm sorry

18 A Yessir.

19 Q  rmsomry?

20 A Yes,sir it was.

2 Q Andwhatwasthe-andwhywas that yourdecision?

2 A Ibelieved that he may have been potentially working with some foreign

23 nationals, and a Presidential campaign cannot accept any assistance from foreign

24 nationals.

2 Q And where did you get your idea about that?
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1 A Atsome point, a person named — |believe his name was Andrew Young.

2 calledme. | never met him before. Istill don't know who he is, but he had an English

3 accent. Andlasked him if he was a U.S. citizen, and he told me no. And he said that

4 hes working with someone else who's Israeli. And | told him that | can't - we

5 can't-youknow,| can'ttalktoyou. And then he said, Well, | know someone in Texas

6 whohas a company that | workwith named Russ Ramsland. And that's how Ramsland

7 firstcame on my radar. But | made a conscious decision to not associate with someone.

8 that may have been getting information from foreign nationals.

9 Q Thankyou. Can you tell usa bit aboutyour working relationship with Zach

10 Parkinson?

u A I metZacha coupleoftimes. Hewasthe research guy.

2 Q And that's for the campaign, right?

13 A I don't know whether he was employed by RNC or the campaign, but he

14 workedoutofthe annex.

5 Q And when you say the "research guy," what is that?

16 A Ifyou needed research done on a topic, he would research it for you. |

17 don't know that | interacted with him a whole lot, but | it was my understanding that he

18 did research for comms and research for — for messaging.

19 Q Now, are you awareofMr. Parkinson doing research related to fraud claims?

20 A Yes, lam.

21 Q  Tellusa littlebit about what you're familiar with.

2 A recall that he did | believe a memo on whether officers or directors of

23 Dominion gave money to the DNC, or Democratic candidates.

2 Q And he did research directed by who?

2 A I-Idon'tknow. | don't know who directed himto doit. I've seen -- I've
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1 seen —| believe it's been in the press, and that's why I'm aware of it.

2 Q Did youduringthat--and I'll notethat Mr. Raskinisjoining. I'll note for the

3 rousnttheth Sestin now vento he pronsading
4 So turning to Mr. Parkinson, you mentioned a Dominion memo that's in the press.

$ Were you aware of that memo or memos at the time they were written?

. A tdontreca
7 Q Did you receive information from Mr. Parkinson regarding -- can you kind of

8 walk us through the various information you received from him regarding election fraud

9 research?

10 A I don't -- like I'm saying, | don't recall ever receiving any information directly

11 from him related to election fraud esearch. But, agai, f you have a document that
12 would refresh my recollection, I'm more than happy to take a look at it.

13 Q Well, let me ask you something, are you aware of -- did anyone else express

14 to you Mr. Parkinsono his team's findingsregarding election raud claims?
15 A Not to my recollection.

1 ofI
v You don'trememberever ~ anyone ever mentioning the Parkinson memo
18 regarding Dominion voting?

19 A I do, but my first recollection of that is when | believe it was reported in the

20 press in connection with some tigation.
2a Q And do you remember ever directing Mr. Parkinson or his staff to conduct

2 researchforyou?
23 A Not to my recollection, no.

24 Q Okay.

» orI—
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1 Q Mr. Cannon, we have learned that Mr. Parkinson and those working for him

2 were looking into and researching a lot of the same issues that were coming through you,

5 claims -- those claims?

7 Q Do you have any sense of who might have directed them to look into

8 basically the same types of allegations that you were vetting in the same timeframe?

9 A No, | don't.

10 Q Did Mr. Murtaugh ever tell that you he had folks on the research team that

12 A No, sir. Not to my recollection.

13 Q Okay.

15 Q Allright. Mr. Cannon, | want to circle back. If we can have what's been

16 ‘marked as exhibit 9, Bates stamp AC 627. This has to do Mr. Ramsland that we just

18 on November 9th. And in the email, Mr. Morgan says, "Alex, Russ Ramsland, according

23 called and left the voicemail.

25 give this guy a call," what do you understand him to be saying there?
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1 A That hewas beingordered to give theguyacall. I'm not - I'm not trying to

2 be flippant, but if there is an order, there is an order.

s Q Andwhat i. Morgan-
. A Wasnota-
5 Q And when he said, wasthis a typical thing in this time period that you may

6 asta dvective or that someone ha tobe contacted regarding these kind of clams even
7 though you may not have wanted to?

. A ves
9 Q So, starting with this one, do you have an understanding as to who was

10 typically giving these orders to someone like Mr. Morgan?

u A Nos.
12 Q In thisparticular instance, did you knowwho wasgiving theorderto call?

n A Nos.
1 Q Batis or say it would Have been someone quitesenor t give Mr.
15 Morgan that order?

1 A tases
uv o
18 Q fl could just jump in for one second. In the history of working with Mr.

19 Morgan, who dd you understand to have th abily to order ima campaign general
2 counselto do anything?
2 A I'mean, it would have had to have been somebody very senior. | mean, Bill

2 Steen stn Clark. That's who he would have reported to.
23 Q Is that the group — is that the universe, so to speak, of people that you

28 would have undersond to ave the ability order him to do something?
» A mean, it could have been people the White House aswell. Like told
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1 you earlier, | wasn't really part of Matt's team, so | don't know what he was doing really

2 on a daily basis. | reported to him. Technically, he was my boss. That would have

4 given him the order. | understand that that's what you want me to do, but | can't

5 Q Oh,no--

7 Q Sorry, and let me clarify. | understood that you weren't speculating as to

8 who gave him the order. | was just trying to get, based on your experience in working

9 with him,ifyou understood who fell intothe group of people who could order him to do

10 anything, given his role as campaign general counsel. And if | understood you, your

12 paraphrase, it had to be somebody prettyseniorgiven his role.

13 A I don't disagree with you.

15 Q And then, during this time period, you mentioned that this directive

16 happened in other instances. Is that fair? A directive where you had to contact

19 Q Can you give us some insight into were those coming -- who was giving you

22 Mr. Meadows' wife contacted me and asked me to contact someone. | think there was

23 an instance where Tony Sayegh said Don Jr. wanted me to contact someone.

25 Q And just out of curiosity, in the next sentence, when Morgan says,
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1 "Therefore, I'm passing to you since you can talk the talk." Understanding that you are

2 not in Mr. Morgan's head, what was your understanding of what he meant by that?

3 A Ithink this is more people being polite in passing off work that they didn't

4 wanttodo to somebody else.

5 Q  Soinamoment ago you listed,| believe, Don Jr. —- and | don't have the list,|

6 can haveit read back but it sounded like - and | don'twant to put words in your mouth,

7 so correct me if this is wrong — but it sounded like you and possibly Mr. Morgan would

8 frequently get referrals of Talk to this person, Can you talk to this person, They have this

9 evidence of fraud, They have this evidence of fraud.

10 And even if it was completely meritless, you would often have to contact them,

11 talkto them, because of the nature of who they were, or who they knew to politely say
12 thank you and then discard it if it was not verifiable or false?

13 A Thereisa lot to that question. Yes, there were multiple instances of

14 people that I felt like | was required to contact that | would not have otherwise contacted.

15 Q  Andisit fair tosaythis is oneof those emails that kind of summarizes Mr.

16 Morgan's requestof you to do just that?

FY A That's correct.

1 oI
19 Q When you spoke to Mr. Ramsland, did he indicate his connection to - it's

20 called the Trumporbit that led to him, and you being directed to call him?

2 A don't believe | spoke with Mr. Ramsland. If did, | don't recall it. I think

22 1-1didn't even recall this email, and | just made this production to you guys, soif that

23 gives you a sense. But| said | called and left a voicemail, | believe, which would have

24 meant that! was done. | don't know whether he called me back or not.

2 o[I
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1 Q Ihe did call you back, my assumption i that there would be no requirement

2 based on this to really follow up with him. Is that fair?
3 A Yes,yes, maiam

a oI
5 Q Allright. Let's look at exhibit 11, which ends in Bates No. 2368. Andit'sa
6 November 7th email that indicates: As discussed withSenator Graham, attached is the

7 PAdata for deceased individuals who actually cast abe ballots in the presidential

8 election in PA that were received up to the November 5th, 2020. And it says, "We do
9 not know whether these individuals voted for Biden or Trump." Do you recall this

0 email
1 A 1 dosince I've done my production, yes

2 Q  So.can you give us some background on what — what you're talking about

13 here?
1 A Letmeread the email. Justamoment. Iwas talking about an analysis of

15 dead voters in Pennsylvania who cast absentee ballots or early voting ballots.

16 Q  Andisthisisa conversation you had had, when you say, with Senator
17 Lindsey Graham?

18 A Yessir.

19 Q  Canyoutellusa bit about how you came into contact with Senator Graham
20 onthisissue?

2 A believe Eric Trump asked me - Eric may have even been on the phone call.
22 think Senator Graham wanted togoon TV.

2 Q And so, then, he needed evidence from you regarding these issues so he

24 could talk about them on television?
2 A That was my understanding.
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1 a [Hl 6 vou want to did you have a ine of questionyouwantedIE

: o
s Q Swe. If could, I wanted to talk ite bit more about the issue of dead
a people voting. And there is a fair amount of documents in your production that relate

5 to this issue. And without going through specific documents, | thought it might be

6 helpfullust to get your understanding of sort of what the dams were, understand what
7 efforts were made on your end to try to verify that information, sort of the challenges

8 that were posed, and so forth. So can | -- can | ask you a few questions about those

os topic?
10 A Yes,yeah--| mean, yes, sir. | mean there may be some -- | mean | may

13 have to consult with counsel on some prvi issues ere,
12 Q Okay. Well, generally, | think | recall you testifying -- or testifying, excuse

13 me, mentioning earlier that one of the -- maybe the only allegation that you felt had

14 some met related 103 deceased person voting, or someone voting on betalfof a
15 deceased person. Is that accurate?

16 A I'm sorry, could you ask the question again? |apologize.

v Yeah, I think when you were talkingearlier about the act that most of the
18 allegations, the vast majority of them, you found to be unverifiable, or meritless, you

19 excluded from that group. In other words, the one allegation that you felt did have

20 some mer, | thought you sid involved a person voting on behalf of deceased
2 indvidual,
2 A Sothat would be when | say meri, | mean something thats verifiable
23 within the timeframe. | think there were also some other categories that given

24 additional time could have been verified. But | believe that -- yes, with respect to dead

25 people, | believe that there's a pretty high -- we had apretty high confidence in
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1 this data.

2 Q And when you say this data, there seems like therewas a lot of information

3 comingin froma lot of different States, from a lot of different people, making similar

4 types of claims, thats, the people who had predeceased the election were somehow

recorded as having voted. Is that correct that the information was coming in from

6 different places regarding different States?

7 A Irecall people making those allegations, yes, sir

8 Q And when you said that there was some information that you deemed to be

9 verifiable, was thata subset of the information that you gathered, or did you find that all

10 ofit-all of the claims that were made with respect to deceased people voting were

11 verifiable and had merit?

2 A don't recall al of the allegations that were being made. | only recall the

13 States that looked at.

1 Q What States were those?

15 A Sol believe Pennsylvania and Georgia were the two States where voter data

16 was sufficient to match the ~ match t to a deceased individual.

7 Q And think there is something in your production where you discussed the

18 issue of the challenges withotherStates. For example, there might not be date of birth

19 information forthe individuals so that you could match up, that the person with the same

20 nameis actually the same person. Isthat fai to say?

2 A Yessir. That's what | was - that's what | was getting at.

2 Q Andis that the major shortcoming here that -- or the challenge here, | guess

23 1 should say, the challenge is making sure that the person whois ~ who has voted is the:

24 same person who died before the election?

2 A Yessir. And that's with any category of data that you're dealing with.
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1 You're matchinga particular ballot cast to a particular individual, whether i's somebody

2 who voted out of State, someone who changed their address, someone who allegedly
3 voted twice. Any of those what ll call micro categories of data

a Q Did you find in your review with respect ~ particularly with respect to the

5 deceased voters, did you find instances in which the person who was claimed to have

6 voted, o the person who did vote, is not the same person who had predeceased the

7 election?

5 A We found one instance in Georgia - maybe two instances in Georgia where

9 wefelt lie we had a high confidence. And then it was later reported that the individual

10 was our matching was wrong.

1 Q  Sowasthat okay. So those two examples, you thought you had

12 confidence, but the matching was wrong. Were the -were the - the rest of the

13 universe of folks who are on these lists, did you have a high level of of confidence that

14 the names on the voter list and the death roll for lack of better term, matched up?

15 A Whatlistare you talking about? ~ Are you talking about my list?

16 Q So, yeah, let me, let me step back. You as far as | can tell from the

17 production, it looks thatyou were provided at various times with fairly lengthy lists from

18 various jurisdictions of people who were believed to have voted even though they were

19 dead.

1) A Okay. Idon'trecall that document, in particular, sitting here, but I'l take

21 yourword forit, unless you want to show it to me.

2 Q Why don't you tell me. Did you receive lengthy lsts from various internet

23 sleuths or others, telling you that in Pennsylvania, for example, there were dozens or

24 hundreds of people who had voted, but had -- even though they were dead before the

25 election?
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1 A Maybe.
2 Q Okay. Are you able to estimate what percentage of the names that you

3 reviewed, you had a high confidence level, were the same person that i the person who
4 voted, was the same person who had predeceased the election?

$ A That's a difficult question to answer for the reasons that we discussed

6 earlier, which is, it all depends on the qualityofthe data comingfrom the State, right?
7 So you have to have enoughpersonal data being reported in the State to be able to

8 match it to an individual. So it's hard for me to give a percentage, because some

9 States -- during the timeframe, it would have been impossible to actually do the matching

10 exercise with a high degree of confidence.

1 Q Then what about in the States where you did have dateof birth information,
12 were you able to do the matching exercise, and if so, what were the results of your -- of

13 that matching exercise?

1 A Georgia and Pennsylvania, | believe, were the only two thatI recall right now
15 that we did that -- we were able --the data was of such a nature that we could undertake

16 that matching exercise. | don't recall what the gross numbers were coming in, but you

17 can see in my documents the numbersofpeople that we felt lie we could verify with a
18 high level of reliability.

19 Q Do you have -- can you estimate that order of magnitude in terms of the

20 gross number?

n A No,sin leant. I dont recall.
2 oI
23 Q Just -- Mr. Cannon, to follow up on that, in the exhibit that we put up a

24 ‘moment ago, exhibit 11 -- and this is not a memory test. We can put it back up there.

25 Myunderstandingis tht you attached an Excel spreadsheetthat included the individuals
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1 that you were able to identify with a high degree of confidence in Pennsylvania. And |

2 believe it's page 2 of the exhibit.

, And when aly it up, eve there's 15 pepe. And f we could sve thre
4 for amoment. Is this the people that you represented as people who had been

$ deceased to cast absentee or early voter ballots?

. A 1 hnk here was som coloring om hire thats ot showing up 25 wel
7 I'm not sure what the color coding meant while sitting here. But, yeah, this would have

8 been the universe of people that we were able to match with date of birth and Social

5 Secuntydata inden.
10 Q Sol just want to clarify because | don't knowthat the colors translated when

18 twas podcast. Sof there wer color tht igh be seething your counsel ould
12 follow up on that would provide helpful clarification. Because if | understand your email

13 on the page before, you say rose highlight in red indicate voters who registered to vote

16 aftertheydin. Solsitevenasubsetof the 15 who actualy regret to vot ater
15 they died, it's not even the full 15 on this list, is that what you're saying?

16 A That's what I'm saying. And you can actually see here what the color

17 cotigis because sight ghtr,
18 Q Oh, which ones, if you could help me, because | have terrible eyesight?

19 Which ones are you referring to?

0 A looks he Thomas Sllan, George White dy rst, leanne Ev,
2a Elizabeth Bartman. Those look like the ones that are in -- highlighted in different colors.

» we SE i vere.
23 |

» Q Cou youdome favor - and splot st me nt being abet
25 seethe diction tht youve drawing «ah, cay. Ah, aka. amincredity
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2 But to your point, earlier, in the email, you specify, We do not know -- and| say

A—
4 these individuals voted for Biden or Trump." Why did you bold and underline that

$ statement to the extent that you

. J
, Q you remember?
8 A because | wanted to make it clear that the voter data did not include

9 the -- who the person cast the ballot for.

10 Q  Sotobe clear

u A hyenaspeople, ose mentheybtTosSen,
w o
13 Q And, in fact, do you know, do you have any information on that, howthis

A
15 any follow-up information on that particular person?

16 A Idon't recall. | may have. |don'trecall. There were a couple of

3 stevsorwherewewerewrng. And hat an tancewhere we were wang,
18 instance where we were wrong.

19 Q think that might have been one where there was somepublicity that her

20 son, whowas a Trump supporter, was prosecutedfor voting onbehalfof his deceased

21 mather, So1fthats true, that would be consistent with the admonitionthtyou tin
2 youre inyouremal. 1sthat ight?
2 —_—
24 Q Okay.

E oI
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2 looked at a lot of the documents in your production -- and pleasedisagreewith me if you

4 reality of something, or point out the truth of something to people who might or might

5 not care about that when they went to use it. Is that fair or unfair?

7 ‘make sure that what | was providing to Senator Graham was as clear as possible, so that if

© he des mistatement, or ello somthing that dada ow tothe uli tat
9 1 would not be blamed for it.

10 Q So the first part of my statement, though, was true. You were trying to tell

12 A Based on my limited ability to do research having never done anything like

Bn tasers

15 tell people the truth as you saw it and were able to verify it. Is that fair?

19 Q Noton this one, but I'm trying-- as I'm going throughtheexhibits, I'm not

21 where there were photocopies, they looked like photocopies of do we have information

23 that included research about where they -- where the person was buried, the proximity of

24 that cemetery to the precinct to which the person voted. Do yourecall that in that
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1 A Idon'trecall that. don't recall that document. | apologize.

2 Q No, noworries. On the break, | will try to pull that up and maybe we'll

3 comebacktoit. The last thingI'l ask you then on the -- on the -- on this research

4 project, did you -it sounded asif you were sort of cognizant of the -of the potential

5 problem of comparing these different databases with - with a, sort of, with limited

6 information, identifying information regarding the individual.

7 So for example, in in jurisdictions where the voting records didn't show a date of

8 birth, you recognized early on that would be a challenge to match that person up with a

9 Social Security file ofa person with the same name and confirm that it was, in fact, the

10 same individual. Is that accurate?

u A Yessir

2 Q And did you - how about in jurisdictions where there was a - a birth year,

13 which think we see in someof these jurisdictions -- that the year of birth may be listed

14 but nota date of birth, did you ask that information to be reliable enough to have a high

15 degree of confidence that we're talking about the same individual?

16 A Noir.

uv Q How about a month, a monthofbirth which also seems to be the case in

18 some of these jurisdictions?

19 A That would be more reliable.

20 Q And did you how did you treat the individuals where you only had a month

21 of birth on one of the databases? Did you consider that to be a likely, unlikely? Or

22 howdid you characterize the - the confidence level of the match in that case?

23 A 1--Idon't recall how we did that. That would have been something that

24 Simpatico would have done based on statistical analysis. I'm not a statistician. |

25 trusted
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: Q Was Smpatio —go ahead
2 A 1 said | trusted Simpatico be very diligent, and that's why | wanted to work

3 withthem
4 Q And were they, in fact, engaged to take on this project?

$ A Yes, sir, they were.

. Q Andcould yousharewithus the workproduct that thy generated?
7 A No, sir,Ididn't. That's privilege work product.

8 Q That's privileged, did you say?

. A Yess
10 Q Okay. Do you have possession of it?

u A Yessir
12 Q Okay. Thankyou. We may -- maybe we'll come back again and revisit

13 thatissue if you look for now. Iam prepared to move on. Thanks,IEE

1 oI
15 Q  Atthis time, we'll pause and see if Ms. Lofgren is still here -- whether Ms.

16 Lofgren has any questions for Mr. Cannon.

v Widalizan, Toshonoauations.
1 o
1 Q Thankyou. Alright. Mr. Cannon, just quick, Fm going to move to
20 exhibit 12. Andis Bates No. AC679, and is from someone with the email address
2a contact at the RedElephants.com, and it's to you CC'ing Alexander Adams. Can you tell

2 us, who's the Red Elephants’email address?
23 A I don't know who wasbehind it.

24 Q Who did you understand to be -- like what entity or group did you

25 understand that to represent?
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1 A Iknew that they were ~ so shortly after the election, they had posted

2 something on Twitter showing some analysis, some statistical law that had something to

3 do with the leading digits of think it was called Branford's law or Benford's law. And

4 they reached out to the campaign. And, again, this is an example of something just sort

5 of comingto me.

s Q Does the name Vincent Tocana or Vincent James ring a bell?

7 A Noir

8 Q  Sointhis email, the Red Elephants’ email address says, “lam working on

9 putting together a team of people that have deep knowledge on this before our call

10 today." And it mentions about wanting to run some numbers. And then you respond,
11 "Thanks. Please move as quickly as possible.” Did you - did the campaign engage

12 individuals helpinthe fraud search?

13 A Did the campaign engage individuals to help in the fraud search?

1 Q These

15 A Imsorry, | don'tthink ~

16 Q Well these individuals | understand that you --

FY A Ithink can just I think | can just — | think can just put allthis in context

18 foryou. These guys came in, they had an idea about this Benford's law thing. We had

19 a call with them, and then all of sudden they started adding a ton of people to emails, and

20 we had noidea who they were. And | didn't want to deal with them anymore, because

21 it--I mean, they seemed like a bunchofcrazy people.

2 So, | mean, you can ask me whatever questions you want ask me about these

23 specific documents, but that's going to be the answer to pretty much everything.

2 Q No that's helpful. Andif you look at document, exhibit 13, | think that

25 confirms what you're saying here which you asked about ~ it's Bates Stamp 620. And
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1 you se, Canyou lese cee ew thread ay to Vince, Dave, Cincy, Crs, an
2 Steven from that group. Is that you basically saying, let's clean this up, narrow it down,

3 andonlyinduce th pepe tht are actual potently relevant?
4 A Yeah, and also, then, | think there is a later email where | follow up with him,

$ with Steve Kunath, and | say, you know, | don't think they got the message.

. —
7 A Hewas avolunteerfor the campaign. Hewasastatistician.

8 Q  Sol'lllook at Document 14, which ends Bates Stamp 1066. And here, you

9 say to Mr. Kunath, you say, "Please let them know that as they are volunteers" -- you said,

10 between us that we want to not -- | thinkthat's really associate ourselves with -- and that

11 the compagn cannot assist them. And Mr. Kunth sas, indeed, i eemphasize a
12 what I've been trying perhaps with too much subtlety." So here, you are speaking about

13 Red Elephants group that we just talked about, right?

Pp A vend
15 Q And when you say that you do not want to really associate ourselves with, is

16 that kindof what you said because they might be a bit crazy or more -- not grounded in

v threw?
18 A Yeah, they were just acting like --|mean, I'll tell you, honestly, | had a

19 conversation, | think, with Steve Kunath where | said these guys might be Borat.

0 co
2a Mr. Cannon. Yeah, one of these guys might be Borat. | mean, it became such a

22 huge universe of people. I'm not going to we're not going to take theriskof like

23 having conversations with a whole bunch of people that we don't know anything about.

2 |
25 Q Okay. If we look at the next email, which is exhibit 15, ending in 1083.
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1 Here yousay, | thinkit's following the same email, but responding to the Red Elephant.

2 Andit says, "Thank you, we received this. Iam interested inyourfindings - this is the

3 correct way to pass them along to me." Is this fair to say that you've kept, even though

4 you placed some distance, you've kept the line of communication open just by virtue of to

5 make sure what you were doing there, which is looking for anything that could be

6 credible?

7 A Yeah, I don't recall exactly the timeframe of, you know, when they came on

8 and when I mean, | don't know when Kunath's email was - was it prior to this?
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2
2 (12:14 p.m)

s o
4 Q It's prior to this, yes. The reemphasis email is on the 10th. This appears.

< to be on the 11th, but it has the same initial email from Red Elephants.

. A Yeah, dont know, | mean, ther than «mean, f anythin, dant
7 know why | -- | wasn't particularly interested in their findings at this point. | know it says

8 something different. MaybeI'm just too polite. | don't know. |--

’ oI
10 Q Well, to a certain extent -- not to cut you off, but we covered thisamoment

11 250, inthe sense of would thi have been part of your talking the talk ole tole «to
12 basically let these people talk, hear what they have to say, let them down if it was not

13 used? | mean, that seems to be a common theme throughout the emails, is how polite

3 Yorsrietiaviuln simi ogiARS
15 crazies?

" A Ves. mean that would have been consistent kindof with wt was
v dome
18 Q And] apologizeif you already mentioned this, but do you know if the Red

19 Elephants group had been established before this? Was this an organization you were

® famiarwie
2 A No
2 EE Ok, One second, Mr. Cannon. Let me just catch up

23 to where | am.

2 ovIN

® Q Justout ofcuriosty, Mir Camara, if we heady covered this please
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1 correct me. But what kind of vetting process was there for these groups that came in?

2 If somebody said, "Hey, can youtalk to so and so," was there any google search, or who

3 was responsible forchecking on that?
4 A Imean, no one really was. Depending on how it came in — | mean, | don't

$ know. With this group, there was such a hubbub all over the internet about Benford's

6 law and how the UN. uses it to detect fraud in elections in developing countries, And |
7 don't know that anybody did any research into this group, but, you know, if, like,

8 Mark Meadows asked somebody to call somebody, you assumed that it was -- you know,

9 you were supposed to do it.

10 Q And not to goback too far, but earlier in our discussion, you told us an

11 incident where three guys from Texas were able to get a meeting with Mr. Trump in the
12 Oval Office. And the impression | got from you was that those three guys from Texas

13 were likely similar in termsof the -- forgive me -- crazyfactor.

1 How are these folks getting meetings, to the extent that you know, inthe Oval
15 Office with the President to propound their theories and "give us this money and we can

16 find you this" -- how are people getting into the Oval Office with the President? Do you

7 know?
18 Mr. Daniel Benson. Pardon me. | hate to interrupt, but you have-- there is no

19 foundation for Mr. Cannon to have, you know, any idea how someone is getting into the

20 Oval Office.

n Io,no, Mr. Benson. | know that. That's literally why Im asking
22 and qualifying i, to the extent that he has any idea.
23 Mr. Daniel Benson. Of course he has no idea.

2 I ust if he has any idea.

25 Mr. Daniel Benson. I'm not trying to tell you how to doyourjob, butif we can



1 just stick to what Mr. Cannon, you know, personally knows or could even know, it might
2 ‘make this goa little more smoothly.

5 [es
. Mr. Canon
$ Mr. Daniel Benson. | hate to interrupt, but, you know, it's -- | don't see the point

6 oft
; en
8 Mr. Cannon, do you have any personal knowledge of how those three individuals

9 from Texas came to be in the Oval Office meeting with Mr. Trump that day?

10 Mr.Cannon. No,|do not.

u er von
2 ovI
13 Q Mr. Cannon, do you recall having contact with someone related -- not

10 related - excuse me - connected to Sean Hannity?
15 A Yes, sir, | do.

16 Q Can you tell us a bit about how you came about providing information to -- |

T esumewnstsoneofhis representatives?
18 A Idon't recall the specifics. | think Mr. Hannity wanted to do a show

15 potentially with some people that had sworn out credible affidavits
20 Q And how did it land on your desk to provide information to his

R—
2 A The same way everything els landed on my desk.
23 Q Well, let's be more specific. Do you recall who would have given you that

24 task?

2 A No,ldon'trecall. 1 did't rememberthe Hannity thing until we went
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1 through the production.

2 Q Any other examples of youproviding information to representatives from

3 the media to use in their programming?

a A No. Ifyou had--I mean, if there is something else in my production that

Ss I'm not recalling, please refresh my recollection, and I tll you about t. But | don't

6 recall anything other than Mr. Hannity and Mr. Graham now.

7 Q Do you recall whether Mr. Hannity, in fact, used the information that you

8 provided?

9 A No,sir,l don't recall.

10 Q Allright. | want to turn to any involvement you had with post-election

1m tigation.

2 Now, earlier we talked about Cleta Mitchell. Canyou ust tel us again what you

13 understood her role to be post-election?

1a A I'm not sure what her role was post-election.

15 Q When you had conversations with her, what did you understand her to be

16 doing?

FY A TrashingJustin Clark and Matt Morgan.

18 Q And this is what she would do in private conversations with you, or are you

19 saying

1) A No.

2 Q she would do that otherwise?

2 A That's what | heard she was doing otherwise.

2 Q And howdid youhear that?

2 A From Mr. Herschmann.

2 Q And did he provide further insight into why she was trashing Mr. Morgan
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1 and Mr. Clark?

2 A Because she wanted to be relevant.

3 Q And relevant in what sense?

4 A She wanted to — she claimed that it's my understanding that she claimed

5 that, you know, everybody was lying to the President and that there was a ton of voter

6 fraud out there, and everybody was hiding it from him, and she was the best lawyer ever,

7 yetwe couldn't get her to sign an engagement letter.

8 Q Did you attempt to get her to sign an engagement letter?

9 A Ithink produced some documents to that effect.

10 Q Do you know whether she had any connection to Mark Meadows?

u A dont

2 Q Now, when you started having conversations with her, do you recall how

13 thatcameabout? Did someone direct you to do so?

14 A Yes. Cleta was making life difficult and uncomfortableforJustin and Matt,

15 and Cleta was calling me and asking for resources for something in Georgia. She wanted

16 money. Ibelieve she was using Matt Braynard, who we've alreadydiscussed.

7 AndI told herin a conversation that, you know, she worked fora large

18 international law firm - this was really an attempt to box her in - that she worked fora

19 large, international law firm, and if she would send an engagement letter over, we would

20 be more than happy to engage her firm, and she would have all theresources that she

21 needed through her large firm. And, at that time, it was my understanding that her

22 international law firm would absolutely not agree to be engagedby the Trump campaign.

23 Q 50 you basically were suggesting that in order to kind of stop her in her

24 tracksabit? Isthat fair?

2 A Call her bluff.
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1 Q Did the campaign ever engage asfaras well, withdrawn actually

2 Let's go to document 20 what's marked as exhibit 24. And this is an email

3 where it's a November 7th email where someone - where Gary Coby forwards you an

4 email from who he says is one of his staffers at Opn Sesame. And, in that email alleges

Ss some fraud in Georgia. And Mr. Coby says: Former staffer.

s And then you forward to Ms. Mitchell and say: May be worthwhile in Georgia.

7 00 you recall this email?

5 A Notspecifically, but I've seen t.

° Q Okay. And then Ms. Mitchell responds -- she says: Holy crap, yes. We.

10 need to follow we need to follow up on this. We are meeting tomorrow to go through

11 every possible claim and how to document.

2 And you respond: You're welcome.

13 Were you in any meetings with her regarding these claims in Georgia or other

14 claims?

15 A No. Iwould have been told by somebody to send this to Ms. Mitchell

16 Q And why do you believe you were told by someone to send it?

FY A Because I had never met her and never heard of her. And thisi very, very

18 earlyon.

19 Q Do you recall having discussions with her about your conclusions regarding
20 Dominion Voting Systems?

2 A No.

2 Q Because we see emails here where Ms. Mitchell appears to be contacting

23 you regarding a purported expert with Dominion, and the she indicates that she's

24 struggling to find credible experts that are able to testify to potential issues related to

25 vote manipulation by Dominion.
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1 Do you recall having any further conversations with her about whether or not
2 there was cedibilty to those Dominion claims?
3 A Idon't believe did. Again, | didn't think Cleta was someone that was - |
4 feltlike it may be unwise to deal with her. 1 kept hr at arm's length
s Qo you recall any involvement she had in filing any tigation in Georgia or
6 elsewhere related to the election?
7 A Tknew she was working in Georgia, and you can see that fromthis email. 1
8 don't know what roe she had in connection with the lection challenge in Georgia.
0 Q 1 show you what's been marked as document exhibit 27, and it's Bates
10 stamped AC637. And is an email from you on November 10th, and it says: Hi Cleta
11 Overthe weekend, you said you would send me a proposal for a lawsuit in Georgia. Did
12 yousendit? Ifnot,can you?
1 And then she respands abaut basicaly saying that she will try to do that this
1 evening.
15 Do you recall conversations with her regarding a proposed lawsuit in Georgia?
16 A Sir, this is the email that| was talking about earlier where | was calling her
7 but
1 Q Gotcha. Okay. No, thatis helpful
1 Sots fair to sayyouwere not - you did't have an intention that the you didn't
20 have expectation that this would result in the campaign engaging Foley | guess Foley &
21 Lardner? That was your expectation in engaging in this conversation with her. Is that
2 fan
5 A That was the opposite of my expectation.
2 ov IN
FS Q Just for purposes of clarity and maybe| misunderstood this, but, in the
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1 email, when you say, "Over the weekend, you said you'd send me a proposal fora

2 lawsuit," is it your understanding that was the engagement letter from Foley --

s A Anda budget
4 Q thatyouwould

$ A Andabudget. An engagement letter and a budget.

s QO, okay. Sothe proposal that you had been talking about was an
7 engagement letter and a budget to file a lawsuit in Georgia?

s A Yes, matam,
9 Q Gotit. Thankyou. That's helpfulclarification.

10 Just to clarify, you never received that proposal or an engagement letter from

1 Foley & Lardner, correct?
2 A Comect
13 Q To the extent that you know, only based on yourpersonal knowledge, do

bras SLSar UTRAR A
15 she was doing inthis area?

1 A ldonotknow.
ey.

1 ©E—
1 Q Did youcontinueanyconversationstha you're aware of with Ms. Michell
20 into December of 2020 or early January 20217
2a A Idon't believe|did.

2 Q Are you familiar with the name Brandon Castleberry (ph)?

23 A Isaw his name in my production. | have no idea who that person is.

24 Q Okay. Now, looking in your documents, there are numerous documents

25 that discuss Rudy Giuliani coming in and taking control of the post-election litigation
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1 efforts.

2 Can you provide us some background on when you recall that happening and how

3 youbecame aware of it?
a Mr. Cannon. |will, but I'd like to use the bathroom first. Soif we could take

5 2minutes, I'd appreciate it.

. I o problem at i.
7 [Recess.]

s oI
9 Q Mr. Cannon, | believe we were discussing when Mr. Giuliani took over legal

10 efforts.

un A Yess
12 Q Allright. Sol think you were about to provide us with your recollection as

13 to when and how that happened and how you became aware of it.

1 A Ihelieve that, shortly afte the election, Mr. Gilani came to the campaign
15 and was talking to people, and --| mean, | don't really recall. 1 wasn't involved in any of

16 those meetings. just remember seeing him at the campaign offices early on. And
17 then, you know,I think Matt Morgan told me that he and Justin had been replaced by
18 Mr. Giuliani and Mr. Giuliani's team.

1 Q And howdidthatimpactthework that youwereengagedin?
0 A Well they were the focus. You know, they came in, and it was made
21 well-known that they were in charge and they were running comms, and they were
22 running the legal, andtheyare running all messaging. ~ And they took over a conference
23 room. And |believe, at that point,|moved my office, again, further away from that

20 location so did't have any interaction with them,
2s I sorry. Could you clarify when that was, the timeframe?
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2 Mr. Camm, 1 maa, scat the Presidents eset was, thik,
2 November 13th -- 12th or 13th.

s —
4 Q Okay. And, when you said you moved your office away, was that so you

$ could -- the purpose was to be further away from them. Is that right?

. A ves
7 Q And why did you want to be further away from them?

8 A I didn't want to get pulled into any of their work. | was expectinga baby.

9 Iwastired. |mean, | --it had been a long -- it was -- elections are hard. Campaigns are

10 hard. don't know if any of you have worked on a campaign before. They're a lot of

J
12 Q We have not had the pleasure of being -- being on the campaign, at least

5 aoneanthiteam.
1 IE ut will say that s not a — that is a commen refrain, so we

15 empathize. We've heard that in -- and | will say going through that and expecting a child

16 would be -- from the people we've heard who were not dealing withothercircumstances,

37 campaigns ans hand amg idiots desig ith srpscinga baby, S21 we
18 can only imagine what that must have been like.

8 I
© @ 50, Mr. Cannon, wher we | beieve the President's tweet is November 24th
2a byour notes here. So just want to unpacka bit.

» Whats gtr afte the Present st Gin in har, whan you re
23 getting information kind of funneling to you, are you doing anything different with that

24 than you would have done before Mr. Giuliani was in charge?

2 A Youur. Sean, we bad engoged experts i anticstion of Westin, and
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1 we were then trying to use those experts from time to time, or | was from time to time to.

2 assist people who were pushing back on some of the claims that Mr. Giuliani was making.

3 Q  Imsorry. Canyoujust repeat that latpartfor me?
a A said, at that point, most of the calls -- let me rephrase it.

5 The requests that | received changed from being requests to look into something

6 foroffensive purposes, like challenging the election, to: Alex, can you look into this
7 claim that someone is making, whether it's Jenna or Rudy, and ask if it can be verified?

8 Q And would that have been Matt Morgan asking you to do that, or anyone

9 else?

10 A Itwould have been Mr. Herschmann.

1 Q Okay. Soisit fairto say you were basically attempting to test the claims
12 being madebyPresident Trump's newlegal team?

13 A When asked.

1 Q And were you asked were you routinely asked after November 14th?
15 A Certainly from time to time. | don't know -- | mean,|don't know what

16 routinely means, but from time to time.

7 Q  Doyourecallwell, let meask this: What were some ofthethings that
18 Mr. Herschmann or others asked you to look into as it related to Mr. Giuliani's claims?

1 A I rememberone instance where there was an allegation someone had made
20 thata very large number of legal immigrants had voted in | believe it was the State of
21 Nevada, and we were asked to run that down.

2 Q And do you recall the results ofyour work there in running that down?
23 A Itwas the same asa lot of the other results, which is the data would be

24 insufficiently reliable to be admissible in court.

2 Q Isit fair to say that you couldn't verify — that it was normal that you couldnt
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1 verify the claims being made by Mr. Giuliani and his team?

2 A No,because that implies that | was checkinga lot of his claims.

3 Q Well, I'm asking with regard to the claims that you were asked to check.

a For those, was it typical that you couldn't verify them?

5 A For the ones that | was asked -- and | don't believe it was a lot, and | don't

6 recall how many, but, for example, we would not be able to verify becauseofdata issues

7 that a large number of illegal immigrants voted in the State of Nevada.

8 Q And then, when you had the results of that verification, who would you

9 sharethose with?

10 A Matt Morgan, Mr. Herschmann.
n Q And was it your understanding that they would share those with

12 Mr. Giuliani's team?

13 A Idon't know what they did with the information.

1 II ivo. havesomething that you wanted to

15 inquire about?

16 I

7 Q Justo askif there were any other instances besides the undocumented folks

18 voting in Nevada that you remember Mr. Herschmann or anyone else asking you to look

19 into?
20 A I mean, people changing addresses, so people on the NCOA database, we

21 were asked to look nto that.
2 Q Whatdid youdoon that one? Doyourememberwhateffortsyoumadeto

23 try tovalidate or verifythatallegation?

24 A It's the same problems that you had with the data, which is effectively

25 matching individuals without -- within the timeframe.
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1 Q But how did you come to the conclusion -- was this sortof an off-the-cuff

2 response,ordid you do some digging to determine whether there were ways or methods

3 todo the matching that was required?

a A Thatwasall done by an expert.

5 Q  simpatico?

s A For those categories, yes, sir.

7 Q Andthe response -without getting into privileged information, the

8 response led you to conclude that it was not possible, with the data available and the

9 time available, to verify the information, for example, with respect to people who had

10 moved and were in the change of address database?

n A That wasthe expert's opinion.

2 Q Anything else you can remember besides people moving, voting twice, or

13 not being citizens?

1 A remembera question of low-propensity voters, specifically in Pennsylvania.

15 I think we looked at some people that hadn't voted in three or fourelection cycles and all

16 registered to vote and cast ballots on roughly the same day, and that seemed to us to be

17 indicative of ballot harvesting.

18 Ivill ust note for the record that I'm sorry to

19 interrupt, Mr. Cannon. ll note for the record that Mr. Raskin has joined. Mr. Cannon,

20 Fmsory. |didnt mean tointerrupt you. Please continue.

2 Mr. Cannon, ts allright.

2 Those are the categories that | recall

= IOr. Thankvou.
2 [I 1 con't have anything else on that.

5 EO
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: —
2 Q So, Mr. Cannon, looking at these emails, it looks like, once Mr. Giuliani's

4 to the extent that Mr. Giuliani's team was looking for something, you were sending folks

5 that way and that they can handle it. Is thata fair summaryof where you were at that

8 Q  Andthenis it -- | want to look at document number -- exhibit 36, and it's a

9 November 15th email, so, again, around this time. And it's from Christopher White, and

10 he's RNC legal. Is that right?

12 Q Okay. And he writes you saying: Ourdata team is getting some weird

13 requests from guys named Patrick Witt and Morgan Warstler. Are they on the campaign

16 And then you say in response: This is above my pay grade. | presume they are

17 on Rudy's team.

18 Is this the kind of example we're talking about here where there may be some odd

I CA eaeA aSpA

23 surprising to you, or was that expected, that weird requests might be coming from

25 A It was expected. It wasn't unusual for me to hear from RNC that people
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1 were requesting access to RNC data. ~ And they would ask me if knew who they were.

2 Thisisan example of that. Usually it would have beena phone call or, for a

3 whileyeah. Thisis an example of that.

4 Q Allright. And sol know you I believe you hadyour child on | thinkyou

5 said the 22nd or the 20th is that right - in November?

6 A The 20th

7 Q 20th. Iwant to geta bit of sense of what your work for the campaign

8 looked likefor the rest of November. | don't knowwhetheryou tooktime off or

9 otherwise were less engaged, but what was that time period like for you?

10 A Imean,it's hard to recall. | mean,| certainly was interested in winding

11 down the campaign at that point. |think | was, you know, still fielding some one-off

12 questions from some folks.

13 Q 1 guess what I'mtrying to geta sense of is ~ we'll discuss an email in a

14 minute that shows - it's you, Jason Miller, and Matt Morgan, and it's about a paralegal

15 request for someone a typist for Victoria.

16 Doyou know the email I'm talking about?

7 A generally recall the email, but if you'd put it up, I'd appreciate it.

18 Q Yeah. Illputitupinone second. Tellus: Whois Victoria?

19 A I presume that would be Victoria Toensing.

0 Q  Andwhois that?

2 A Joe diGenova's wife, | believe.

2 Q And what role was Victoria engaged inatthis time?

23 A She was on Rudy's team. |only knowthat from the President's tweet.

2 Q So, if we can put up exhibit 37, which is i's November 29th. And at the

25 bottom of page 2, which ends in 14494, Mr. Miller indicates that: | needa
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1 paralegal/typist for Victoria Toensing in the D.C. area ASAP.

2 It says: MayorGiuliani wants me to get it done and have someone available to

3 gettoworkfor her.

a And then Mr. Morgan responds indicating that — he says, quote: | don't have

5 any recommendations. | can't exactly speak for Alex, but I'm willing to bet he does not

6 have any recommendations either. ~All of the law firms we use for pre-election ligation

7 have been fired, pushed out, or stepped aside for Rudy's team. ~The current roster of

8 law firms who are doing work have all been identified and hired by Rudy's team. 1 know

9 Boris has been involved in the new law firm engagements. Is there any way he can

10 make a particular request ofa current law firm to provide the needed support?

n And, at the end of this email, Mr. Morgan says: Sorry | don't havea better

12 answer, but my resources have basically gone to zero.

13 And then you respond Hi, Jason. Matt's right. Unfortunately,| don't know of

14 anyone who could assist.

15 Mr. Miller responds and says: Guys, not to bea dick here, but I'm not going to

16 fall on the swordfor this one.

FY He goes on further there, and I'm happy to let you read it if you're not — if you

18 wouldliketo. And then

19 A I'mreadingit.

2 Q Mr. Morgan, on the first page, responds in a longer email, which I'm happy

21 tohave you - if you would like, just so you can recollect what Mr. Morgan was saying
22 here. Would you like to do that?

2 A Yessir,

2 Q Yeah. And il just read itinto the record,

2 It says ~ Mr. Morgan says: Jason, Alex and | have been kiling ourselves through
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1 Thanksgiving as we've been constantly pinged by lawyers the President is communicating

2 with, not named Rudy or Jenna, on other available legal options. I'm sure you've been

3 burning the midnight oil al week as well. But please don't mistake our desire to help

4 with our ability to help. 1 will gladly look through my contacts list again, but Rudy and

5 his team have absolutely alienated every lawyer and law firm on my list.

6 Itsays: I'm sorry they've putall of us in this trick bag. ~ Every staffer and lawyer

7 we've every staffer and lawyer we've given them over the past 3 weeks has bailed

8 because of unreasonable expectations

9 It says: For example, her last typist basically quit when Victoria chastised her for

10 not being able to practice law and file something onlinewith the court. ~ At this point, |

11 would expect Victoriaor Joe to have a deeper contact lst within the lawyer community

12 thanme. mean, their website does say that they run an international law practice. |

13 don'tknow why they can't draw from that community.

14 And it says: Team Rudy has simply displaced all of the lawyers| hired

15 preelection. They've run me out of options. tis not that | have no options for you.

16 It's that I've already exhausted all the slim options | had to give them already.

7 It says: Worse off, | get emails from Rudy's outside lawyers constantly bossing

18 me around and telling me that the campaign should be paying the outside lawyers more

19 money.

0 And then Mr. Mille responds and says he found someone to do this.

2 Doyou recall this email?

2 A From my production, | do, but | would not have recalled it otherwise.

23 Q Do you recall having the tenor of the email here, it seems - | think clearly

24 states that Mayor Giuliani's team seems to have come in and pushed out basically the

25 prior legal infrastructure that existed and fully replaced it. And is that how you recollect
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1 thishappening in real time?

2 A Yessir.

3 Q Sowhat - lets start back - let's go back to I'm sorry. I'mlooking for a

4 document here.

5 I Atul, vou know what? I'm goingto - isNN

5 om

7 a

5 I you want to go through I thinkyou

9 havealine of questioning here that is well-timed about outside counsel that Mr. Morgan

10 is referencing here.

n EE sre

2 I
13 Q Mr. Cannon, | wanted to talk to you about the sort of legal relationship that

14 the campaign had with some of these outside lawyers. | think you said that you were at

15 some point responsible for managingvendor relationships. | assume that that meant

16 attorney relationships as well?

7 A No, unless it was a non-election-related litigation.

18 Q Okay. So, if | were to go down the list of lawyers that purported to be

19 working for the campaign, would you be able to tell me whether they were,i fact,

20 retained by the campaign, or is that a question beter put to Mr. Morgan or someone

nese?

2 A will attempt todoso. If dot know, Il answer| don't know.

23 Q Great. So start with Mr. Giuliani. Do you know if Mr. Giuliani was

24 engaged by the Trump campaign to perform work in the period after the election?

2 A 1donotknow.
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1 Q Howabout Jenna Ellis?

2 A JennaElisdid have a consulting agreement with the campaign.

3 Q Howabouta retention agreementasan attorney?

4 A I'm not certain about that.

5 Q Ist your understanding that she was an attorney representing the Trump.

6 campaign at any point?

7 A mean, | viewed her moreas a spokesperson, but | presume that she

8 functioned as an attorney from timetotime as well.

9 Q How about John Eastman? Are you aware of or familiar with whatever sort

10 of contractual or legal relationship Mr. Eastman had with the campaign?

u A Mr. Eastman did not have an engagement agreement with the campaign to

12 myknowledge.

13 Q Have you heardofa person by the name of Ken Chesebro?

1a A From the reporting. | saw his name come up in reporting.

5 Q Andis thata person who had anysortof legalor contractual relationshipto

16 provide legal work for the Trump campaign?

1” A Idonot know.

18 Q Katherine Fries?

19 A I don't even know who that is.

20 Q HowaboutChristina Bobb?

21 A Idon't know.

2 Q Have you ever heardof a personby thenameof Phil Kline?

23 A No.

2 Q Was Boris Epshteyn ever engaged as an attorney by the Trump campaign?

2 A Idon't know.
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2 I or Traces.
2 I

5 Q Allright. Mr. Cannon, let's turn back to the email, exhibit 37. And I want
4 to focus on Mr. Morgan's emailon the first page.

$ I'm sorry? Did you say something?

s Now, at the beginning, Mr. Morgan says to Mr. Mill tha you and him have been
7 constantly pinged by lawyers the President is communicatingwith, not named Rudy or

8 Jenna, on other available legal options.

9 What is he referencing there?

10 A Idon'tknow. |don't believe that | was being constantly pinged by lawyers.

u Q Do youremember being pinged by anylawyers that's notRudy Giulai or
12 Jenna Ellis, being contacted by them in this time period?

13 A I mean, with the exceptionof our -- you know, therewas a short exchange

14 between me and Ceta Mitchel, which we already discussed, | don' recall being pinged
15 by lawyers.

16 Q Do yourecall anyonepinging youorotherwise asking you tolook into.

17 avallable legal options or what that could mean here?
18 A No, ldon't.

19 |
0 @ Jus really quickly on that, do you remember having any conversations - the
21 way that Mr. Morgan phrases ths, it sounds like the two of you were kind of going
2 throught through Thanksghing
23 Do you remember Mr. Morgan complaining to you about constantly being pinged

20 by lawyers that the President was communicating with?
2 A Idontrecalthat,no. | know Matt was very frustrated and very tired.
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1 I
2 Q And when he expressed his frustration toyou, whatdid heexpress that he

3 wasfrustrated with?
4 A That people were trying to ruin his professional reputation and career.

5 Q And who were those people?

s A Cleta Mitchell predominantly
7 Ivere there Fmsorry. Go ahead.
s IGo head.
5 J erethere others, orwasitjustMs. Mitchell?
10 Mr.Cannon. |thinkitwasalsoMs. Ellis.

u I
12 Q And, in their attempts to ruin his career, how would you summarize what he

13 saidthey were doing?
1 A Thatthey were going in and telling the President that they that he lost the
15 election because he didn't win the lawsuits against Marc Elias.

16 Q Andhowdid that bear on Mr. Morganin their framing?

v A Because he was running the pre-election legal challenges and that, if Matt
18 had been successful, the President would have won -- President Trump would have won.

19 |__|]
0 Q Was that the sole criticism about the pre-election ligation, or are you aware
21 of comments that those individuals may have maderegardingelection fraud claims or
22 things that should have been done post-tigation that Mr. Morgan may not have been
23 comfortable with?

24 A I'm not awareof anythingother than what I've been told about people going

25 inand trashing Matt
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1 Q And, just to clarify, for pre-election activity, to the best of your knowledge?

2 A Yes

3 a okay.

a Io:comeoffvideo. Didyou wantto add something?
s I och. just wanted to follow up on that same topic?

s |
7 Q Were you ever privyto anyone trashing Mr. Morganorthe work that his

8 teamhad done?

9 A No.

10 Q So none of these complaintsorcriticisms made their way directly to you.

11 You just heard Mr. Morgan explaining what he has heard others have said about him?

2 A AndfromI mean,other people told me the same thing

13 a okay.

1a A right, so it was verified by others.

15 Q  Solwantto and you may be familiarwith this, but I've heard Mr. Giuliani

16 in various contexts, including under oath in a deposition, sort of take direct aim at the

17 campaign lawyers, meaning, | believe, Mr. Morgan and maybe you, in termsof their sort

18 of unwillingness to do what it took totryto reverse the outcome of the election.

19 Are youfamiliarwithanyofthat criticism?

20 A No. Ihaven't readanyofhis depositions. |don't believe it would be

21 aimedatme. |don't think he would | don'tthink hewould know me if he saw me.

2 Q So he's spoken generally about the campaign's lawyers sortof throwing the

23 towelin thistime period after the election. Was that concern ever - other than maybe

24 Mr. Navarro calling you an agentof the deep state, did anyone evermakethat accusation

25 toyou or say that you were less than vigorous in your defense of the President?
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1 A Nosir

2 Q Did you want were you hoping that President Trump would win the 2020

3 election personally?

a A I mean, do my personal political views really impact on the investigation

5 here?

6 Q Well, only to address this concern. ~ And if you don't want to answer that,

7 that'sokay. |respect that, or ll respect that, but there an allegation has been leveled

8 more than once that there were people who either -- people working for the campaign

9 who either wanted the President to lose, wanted to move on to other jobs and didn't

10 want the battle to continue. And I'm wonderingwhether you would - if you think there

11 istruthto that or any truth to that from your own personal sampling.

2 Mr. Daniel Benson, Pardon me

13 I 5. if you're not comfortable answering, Mr. Cannon, I'm not going

14 toll respect your wishes on that.

15 Mr. Daniel Benson. Perhaps the way to pardon me. Perhaps the way to ask

16 the question is, regardiess of your personal political views, did you perform your services

17 asa lawyer to the best of your ability, something like that.

1 —
19 Q Mr. Cannon, Mr. Benson's question is what would your response be to

0 that

2 A Ibelieve that | performed the -- my duties to the best of my abilities, ves, sir.

2 Q And are you comfortable going beyond that in terms of your personal beliefs

23 or views or desires with respect to the 2020 election?

2 A No,sir,I'mnot.

2 a okay.
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1 on
2 |
3 © Inthatssme ome orth and ofthat st weragront, Me Morgan sev het
4 Rudy and his team have absolutely alienated every lawyer and law firm on my lis.
$ Did you have discussions with Mr. Morgan as to how those lawyers and law firms

6 werelenated?
; A Notthatt recall
8 Q Did you have anydiscussions with Mr. Morgan or anyone else

9 that -- whether law firms or lawyers were alienated because they were providing advice

10 that either Rudy's team or the President did not want to hear?

n A Thatwas the general sense, ut | dot have any specifics on tht
2 |

13 Q just wanted to askaquick question. In theparagraph that starts with

10 "Worseof, I got emails from Rudy's outside lawyers constantly bossing me around,” do
15 you have any personal knowledge of which outside lawyers were being referred to there?

1 A No, malam, dont.
v Q And, subsequently, tsays that the — Morgansays: Constantly bossing me
18 around and telling me that the campaign should be paying the outside lawyers more

» omen
20 Do you have any idea who it's referencing there in termsofwho they were

2a paying?

2 A Noldont.
23 Q Inthe sentence at the end of that paragraph, Mr. Morgan says: The least

24 one of those law firms could do is use some of that money to supply Victoria with one of

25 their paralegals. That's why seriously suggested enlisting Bris, who has been racking
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1 ‘many of those conversations.

2 When you read this, was it your understanding that that was Boris Epshteyn?

s Ave
4 EE hank vou.

s EE
. Alright, Now, Mr.Cannon, when and we can take this exit down,
7 ‘When Mr. Giuliani's team took over the legal efforts, did you have any

8 involvement in coordinating any other litigation efforts?

9 And, as you'll see, I'll show you some emails that seem to have discussions with

10 you, at least forwarded to you, that talk about post-November 14th litigation.

u you ell hat gnayour imohement was thre?
12 A No. |don't recall being involved in any post- November 14th litigation.

13 But, if you want to put something up, I'm happy to answer questions, of course.

1 Q  Sol'm going to show you what's been marked as exhibit 38, and it's Bates

15 No. 562 of your production. And it's an email from Kris Kobach -- | guess that's how you

16 say his name -- and it's to —- the first email is to Larry Joseph; a hammerhead email, which

17 belies Mark Marti; and then a Kurt Olsen. Andis subject ns Pemyhani
18 statistical report.

w And that mail, Mr, Os arwards an email you on November 27h, Is3
3 November 20th emai
2a Do you recall these discussions regarding these topics here that were directed

2 over?

23 A Vaguely. do recall having one or two phone calls with Kurt Olsen and

26 MarkMartn nowthat were talking about.
» @ Camyouwalkus through wh sr these various ndiduls, i your who
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1 you know them to be and their relevance or their role, I should say, in this late November

2 period? Solet's start with Mr. Joseph.

3 A don't know who that is

4 Q Okay. What about Kurt Olsen?

5 A 1--1am aware of who Kurt Olsen is, although I've never met him.

6 Q What are you aware of as to who he is?

7 A Ibelieve that he was involved in the Texas v. PAoriginal jurisdiction lawsuit

8 inthe Supreme Court.

9 Q Okay. And whoisMark Martin?

10 A Ibelieve he was a former judge from North Carolina who was also involved

11 inthose efforts.

2 Q So, I mean, look at this email, and if you and we can scroll down even

13 earlierto the first email. The subject line says: Work product that's confidential.

14 Contours of a Texas-only complaint.

15 So these conversations appear to be discussing an expected lawsuit ~it sounds

16 like the lawsuit you're talking about here in the Texas v. Pennsylvania lawsuit, and it goes

17 through various arguments and the shape of the complaints or brief, and it talks about

18 how best to organize it around various constitutional claims.

19 And then Mr. Olsen forwards you these two emails and attaches a Pennsylvania

20 2020 voting analysis report dated November 16, 2020.

2 Can you tell us a bit about why he forwarded this - these conversations and

22 anything you recallabout them?

23 A It's probably because | had had a phone call with him | don't know how he

24 gotmy number and was talking tome about how, you know, this would be, you know,

25 a great chance to get in frontof the Supreme Court on these issues.
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1 1 think, from my perspective, | thought that, ifthe Supreme Court got involved and

2 ruled one way or another, that would at least be an answer for folks.

3 Q Okay. Sowhat did you do with this information when you received it?

a A Nothing. Hewas doing it this washis ~ this was his case.

s Q So, when he forwarded to you, did he make any request of you as a

6 campaign representative to either discuss it with anyone else or otherwise do anything?

7 A No. produced everything with Kurt Olson. | don't believe we withheld

8 anything as privileged with Kurt Olsen. So

° Q sows

10 A So everything you're seeing is everything there i.

1 Q Sowas this forwardingof an email just tokeep you inthe loop and know

12 todos resulting from it?

13 A Probably.

1 Q Did you have conversationswith Kris Kobach?

15 A Idon't know whothatis.

16 Q so the individuals you know are Kurt Olsen, and you're aware of

17 Mark Martin. Did you have any conversationswith him?

1 A believe| had a phone cal with Kurt Olsen and Mark Martin

19 Q  Isthat the same phone call? They were both on it?

1) A Yessir,

2 Q Andwas it aboutthis Texas lawsuit?

2 A Yessir, itis. And believe|actuallyterminated the phone call early

23 because | got the impression that Mr. Olsen was not a terribly credible person.

2 Q Tellusbit about howyoureached that conclusion.

2 A He was talking about alot of data that didn't seem to make much sense to
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1 me. Healso spokea lot about Dominion, which is something we have addressed and

2 what my thoughts were on Dominion.

3 Q  Anddidit - on that call it appeared that Mr. Martin had consistent views

4 with Mr. Olsen? Is that fair?

5 A don't recall Mr. Martin talking on the call. 1 just recall Kurt Olsen. But!

6 know Mr. Martinwas on the call.

7 Q Did you have any discussions with anyone from the campaign or RNC or

8 anyone else regarding Mr. Olsen or Mr. Martin?

9 A Ibelieve| had a conversationwith Mr. Herschmann about Mr. Olsen.

10 Q And what was the substance of that conversation?

1 A That! didn't think Kurt Olsen was credible and that the data that he wanted

12 tousewasnot verifiable.

13 I

14 Q Mr. Cannon, in the context ofthis time period, the email from Mr. Kobach

15 that gets forwarded to you is sent on November 24th, and it's forwarded from Kurt Olsen

16 toyou, and | believe just you from what | can see on the email, on November 27th.

7 A Okay.

18 Q Let me back up fora second before |ask you a question regarding those

19 dates

0 Itis our understanding that Mr. Morgan effectively told folks that, as of

21 November 20, 2020, he was no longer responsible forthe campaign's election-related

2 litigation.

23 Is that consistent with your understanding?

2 A Ibelieve there was a letter that he sent out. That's consistent with my.

25 understanding.
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1 Q Didyousee thatletter?
2 A No. Idon'trecallit. But |--this is from conversations.

3 Q Didyou ever send anything saying that you iso wanted to no longer be
4 affiliated or responsible for the campaign's election-related litigation?

$ A | was never responsible for the campaign's election-related litigation, so |

6 did't fee that had an abligtion to send any such eter
7 Q Oh, that -- and|understand that. That's fair. |just -- what | was asking is:

8 After November 20th, when Mr. Morgan issues that letter, do things start coming to you

9 that previously had been going to Mr. Morgan, such as this email from Mr. Olsen

10 regarding litigation?

n A tdontinow
12 Q  Youdidn't see, like, an uptick or people saying, "Oh, send that to Mr. Cannon

13 instead of Mr. Morgan now"?

“ A No. 1 dontrememberseeingthat as | don't rememberseeingan uptick
15 in anything like that.

16 Q And you don't remember feeling like, oh, I'm starting to getstuff that Matt

1 would have goten kindofthing?
18 A No. No. |don't rememberthat.

19 Q Okay.

0 even.
2 —
2 Q DidyouunderstandMrOlsen to be workingwithanyone es nthe
23 campaign or on Mr. Giuliani's team or at the White House?

u A No
» Q And now, let's goto th next exhibit, exist 39, whichis
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1 December Sth-- yeah - December Sth email from Mr. Olsen to you, and it copies

2 MarkMartin, Larry Joseph. And the subject line is: ~ Evidentiary support.

3 It says: Alex, Mike Farris suggested | reach out to you with this request. I'm

4 looking for three categories of evidence thateither you or Rudy's team may have that|

5 can use tomakethecomplaint more persuasive.

6 Who is Mike Farris?

7 A Idon't know.

8 Q Andthen, at the bottomof this email, afterrunning through the three data

9 points, itsays: This is a complaint to be sent to Texas tomorrow at noon, and it's our

10 fastshot

u Do you recall having any conversations subsequent to this, whether written or

12 over thephoneor in person, with Mr. Olsen or Mr. Martin or Mr. Joseph?

13 A No,ldon't. No,ldon't.

1 Q Do you recall doing anything in responseto this email?

15 A No. Ithinkl accidentally 1 think | had a pocket response here.

16 Q Yeah.
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2 (1:18 p.m]

5 —
‘ Q That would be the and then nothing else correct?
$ A That's right.

. Q Weve al ha that happen atleast once believe
; I ch. il stop tose whether Wis Lofgren has any
8 questions. We're going to be switching topics now.

9 Ms. Lofgren may be away. But all right, Mr. Cannon, if you're good, we're going.

10 to keep moving forward. Do you need a break or anything?

u Mr. Cannon, Yeah, can we take atl lunch break here?
2 Ich, should we returnback at 2007
n Mr. Cannon, What time? | don't even know what time it ight now
1 I scvo
15 Mr. Cannon. | mean, | don't think we need that much time.

1 J Cannon, however long youthinkyou need for a lunch break, we
19 are happy a make as shor we ware aring on the site of affording you time toast,
18 So we don't want it to be an energy marathon.

1 IN yougive me one second. Ms Lofgren has come off
2 mute Ms. Lofgren?
2 Ms. Lofgren, 1 just wanted to note | don't have questions, but had technical
2 difficulties turning on my mic. So thanks very much.
23 [|] Thank you, Ms. Lofgren.

u Mr. David Benson, Doyou have a sense of how much longer we're goingogo?
2» [A———
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1 andahalfon theouter side, but, you know, it couldbe less. | thinkit's likelyless.

2 EE Cn oneofyou mute when the other is not talking. I'm sorry, my

3 facial reaction was to the feedback.

a I Cannon, you're on muteifyou havea question.

5 Mr. Daniel Benson. ~ Can we justresume at 1:40?

s EE Oc. Vell be backin20 minutes.
7 Mr.Daniel Benson. Great. Thanksverymuch.

5 [Recess.]

9 |

10 Q Allright. So we're going to switch topics and talk about TV ads and

11 Jamestown Associates. Can you tell us a litte bit about what involvement you had

12 regarding the campaign placing post-election TV ads?

13 A Iwas asked to review some of the TV ads.

14 Q Andreview themforwhat?

15 A Predominantly to make sure there were no intellectual property or copyright

16 issuesin the ads; that we had the appropriate licensing for music; that we had the

17 appropriate licensing for the stock footage that was being used, and the disclaimers at

18 the bottom of the ad that are required by FECA were present.

19 Q Had you done any reviewing ads for the campaign previous to this December

20 timeframe?

2 A Idid some ad review in connection with the convention. So had alitle bit

22 of experience withit.

23 Q  sofor the ads Jamestown had previously done for the campaign, outside of

24 the convention, did you have any involvement in reviewing those?

2s A No
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1 Q And who directed you to get involved with reviewingTVads?

2 A Ibelieve it was Matt Morgan.

3 Q Now, we'regoing to lookat some documentsonthis to topic. Butfirst,

4 wast withinyour wheelhouse to also review the content of the adsor the accuracy

5 therein?

6 A No, there was a research team that would have been responsiblefor that.

7 Q Andis that Zach Parkinson?

8 A He's the onlyresearcher|know about,but I'msurethere were others.

9 Q Okay. Doyou recall getting contacted in early December, because the

10 campaign - the present one to go on -- on the air to - for election fraud TV ads --as in

11 ads where they would say ads where they would say fraud has occurred across the.

12 countryallegedly?

13 A What was the timeframe on that?

1 Q Early December.

15 A Yeah, I recall that there were some media buys.

16 Q What do you recall about what the objective there was?

1” A Togettheadsonar.

18 Q What were the point on getting ads on air, post election?

19 A Idon'tknow. |wasn'tinvolved in strategy decisions

20 Q Okay. Had you previously worked with Jamestown Associates prior to

21 December 20207

2 A Not that recall

23 Q Had you previously worked with Larry Weitzner?

2 A Notthat recall

2 Q Do you knowwho Larry Weitzner is?
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1 A ldonow.

2 Q And when you say now, tell me what timeframe are you talking about?

3 A know so, you know, | knew - Ifound out or knew that he produced ads

4 that the President liked, and that, you know, there were certain ads that you can see on

5 TV,and thenI learned that those are like Larry's ads.

s Q Before you worked on the ads in December 2020, did Matt Morgan contact

7 youto tellyou that you would be working with Larry Weitzner and others to create

8 ads or not to create ads, but that you would be involvedin the process?

9 A Yeah, Ithink so. | don't recall, specifically, how | ended up being involved in

10 this. Youknow, it was generally, | think, outside counsel reviewed ads, TV ads.

n Q Are you saying that's what happened previously to these post-election ads?

2 A That's what happened previously toTVads, generally, is what I'm saying.

3 a Didyou-

1a A What I'm saying is | don't know exactly why | was tasked with reviewing

15 these ads. The only thing that | can speculate i that | was asked to do it by someone

16 senior to me, which would have likely been Matt Morgan.

7 Q Okay. I'm going to show you what's been marked as exhibit 20. And I'm

18 going to start on the second to the last the third to the last page, excuse me, which

19 endsin Bates Stamp 170. DidIsay20? Sorry, if said 20. | apologize. | meant 40.

20 Imisspoke. My apologies. Ifyou can take a look at exhibit 40. And we're going to

21 starton the page that ends in 170. Now, ths is a document that is not from your

22 production, but that you're on.

2 A Okay.

2 Q And so you see here this email from Mr. Weitzner dated June 8th, and it’s to

25 you, Mr. Parkinson
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1 Io-ccmber sth.

2 |
3 Q December th. Sorry, am misstating so much here. December8th.

4 Alexander Cannon, Zach Parkinson, Carlos Cruz, Evan Tracey, Ben Angle, and Jason Miller

5 are onthe recipient list. Do you know who Carlos Cruz is?

6 A No,1 had neverheard that name before

7 Q What about Evan Tracey?

5 A I believe Evan Tracey was at Harris Sikes. They were the buyers.

° Q Andthat's also Ben Angleaswell, correct?

10 A Yes

n Q Hadyouworkedwitheither Evan or BenAnglepriorto this December 8th

12 emai?

3 A Possibly with some contract stuff, but | don't recall.

1 Q  Isitfair to say you knew who theywerebefore this email we're aboutto talk

15 about?

16 A Yeah. Yeah, knew who they were.

7 Q Okay. And then Jason Miller. So the subject line says, New Project. And

18 itsays: Team, was asked by Jared and DIT to work on an ad about election fraud.

19 Attached is a 60-second script doing that. It will be followed by a 30focusing the

20 Georgia example, and another on multistate fraud. | know we have significant issues

21 gettingtheadsonair. We took alot of the language that | think Fox would object to,

22 butlassume we would get pushback anyway. Do you recall this email?

2 A No.

2 Q Do you recall that Larry Weitzner reached out to you and expressed what's

25 noted in the email that President Trump and Jared Kushner wanted him to work on an ad
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1 about election fraud and he did, in fact, start doing that?

2 A No, mean, | don't doubt the authenticity of ths document, but would
3 know nothing about a meeting between Larry Weitznerand the President and Jared.

a Q Well, do you recall Larry Weitzner reaching out to you and including you in

5 the process of getting these ads on the air?
6 A Again, don't recall this particular instance, but | have no reason to doubt

7 the authenticity of the email.

8 I

5 Q  Letme try to phrase it a different way. | had the expression from you a

10 couple of moments ago that you were not frequently involved in television ad review. |
11 think you said the last time you did it was the convention. So we were trying to figure

12 outwhy, to the extent that you know, does Mr. Weitzner loop you in on the

13 December th, 2020 email regarding the ad campaign about election fraud, to the extent
14 that you know or had conversations with him about it?

15 AI don't think I'v ever spoken toLarry Weitzner in my lfe. So, no, 1 don't

16 know why Iwas asked to do this. 1 don't know who asked me to or why | got put on it
7 Q Okay. Thatshelpful. Thankyou

18 |
19 Q  Sol'm going to scroll up in the email - well before wedo that,doyou
20 remember having conversations with anyone about issues with getting TV ads on air

21 becauseof the substanceof those ads?
2 A No

2 Q Did you have a discussion with anyone about how different television

24 stations might have had different levels of receptiveness to Trump campaign ads?
2 A Notthat!recall
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1 Q Do you recall TV ads, in fact, going up on air in December 20207

2 A I'maware thatTV ads went up, ves. |think

3 a okay.

4 A ~Ithink only from - going through this process with you guys right here.

5 Q Allright. I'll show you some emails and see whether it refreshes some of

6 your recollection regarding your involvement. You'll see Ben Angle respond, if you scroll

7 upabittothe prior to the next email. Ben Angle responds, and he says, "Il start

8 collecting rates." Right there. “But you're right that we could run into clearance

9 problems. The copy below is likely to cause us the most trouble with S&P departments.

10 Ifyou have a rough-cut available to sendfor clearance, then we can start the process.

11 When doyou want to start, how much do you want the campaign" "how long do you

12 want the campaign to run? You will need to have substantiation ready for these

13 claims." And then you list out a variety of claims there. Are you familiar with the

14 process regarding substantiation of claims that are going to be run in television?

15 A No.

16 Q Are you aware, generally speaking, that we - that campaigns may have to

17 provide substantiation of the claims they make in their ads?

18 A Yes

19 Q Okay. Andre you aware the Trump campaign having issues regarding

20 providing adequate substantiationfor claims made?

2 A No, wasn't aware of that.

2 Q Okay. We scroll through the next email, which is from Mr. Weitzner. And

23 itsays, "Zach and Jason, the more you guys can help on this sourcing/backup information,

24 thebetter. | have not been following it closely until esterday, and | worked off

25 campaign documents." So doyou believe that Zach Parkinson and Jason Miller said - is
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1 itfairto say thisis exampleof Mr. Parkinson being involved in the fact-checking, or

2 sourcing of information in ads?

3 A That's whatit appearsto be.

4 Q And I'm giving you context, but you are goingto have a responsive email. |

5 wantyou to have the full context before we get to your email. So Mr. Cruz responds in

6 the next email,a little bit further up, and he attaches the three scripts for the proposed

7 ads. Ones called Stop the Steal, another one is called On Tape, which focuses on

8 Georgia, and then the third is Overwhelming, it's called. Do those namesring a bell for

9 ads Stop the Steal, On Tape, or Overwhelming?

10 A No

1 Q Allright. We're going to scroll up. Mr. Angle responds indicating that he

12 wants to send these to networks to get first reactions from S&P departments. Mr.

13 Weitzner responds saying he isgetting emails asking me to hurry up and edit them. Are

14 you awareof any time pressure the campaign had placed on Mr. Weitzner or others

15 regarding getting these ads on air prior to December 14th?

16 A Itdoesn't sound like the pressure is coming from thecampaign. But, no,

17 Im not aware of any pressure.

18 Q Okay. Next, Mr. Parkinson responds, and he says right there - he says,

19 "Our legal team is the ones who'd have to substantiate these, as many of them | cannot.

20 Some of these claims (like suitcase full of ballots), networks can point to fact-checks like

21 this" which he then puts a link in - "and say it's not true." Are youfamiliarwith the

22 claims made regarding a suitcase - a so-called suitcase full of ballots in Georgia?

23 A Yeslam.

2 Q Whats your understanding of what those claims are?

2 A Thatafter there was a water main break at the wherever the vote
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1 counting centerwas in Georgia. That people pulled out suitcases of ballots, and they

2 were double-counted. Ballots were double-counted.

3 Q And are you familiarwith the video of that -- of the so-called suitcase full of

4 ballots that was circulated in the media?

5 A Yessir, lam.

6 Q And you have seenit. Is that fair?

7 A Yessir.

8 Q Okay. Sol'm going to show you an email, if you scroll up, this is an email

9 from you that responds to Mr. Parkinson's email. And it's a December 8th email the

10 same day as Mr. Weitzner's original email. We keep scrolling up to one more page.

11 Thankyou. And here you say, "Jason" - thisis Jason Miller- “I assure that no one

12 wantsa lawyer writing their scripts. That being said, here are my thoughts on the

13 factual components of the voter fraud claims in the scripts. | suspect that S&P

14 department wil have a hard time with these ads. Stewart, if you have anything

15 additional, please chime in, if not just confirm."

16 You start with the first video called Overwhelming, and there you say, "Suitcases

17 of Ballots you all can judge from thevideowhat wentonjust as well as | can. | do not

18 havea high degree of confidence that networks will un this." And then you say, "Dead

19 People ~ we are not able to confirm dead people voting in Wisconsin because voter

20 information does not include date of birth. We do have evidence of dead people voting

21 in Georgia and Pennsylvania.”

2 You say, "Moneyfor Votes in Nevada." You say i's the fist time you're hearing

23 about money for votes scheme in Nevada, but you indicate that support is needed. And

24 then! will note you then talk about the Stop the Steal video, that's the second ad,

25 indicating that “ballots miraculously appeared - need substantiation." And, again, on
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1 the third On Tape you say regarding and | will proffer to you that the video is about the

2 Georgia the Georgia video we talked about, the Georgia suitcases. You, again, say,

3 "Youall can judge from the video what went on just as well as | can. | do not have a high

4 degree of confidence that networks will run this."

5 Soin looking at this, it sounds like what you're saying here is after reviewing the

6 potential scripts or the claims that the proposed ads would make, you are doing your job.

7 and highlighting some concerns that certain allegations could not be substantiated. Is

8 thatfair?

9 A That'sfair.

10 Q Andare youfamiliarwith the subsequent explanation from the Secretary of

11 State's office in Georgia as to what happened in that video, and also the release of a

12 longer surveillancevideoofthe incident?

13 A I'm notfamiliar with it

14 Q sitting here today, do you have any knowledge or about attempts to do

15 you have any knowledge about explanations that undercut the argument that fraud was

16 occurring in that video in Georgia?

7 A Well, there was a recount. So if ballots had been counted multiple times, it

18 would have come out in the recount.

19 Q  Soisitfairto say that the Georgia ballotvideo that was circulated did not, in

20 fact, show fraud?

2 A don't know the answer to that. | mean | | believe that f the recount was

22 conducted appropriately, and have no reason to believe that it was not, that if ballots

23 had been scanned multiple times, it would have come out in the recount.

2 Q don't know the way you look at it today, but | think you say something

25 similar to Ms. Ellis when she talks about Dominion voting, and you indicate that the
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1 claims aren't supported and, in fact, are the Georgia recount as contrary evidence of

2 those claims. Do you recall that?

3 A Yesldo,
4 Q Sos that the similar thing here, basically, that the recount undercuts other

$ claims made regarding the Georgia vote?

. A Yess
7 Q Andisitfair to say that here youare-- the sameway that Parkinson did

8 when he highlighted a fact-check for the Georgia suitcase, you are also telling Mr. Miller

9 and Mr. Weitzner that you also have concerns that the accuracy of these claims cannot be

0 verified?
u A That's what Zach asked me to do.
12 Q Andis that what you, in fact, did; is that what you're saying here that these

13 claims can'tbeverified?

1 A That they may not be verifiable enough for Standards and Practice
15 Department at a national TV network, yes.

16 Q Because you'rethe only lawyer -- | guess Stewart Cross is on this as well

1 Canyou tellus whothat is?
18 A He is outside counselfor the campaign at JonesDay,or he wasatthis time.

19 |__|]
2 Q Just real quickly on that. Do you remembera few minutes ago when we
21 were takingabout the Mike Morgan email where he referred to the outside lawyers that
22 Rudywasusing? Doyou have any reason to believe that that would have been Stewart
23 Crosland?

2 A Ohno. No,no,mo.
25 Q Okay. So completely different bucket of outside lawyers?
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2 A Oh, they were FEC compliance counsel.
2 Q Okay. Crosland you're talking about now?

3 A Yeah, rosand an JonesDay were FEC compliance counsel,
4 Q Gotit. Thankyou. |just wanted to draw that line and seeif we -- thank

sen
6 |
7 Q And, Mr. Cannon, did you have further conversation after providing these

8 comments, did you have further conversations that you recall in your responses to your

9 comments here?

10 A No, sir, | don't recall any further conversations.

un —
12 Q If we can go back really briefly to page 6 of the exhibit. It's the email right

13 before your substantive email. On December 8th, you are actually the one that adds

A,
15 FEC compliance lawyer, was it your understanding that this was a compliance issue?

1 A ves ken
uv a our
18 A --Isaid when| started out this conversation, it was, from my perspective, as

19 being a indidualwho s notin contol of messaging, content, or sate, had to make
20 sure that there was cesing, had to make sur there were appropriate dicaimers at
21 thebottom ofthe ad and other Ip sues. Then, in tis ell cht, Zach Parkinson sid
22 the lawyers needtochim i, which is not something that | generally would have done,
23 because messaging wasn't really part of my - like the content and substance of

24 ‘messaging was not part of my job description.

25 Q And just to follow up on that, if we could scroll down just a hair to Mr.
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1 Miller's email underneath that. When Mr. Mille says, "Over to you on signing off on

2 bombs being hurled, Alex, o at least how best to phrase to give us the wiggle room we

3 need" Wasthere any concern you had expansion of your job duties that was not

4 consistent with what you were doing previously?

5 A Look, this whole time period was an expansion ofmy job duties that wasn't

6 consistent with what| had been doing previously. So, no, | wasn't surprised at this point

7 that somebody was asking me to do something that | hadn't normally done.

8 Q Andthe only reason | ak that is because then you subsequentlyadd outside

9 counseltothe chain. And the impression |got and this is where it's difficult to read

10 things and understand context - but the immediate response to add outside counsel

11 seemed almostlike calling in backup to say

2 A Correct.

13 Q  -isthatfair?

1a A That's correct.

15 a okay.

16 A Andlike | had said, when | originally mentioned this,|said that ads would

17 have been reviewed previously predominantly by Jones Day and not by me.

1 Q so-

19 A That's why| would have added Stewart.

0 Q So you read this chain of emails, and everybody is moving quickly, they're:

21 talking about the ads, and you are the only attorney that you see on here. And then all

22 ofa sudden, Jason Miller says, Okay, Alex, we need you to sign off. And you respond,

23 Let me add the counsel who has been traditionally handling this for backup. Is that fair?

2 A Correct,

2 Q Okay. It's just helpful to understand because we live in a world of reading
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1 without some context, and so that's where your help isinvaluable. ~Sowe appreciate

2 that

3 I
. Q Mr. Cannon, think we're going to switch topics. [EENarevouon?
s A omves
5 I cit. Mr. Cannon, this is one of our colleagues here,

7 senior investigative counsel,JEM. He has a few questions for you, so | will hand

5 itovertohim now.

5 |

10 Q Good afternoon, MR. Cannon. Thank you. And good to see you again,

11 Mr.Benson. Very briefly|want to talk with you about what I'l refer to as alternate

12 electors, and ll define that term just so you know what we're talking about. But,

13 generally, it's an effort to have electors for former President Trump and former Vice

14 President Pence meet and cast votesfor Trump and Pence in States that they had lost.

15 Does that make sense to you?

16 A Yessir

FY Q Okay. When did you frst hear, if you did, about the idea of having State

18 legislatures appoint o use from electors in States that Trump had lost?

19 A I mean, it might have even been after the election when there started to be.

20 some media reportingon it.

2 Q Okay. And are you talking like daysafter the election or weeks, months?

2 A No, like weeks or monthsafter the election.

2 a okay.

2 A knew had one conversation inside the campaign where somebody was

25 talking about, you know this was very, very late on too, because there were
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1 like nobody was in the office, but me. And I believe | spoke with Josh Findlay and

2 asked him, like, Whatwere you doing in the office? ~ And he said, Oh, there's thisstuff to

3 dowith like some electors. AndI said, Oh, what do you mean? And he was, like, Yeah,

4 there's some elector stuff. And that wast. And now looking back on it realize that,

5 youknow, that's what he was likely talking about, but at the time| had no knowledge of

6 anyof those activities.

7 Q Okay. And believe | missed the beginning of the meeting here, but |

8 believe that you had a child around November 20th.

° A sure,

10 Q  Doyou rememberifthis was before orafter that justusingthatas a

1 guidepost?

2 A Ithinkit would have been afterwards, because we were like breaking down

13 desks and spackling walls and stuff and getting ready to turn the campaign over back

14 overto the landlord, the campaign offices back over to the landlord.

5 Q Do you know

16 A Orsomethingelsethat | hadtodo.

uv Q And, roughly, when did that happen? What did you guys turn the keys in

18 onthe offices?

19 A Ithink the lease was up you know, Mr. Dollman would knowbetter than

20 me butit was either January 15th or January 30th is when we turnedoveron offices.

2 Q And you think this conversation was after that -- or, excuse me, around that

22 time like maybe we can use January 6th, the joint session day. Do you think it was.

23 before

2 A Itobviously - | believe it was prior to January 6th.

2 Q Allright. And] understand that there may have been discussions as early
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1 as just a matter of days after the election within the campaign and among.

2 Rudy -- Mr. Giuliani and his team about seeking or having Trump electors cast electoral

3 votes for Trumps in States that he had ost. Do you remember any conversations that

a early within a day or a week or two after the election?

5 A No,sir. | would not have had any involvement in those conversations.

s Q Okay. And! know you mentioned John Eastman, or you were asked about

7 John Eastman earlier. When is the first time you remember him being involved in

8 anything relatedto the campaign?

9 A Idon't think|even heard John Eastman's nameuntilafter January 6th.

10 Q Somewhat related to that is discussions about the Vice President and his

11 authority on January the 6th. Did you ever hearany conversations about what the Vice

12 President would or would not be able to do when he convened and presided over the

13 joint session on the 6th?
1 A No,sir,not to my recollection.

15 Q One of the things that came out, of course, in the days beforehand, and then

16 it's been well-reported afterwards, and | don't want to get into stuff you know only from

17 reporting, buts that the President encouraged the Vice President to either delay the joint

18 session in order to send the electoral college votes back to States for further

19 consideration, o that the Vice President had the authority to count or not count certain
20 votes during the joint session. Do you remember hearing any conversationabout those
2 topics and the Vice President before January the 6th?

2 A Nosir, I dont recall that.

23 Q Okay. Okay. Thankyou very much, Mr.Cannon. |appreciateit. And

20 [Jumtback to you.

2 HE ooEE



. —
2 Q Thankyou, sir. Allright. Mr. Cannon, can you tell usa bit about what

$ ‘manage the Trump campaign list. So we were -- during the summer, probably around

7 campaign list was valuable for the campaign going forward. And that, in fact, | was told

8 that that's how Romney and his campaign had, you know, paid off some of their debts,

9 post election, is by doing list rentals. And then | learned that in order to do list rentals,

10 you have to have a brokering company, a third-party brokering company, that has to have

12 be what's called "warmed up" in order to undertake the brokering.

13 So, you know, you have to have reputation scores and all kinds of stufflike that.

15 they're called an ESP -- which you can actually load the underlying data into so that you

16 have a possession of it. And it was my understanding from these conversations that the

18 joint ownership over the fundraising email list. It was also told to me that the only copy

20 make sure that we have a copy of the list from RNC. And that in the event RNC goes its

2a separate way from, you know, the Trump political operation, that we had a way to do

23 we had to satisfy any debt obligations for the campaign. So that's the story.

x —
25 Q Mr. Cannon, quiteafewtimes during that -- and it wasan incredibly helpful
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1 explanation. |justwant to pick aparta few things. There was a lot in there that

2 non-emaillist experts wouldn't know. So | am going to come back and kind ofaskyou.

3 Butat certain points, you said that | was told or | was directed. Who did you have

4 conversations with about those things?

5 A I mean, it was all over the campaign. There were concerns about the RNC.

6 Soitcould have been, you know, people like Justin Clark, people like Matt Morgan. |

7 would have had a conversation likely with, you know, Eric Trump about it. | would have

8 talked to Mr. Dollman about it as well because, obviously, he is concerned about making

9 sure that we can payourdebts, right? So.

10 Q  Butinthe I'm going to call it a bucket for lack of better word - but inthe

11 bucket of things that you talked about that somebodysaid you needed to do, can we

12 maybe break down and to the extent that you can, and | know it was a while ago - but

13 canyou'try to rememberthe conversations that you had with these individuals in terms

14 ofeither what their concerns were, or what they asked you to do?

15 So/lt's start with Mr. Stepien, | think you mentioned. ~ Sitting here, to the extent

16 that you can remember, do you remember the conversations that you had with Bil

17 Stepien regarding what you needed to do with the email lst or any of the concerns that

18 you just mentioned?

19 A don't remember talking to Stepien about it. | don't know that | mentioned

20 Mr. Stepien's name. fldid

2 Q Okey

2 A ~1mean, yeah, | don't think | mentioned -- | think|mentioned Justin Clark.

23 Q Okay. That,butClark — but we can start there.

2 A Yeah, I mean, the conversations would have been RNC has the entire

25 fundraising database and a lst of all the email supporters. And, you know, we don't
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1 have away — one, we don't have access to it; and two, with sort of the firingof Mr.

2 Parscale from the campaign, or the stepping back of Mr. Parscale from the campaign, we.

3 really didn't have away to deploy it. So it was either Justin, or I'm not sure, but

4 somebody at one point, Sean and | were directed to do this and warm up IPs so that we

5 could make sure that we had a copy of the data and the ability to, you know, do email

6 sentence.

7 Q And just to clarify, the Sean your referenced there is Mr. Dollman, correct?

8 A That's correct. SoSean ranthe books.

9 Q Anda moment ago, you said that part of the concern was that the data was

10 allin sales force. Was that because the sales force account was actually RNC's sales

11 force account that the joint funding committee was using, correct?

2 A That's correct. It was the - the RNC maintained this at what's called the

13 sales force instance.

1 Q And so, the concern was allof the data, allof the metrics ~ but the lst - |

15 guess the really important part was the list, wasn't it?

16 A Well, the metrics are really important, too. But, yes, the list and the

17 metrics.

18 Q Can you explain why the metrics are important?

19 A Because of spam House rules. Sof you're deploying emails at volume, and

20 you're not doing it to people who have recently opened emails orrecentlyclicked on

21 emails or recently converted in some way to a landing page, it's more likely that those

22 individuals end up on what's called an inactive list, and the emails will go to their spam

23 folder. Soyoucan'tjust take like a lst of40 million people and blast it all out at once.

24 There has got to be sort of a structured approach is my understanding to make sure that

25 you can actually deliver emails to people. ~ So the metricsofwho'sactive and who's not
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1 iswhatar called cick rates, an those ar important.
2 Q And just out of curiosity, did you know allofthis stuff at the time that you

3 were doing, or did you hav to do lke, crash course in everything that you're talking
+ sboutrightnow?
$ A I learned some of it throughmy job asbeingvendor management attorney

6 atthe campaign and dling with you know, ke | ad earlier, the vendors tht were
7 dealing with data. But for the most part, it was, you know, just another thing that | had

8 to do.

9 Q And in the course of your understanding of learning about warmup IPs and

10 click rates, how familiar would you say you are with the CAN-SPAM law?

u A Fm notincrediblyfamiarwith CAN-SPAM. You know, know the general
12 contours of it.

13 Q Okay. And was any of that involved in the discussion in terms of the

18 discussions on when to send emails, howto send ema? Was tht ever a concern?
15 A Well, CAN-SPAM -- | mean, | don't want to get into, like, a law school quiz

16 here -- but sitting here today, yeah, CAN-SPAM would have been a concern. But for the

17 most art, CAN-SPAM applies to making sre tha yur accurately representing who the
18 sender is, and that you're accurately representing, you know, the content of it, that it's

19 somekindofslcatonoradvertisement. 1dontbelieve there’ kean optin
20 requirementfor emails like there is for, you know, text messages, like short code text

2a messages, for example.

2 Q Okay. That's super helpful. Go ahead.

» —
" So you had mentioned third party tht helped or, | guess helps manage s
25 lat. Whatwas tht thied party for DataPie?
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1 A ItstheESP. Its called lterable. It's likea sales force. They're the

2 delivery layer, the technology that actually delivers the emails. Theyre like sales force.

3 Q Okay. Sowhen the email goes out to X million people, Iterable is the folks

4 who make that happen?

5 A I mean, | don't pretend to understand how ESPs work, but they have the

6 technology that actually delivers emails.

7 Q So when we're looking at the post-election period — because in the email

8 you produced, we often see you an email as approved by the RNC, and the Trump

9 campaign, presumablyfor TMAGAC. And that's TM-A-G-AC. That's approved by

10 TMAGACto go out ~ its often proven you forwarded that email to Darren Centinello.

1 Centinetlo. And then he Cs often Mr. Dollmanis on the email with a DataPier

12 email address, Mr. Centinello has a DataPier email address, and then you have  DataPier

13 email address. Can you talk us through in afte bit of detail as to why itis al structured

14 that way, and why TMAGAC's emails are going out that way post election?

15 A Because we had an agreement to do sends on behalf of the campaign using

16 RNCcopy. Soonce the copy was approved by RNC, we would do warmup sends, or

17 called warmup sends to small portions of the lst using the RNC's copy. ~ And those were

18 usually coming in through, you know, people at RNC.

19 Q  Sotellusalittle bit about why do it this way? Like what is a warmup send

20 intendedtodo? How does that work?

2 A Well its intended to make sure that you have IP addressesthat are

22 functioning and reliable so that you can deploy emails at scale later on. So you have to

23 have people interacting withyour emails. ~So1f you have an IP address, and it’s brand

24 new, you can only send a couple hundred people at atime. ~ And then as people start to

25 interact with your emails, those IP addresses warm up, and you can start to send to larger
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1 numbers of peopleat a time.

2 I
3 Q  Andisit fair to say partofthis -- and not to get too technical. And I'm

4 sorry, find this fascinating, so I'm going to geek out foramoment — but this is, in some

5 ways, to prevent things like bots, right, or things from blasting out emails that are newly

6 created; the idea of being we want real people at real computers with real IP addresses

7 being able to blast out emails, because we don't want thousands or millionsof spam

8 emails coming from brand new IP addresses. Is that fair?

9 A That's correct.

10 a okay.

1 I

2 Q And when the warmup was happening with DataPer, were the ultimate

13 large blast emails coming from the Trump campaign, or from TMAGAC?

14 A You would have to look at thespecific email, right? There would be a

15 disclaimer. | mean, | produced the emails,| believe. There would be a disclaimer that

16 would say who paid for it.

7 Q Well, | guess what I'm asking you -- and perhaps let me rephrase it as

18 broader question — is that post election, did you understand that the emails -- were you

19 working on what you thought were Trump campaign emails,or were you working on also

20 joint fundraising emails for TMAGAC?

2 A I mean, the purpose of this whole thing was to set up an entity that could

22 broker thelist for whateverthe Trump campaign was in the future. Who we were

23 sending on behalf of, | just don't recall whether - 1 mean, | think all fundraising went

24 through TMAGAC. But sitting here right now, | don't recall. | mean, the mission was to

25 warm up IPs, and that was really it. And then --
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1 Q Who else was involved from the Trump campaign besides you and Mr.

2 Dolman?

3 A Darren Centinello. He had done some work on the digital team, and he

4 knew how to operate these things, which is why we asked him to help.

5 Q Okay. And whats his role? Like, was he more of anIT guy?

6 A No, he was a marketing guy. So he knew how to use the lterable, actually

7 the software, how to load in content, and, you know, create, warm up IPs.

8 Q Uh-huh. So in working for - you and Mr. Dollman and Mr. Centinello, who

9 didyouallreport to in engaging the post-election work with DataPier and lterable?

10 A I mean, there wasn't -- we were a vendor. So, | mean, we reported to ike

11 Justin Clark. Butit's all anything would have been -- maybe | just don't understand the

12 question. What do you mean who do we report to?

13 Q I guess the way | understand it, you're saying that the point of DataPieris for

14 President Trump and his potential post -if there is a world where he is no longer

15 engaged with the RNC for joint fundraising, DataPier has intended to be able to use and

16 monetize his large email fundraising base. Is that fair?

1” A Yeah, but not necessarily for any, like, personal purposes. 1 think we were

18 really, you know, mostly thinking about what the Romney campaign did.

19 Q  Yeah--and | am not suggesting a personal purpose, but what | am

20 suggesting, though,is that when this is happening, it is postelection,so the debt question

21 isnot relevant anymore, becauseat that point the -- and tell me if you disagree, but the

22 emails we're seeing that are post election, there isn't a debt issue why DataPier would be

23 necessary to retire Trump campaign debt. Is that fair?

2 A Yeah, that's fair, but we also wanted a lst, broker, right? | mean, you sill

25 haveavalueinthatlist. Andif that lst goes cold, it's valueless.
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1 Q  lunderstand that. ~ But | guess what I'm saying is the person who, in a

2 sense, owns thelist at is core is President Trump. Its hs political

3 A No.

a a okay.

5 A Itsnot. He doesn'townit.

s a okay.

7 A The campaign owns it.

8 Q Allright. And then, ultimately, does President Trump control the campaign

9 iswhatI'm tryingtogetit. don't want to belabor the point, but it seems like the point

10 ofthelistis that President Trump's future political entity, or whatever comes outof this,

11 would be able to use thelist. I'm not trying to suggest tin a nefarious way, but in a way

12 tokeep the list alive, it would be his political universe by which the list would come into

13 play. Isthatfair?

1a A Yeah, there'salot there. | want to start out also by saying ths isnt ~ we

15 didn't start this post election. We started this back in - | mean we started this back |

16 don't know when we did our first send, but t was well before Election Day.

7 a Unhuh

1 A Sothe warmup in IP is a many months'long process. This isn't something

19 that happened immediately during the post-election period. We provided you with

20 documents that were responsive to the request, ight? When it was set up, there were.

21 concerns about the relationship with the RNC, there were concerns about the

22 relationship with Brad Parscale, and we needed to make sure that we had a copy of the

23 data. That's notinconsistent with what other work that | was doing as well, making sure

24 we backups to certain databases that were maintained by the campaign, right? So this

25 isan extension of that.



2 are those moneys for DataPier's work, or are those moneys being passed through the

4 A DataPier had expenses. | don't know exactlywhatall the expenses were,

5 but Iterable was expensive. We paid on a person basis without overhead costs.

. —
7 Q just want to make sure | understand because maybe | -- you and Mr.

8 Dollman are the individuals that create DataPier, correct?

10 Q Okay. And, Mr. Centinello, is he an employee, or is he a cofounder, or

12 A He was a consultant who provided services.

13 Q Okay. Sodid he have his own company?

15 that he was using, but he was 1099'd, | believe. Again, you would have to ask Mr.

i oalmn,

18 Dollman's endeavor, or were you equally involved? How would you characterize that?

19 A I sort of took on the responsibility of, you know, understandingthe technical

20 side of it, and Sean took on the operational side.

21 Q Okay. And so, you're having the conversation presumably sometime -- |

23 in October 2020? So| think --

a . gs
25 Q  --you said it would take months. And it's okay if you don't remember the



1 exact start date. I'm just trying to figure this out in my head. You create DataPier

2 because you need an entity to broker the list. And it can't be the campaign because you

4 A That's howit's custom -- my understanding is that's how it was customarily

5 done, yes. You have a broker in the middle whodealswith the list, and you are not

7 Q And do you remember who told you that?

8 A | mean, that's just the way it works. | mean, you know, you have, like,

9 conservative connecter and other entities if that's business that they're engaged in.

10 |

12 A DataPier is gone now, but it was me and Sean.

13 Q And what happened to DataPier?

15 becauseof what happened on January 6th.

16 Q And then can you stand on that? And why would that lead to it being fully

19 Q So the value of the list there had lost its value. Is that fair?

a —
23 Q Oh, was that partially because of the sales force shutdown?

24 A Well, everythinggot shut downon January 6th.
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1 fundraising emails, all of the IPs that you were using for that got cold and

2 A We weren't using sales force. No, we stopped. Like everybody else stops.

3 sendingmessages
‘ Ioi
5 |__|
. Q Right. No, am sory, you had aiready cari i nothing to do with the
7 sales force shutdown. That was a separate answer. And | thought that you were

8 saying was that when you voluntarily stopped sending emails, the IP addresses that we're.

9 using went cold. And so you couldn't restart them?

10 A It would have been a big, big expense to restart them, yes.

u @ Olav. Amdwas there no discussion with anyone | mean, was the vale of
12 that completely lost to anyone who would have tried to use it?

13 A No because we had turned out that, you know, some of the vendor -- like

14 Brad Prscle ended up being able todo envll sends, and he knows hell af ot more
15 about this than me and Sean. And so, he now is -- you know, he does email sends.

16 Q  Sothis is going to sound incredibly rudimentary, and | apologize, because I'm

17 probably not using the proper terms. But i h igure out faster how to warm them up,
18 and you couldn't get yours warmedupin time?

19 A No, he just has -- he does this for a -- he does this all the time. So he has

20 other cients and has warmed up IP adcheses already. But when we set this thing up,
21 wedidnt know whether or not Brad was sl going to be around.
= That makes sense. So this was an shterntive ind of ibsae, we can use
23 these IP addresses. It was really meant to be for the Trump campaign to kind of protect

28 itself inthe event of posse fture relationship sues with the NC. And ost
25 January 6th, you go dark, there’ no pint in bringing it sive again because thy go back
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1 toParscale.

2 A Correct.

3 Q Okay. That's super quick - that's very helpful clarification. And just to be

4 clear, it’s not ~ the events on January 6th, you stopped sending the emails, is that at

5 somebody's direction?

6 A Well, Imean, | knew that Gary Cobyhad stoppedsending emails,and we just

7 stopped sending emails like everybody else did.

8 Q How did you know thatMr. Coby had stopped sending emails?

9 A Because on January 6th,Garycalled me and said, re you seeing what's

10 happening? I'm obviously turning everything off.

n Q Did you get the impression that Mr. Coby made that decision, o did he say

12 anything to you about anybody else telling him that?

13 A He didn't tell me anybody else. He just told me I'm turning off text

14 messages,I'm turningoffemails.

15 Q  Gotit. Andsoyou didthe same?

16 A Yeah

7 Q Yeah. Andlamjust clarifying

1 I

19 Q Now, just to clarify, when an email was sent out by DataPer, who was giving

20 the approval to do that?

2 A Well, the campaign would havebeen the ones that hired DataPier as a

22 vendor, ight? So Justin Clark,|mean, he is the one who approved - Justin Clark is the

23 onewhoapproved DataPier.

2 Q I'mgoingto ask, if I see an email if oneof the emails you produced, for

25 example, it says, it has email post election about the election that's approved by the
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1 approval chain, it comes to you, you forward it to Darren who then gives it to terable.

2 Inthat process, is someone from the campaign besides you deciding that this email,

3 rather than going through the RNC sales force medium is going through lterable, who is

4 making that decision,is thatyou?

5 A Yeah, I mean, but RNC - you know, we had conversations with RNC. ~ You

6 can seein my production as well that RNC sent it directly sometimes to Alex at DataPer.

7 If what you're suggesting is that we were somehow like operating under the radar and

8 trying to steal RNC copy or something like that, that's not happening now.

9 Q  No,no,no.

10 A That's just the only copy we have. | guess|just don't understand the

1 question, sir.

2 Q Yeah, no,no. That's not what I'm suggesting atall. What I'm trying to

13 understand is just how the process worked. So there are hundreds of emails that go out

14 post Election Day pre-January 6th. And we're trying get a sense of it doesn't appear

15 from the documents that every emai, right, is being funneled through the Iterable

16 process, just some are. So just where that decision process being made as to these

17 emails going through, one versus the other?

18 A So, I had asked RNC to send us really their most basic, what | was hopeful

19 would be their most basic, least controversial copy.

20 Q And why least controversial, and why basic?

21 A Because we were worried about deliverability issues, right? Like you saw

22 what happened with Sales Force, right? | mean on January 6th, they shut down. We.

23 were hearing that, you know, there were drops in deliverability because people were

24 talkinga lot about, you know, election issues and election fraud. So we tried to - 1

25 mean you guys are going to - | understand where you're sitting, and you guys may
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1 disagree with this -- but what we tried to do was use, you know, stuff about Georgia,

2 general issues speech matters, and then on December 9th, we started doing, like, a

3 weekly newsletter instead of any sot of fundraising emails
‘ —
< Q This was all before January 6th, wasn't it?

s A Yeah, that'swhatImsaying
7 Q Right. But so our understandingwas that everything was incredibly hot

8 and heavy on fundraising emails. There were no limits in terms of the language

5 predanuary th, were there?
10 A Well, | wasputtinglimit -- | mean, you can look at the production and

11 compare ft to what RNC was sending out, ight?
12 Q Well say

5 FT p——
14 |

15 Q Well, no, sorry, real quickly. | want to beclear about something. don't

16 know if it's becomeclear to you, but you're talking to a bunch of people who don't have

I compaignesperisnce, don't know ermal 2s wel 95 you do. Your sxpertive sometines, it
18 far exceeds like our subject-matter expertise. So sometimes when you say things, we're

19 asking to you clarify. So just be patient because we may beasking the questions -- we're

20 nottryingto trick you. You just noted at a depth that sometimes t's veryhelpfulwhen
21 you explain things, and then we backup to have you explain certain technical aspects to
2 ow
23 Soit's just very helpful. So we would like for you explain things, especially given

24 your expertise. We would rather have you explain it to us than us tryto guess. Does

25 that make sense?
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1 A Absolutely. And Iam trying to be as helpful as | can. And I'm sorry, I'm

2 just tired, and --

3 Q Youknow, totaly
4 A --we've been at this fora long time.

$ Q  -Itotally understand.

. A But ars more than hapay to continue, And aplogie cameoff as
7 being short or rude in any way. That's not my

8 Q No, no,|did not take it that way. | think you were understandably

9 frustrated. And we are trying the best we can to ask these questions, and we do really

10 appreciate your patiencewiththt. So! thinkmycollesguewasgoing to skmy
11 auestion beter. Soil im dotha,
2 |
13 Q On the point about less -- | don't want to use the term excited emails, but

peepstars Ryle a SE eR
15 the purpose of warming up the IP addresses is that they were actually being delivered

16 and engaged with, and that's how you warm up an IP address?

uv A Yes, they hav tobe delivered and engage with
18 Q And then was it a concern that you used some of the RNC emails with more

19 exced lngusge that there coud be problem with the gos! of delverailtyand
0 engagement
2 A Well we befved that ther woud be more ofa problem with defer,
2 rotnecessary engagement
» —
" So, actualy, thats super helpful. Can you parse that ot, because whats
25 the deliverability problem in using inflammatory language?
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1 A Itgetsflagged as being a terms of service violation from your ESP, and they.

2 can threatento tum you off.

3 Q Okay. Thatis incredibly helpful. Because in my head |was like, is there a

4 screening mechanismfor words. But it's the email sender who looks at and says this,

5 maybe a terms-of-service violation.

6 A Correct.

7 Q  Andjustlike -

8 A And just like you see in my production, that oneof the first emails we sent

9 outwasjusta standard RNC copy that was like, you know, the election was stolen, or

10 something like that. And then you can see the Iterable's counsel jumps in and says, Hey,

11 guys, wecan'tdothis. And then there was a period of time where we started working

12 with Iterable's counsel to make sure that what we were sending met their community

13 standards. And in order to do that, we were asking RNCfor their most basic copy.
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1

2 [2:40pm]

3 I et vou eo, and

4 IOf

5 I Il keep my questions for later.

6 I

7 Q Yeah. Iwanttogo to exhibit — we're goingto talk about in a bit, but we'l

8 beback Butexhibit 62, the November 6th email. And it has the Trump Election

9 Defense Fund, and it just says - the subject line says: Proof, Michael, and increase your

10 impact now.

1 And then Darren forwards it to an individual named Seth Charles.

2 Is that terable’s counsel.

13 A That'smyunderstanding. That'seither somebody in Iterable's counsel's

14 office, or it's somebody in charge of, ike,standards and practices at Iterable.

15 Q Okay. So, here, Mr. Charles says: | would advise that and he offers an

16 edit of adding additional word.

FY And then he says: Again, this comes in the chorus with less inflammatory

18 language that could be misleading as accusatory or assuming intent upon a particular

19 population.

20 Is this the kind offeedback you'retalking about that lterable would give you on

21 the substanceof emails?

2 A That's correct.

23 Q 50, when he says, "Among the chorus comes the - again, this comes in

24 chorus with less inflammatory language that could be misleading," is he talking about that

25 Iterable's kind of automated process might have issue with this and that's why, or is it the
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1 end users ~the recipients that's going to have an issue?

2 Canyou just walk us through thata ttle bit more?

3 A Ithink what he's sayings: Please don't use inflammatory language or

4 anything that could be considered misleading or accusatory.

5 And we're saying: Great, we'll work with you to makesure that we're doing

6 everything you guys need.

7 Q Andisthe idea that, once an IP address has gone from warm to hot ~ so let's

8 sayitsa campaign email address. The day before election, they're emailing millions of

9 people daily. That campaign email address is able to deliver more inflammatory emails

10 because those recipients have been engaging with that email address over a long period?

1 A If you take the termsof service piece out of it, right, if you take the terms of

12 service piece out, in general, the higher the reputation score and the hotter the IP

13 addressis, the more volume you can send from that IP address,

1 Q And, on the terms and service piece, how ithat typically captured, meaning

15 isthat an automated process that, in your experience, would capture, or are they -or

16 was lterable specifically saying, "We have issue with this because we reviewed it ona

17 manual basis"?

1 A 1 don't know how they handle their internal reviews.

19 I
1) Q But, to be clear, that would have been an internal review that Salesforce or

21 Iterable, these companies that are actualy sending the emails ts thei internal

22 screeningprocess with what they're comfortable with based ontheircontractual terms of

23 service agreement, correct?

2 A Yes. That's my understanding.

2 Q  Soyoutalk with them, and you say, "This is what we want to send through
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1 your service," and their counsel looks attheir terms of service and says, "Based on our

2 agreement, we have no issues with that"; is that fair?

3 A That's fair, yes.

4 Q And so, once you have these really - to my colleague's point, once you have

5 these really hot IP addresses that could theoretically blast out - | don't know ~ thousands

6 ofemails? Was there alimit?

7 A I mean, it ~1 don't know what the limit would be on a really hot IP. But,

8 you know, you could deploy a lot of emails in a day if you have really high reputation

9 score IPs that havebeenaround fora long time.

10 Q And, if you have these really hot IPs and you've gota giant list with, say,

11 millions of emails, isi fair to say that the only limit or the only screening on what's going.

12 tobeabletogo outis the terms of service and the legal counsel of the service that's

13 going to send out the emails effectively being the gatekeeper of what can go at that

14 point, right?

15 A Well, the individual doing the send should, you know, exercise some

16 judgmentas well, right?

7 Q understand that.

18 A But-

19 Q understand that you may have done that, and so - and | get that's your

20 perspective, and | appreciate that. I'm saying, stepping back, objectively, if you look at

21 the system systematically, if the sender is saying, “This is what we want to send," and

22 they've gota hot I, and they've got a lst of millions, the only thing stopping that is an

23 Iterable ora Salesforce saying whether it violates their terms of service or not, correct?

2 A Yeah. Imean, thereis also these organizations - one is called

25 Spamhaus -- that monitors emails coming from places, andif they look spammy, they
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1 report that back to like Salesforce and Iterable. There is a whole network here that's

2 involved in email deliveries.

3 But, you know, | don'tthink your characterization is unfair, that, you know, ina lot

4 of ways, it comes down to the email service provider and the feedback they're getting

5 from users, from click data, from Spamhaus, and places like that, about whether or not,

6 you know, emails are going to be deliveredor whether they're going to be sent to

7 people's spam boxes.

8 Q Okay. And-no. Actually, I'm going to tum it back over to my colleague.

9 Thankyou. That was very helpful.

0 I
u Q So,if we can look at exhibit 53 -- | think it's our next exhibit, ending in 4724,

12 inthis email, Mr. Charles says: Hi, Darren. Thanks for reaching out with this. Happy

13 toprovide feedback here. For the most part,| think this would be fine, and I'm fairly

14 confident, when they come after me, they're really coming after you and everything you

15 stand for, would get flagged. Id recommend looking for modified copy there to be a

16 little less threatening.

1” Let me know if you have any questions.

18 And, before | ask you a question, I'm going to show you exhibit 54, the next

19 exhibit, which is asimilar email from Mr. Charles on November 11th. ~ And he, again,

20 says: For the most part, this looks okay, although this copy would need further

21 adjustment,

2 He quotes the copy, which says: Only to see the leads miraculouslydisappear as

23 thedayswentby. Perhaps these leads will return as our legal proceedings move

2a forward, but only if we have the resources to keep fighting.

2 Then he says: This obviously insinuates the so far unsubstantiated theory of
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1 voter fraud, as well as contributions and legalactionswill result in some sort of different

2 outcome. You have been spot-on with other changes, so Id reference that to an

3 objective observation on the current state of the voting process, et cetera.

4 Now, in both of these emails and all the emails that you're sending Iterable, is it

5 fairto say that those have already gone through the RNC and the Trump campaign's

6 approval process for TMAGAC?

7 A Yes. Yes. Theywould have been final final approved copy.

8 Q So, when Iterable says an email is either unsubstantiated or otherwise

9 threatening, they're talking about emails that the RNC and TMAGAC excuse me — the

10 RNC and the Trump campaign have approved to be sent out through TMAGAC, correct?

1 A Ibelieve so.

2 Q Now, did Mr. Charles reflect in these edits here, for example, about the

13 unsubstantiated theory of voter fraud - is that a concern he has based on the terms and

14 conditions that Iterable has?

15 A That was my understanding, right, because, after we sent one email

16 that --you know, on, like, the 6th or whatever and they reached out to us, we just agreed

17 that we wanted to work directly with Iterable and engage directly with Iterable to make

18 sure that they had no problems with what we were sending, right?

19 So don't know ~| mean, sitting here, | don't have the Iterable terms of service in

20 front of me, and they weren't referencing, you know, section 4.2 of the TOS. But, you

21 know, that would be ~ it has something to do with their terms of service or standards,

22 community standards and guidelines, right?

23 Q soit’ fair to say that there were emails that Salesforce was okay sending

24 that Iterable was not okay sending, but they were both approved by the same people?

2 A mean, I'd have to speculate and saythat, you know, Salesforce sent out - |
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1 don't know what copy was actually sent out by RNC, right? | mean, just -- the

2 assumption you're asking me to make is that every piece of copy that was approved by

 ———
. —
< Q So, actually -- so | guess, if you could help us with that, that would be -- one

EN —
7 which emails went out through Salesforce.

8 A Well, we got email copy sent to us by RNCto sendout through DataPier. |

9 don't know exactly whether that was a mirror image of stuff they were sending out of

10 sslstorceornot.
u © When ys sop tht, ayo rasa owe, Seuss pet onion
12 for us is, because of the nature of the joint fundraising committee, there were some

13 people that worked for the RNC who were actually part of the joint fundraising

A—
15 So can you kind of, like, really parse out who is it that's giving you emails and copy

16 to send through Iterable as opposed to Salesforce?

u A Voshevaitwes guy mama stn usher, Von nk sur how
18 pronounce his last name. He was the one who would send us a few examples a day to

19 send. And then Darren, you know, wid ick the on that h bleeds the most
2 Walytogothuoughiterabe, Andon werkt hasbl to make sare that
2a would be deployed.

= EE
23 Q And--

Iiononesecond
2s IE Vo:h. Give me one second.
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1 Mr. Cannon, we're ready when you are.
2 Mr. Daniel Benson, He'll be back in a moment.
3 EE connor
. Mr.Cannon, Yes, ma'am?
s HE eoosics

. —
7 Q think the confusion was mine, because |was trying ~ 1 was struggling to

understand why are some of the all of the emails are generally going out through
5 Salesforce and the TMAGAC team. ~ They go through the whole approvals process, and
10 everythings just going out through Salesforce and the TMAGAC tear.
un 1 couldn' figure out why are some emails going through this process through
12 DataPier and iterable. And what my colleague sad and what I'm hoping that you
13 confirms that you're taking - youre siphoning off some of the emails and running them
14 through ataPier and lerable inorder to warm up these new IP addresses so that if ater
15 you can't use the RNC or Salesforce, you have your own thingfothe campaign?
16 A Thats 100percent correct.
7 Q Okay. And want to follow up on this, because I'm on the rol - is the
18 reason youre picking emails that are coming out of the approvals process that aren't so
19 inflammatory and aren't likely to vilate terms of service to get them through Iterable
20 with no problems?
2 A Comet.
» I ory. 1m goingto turn back vertomy collegueswhoare on
25 track, and really appreciate the clarification.
2 I

2 Q Alright. Mr. Cannon, now, we've seen the email which Il - where are my
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1 notes?

2 |

3 Q Sorry. Real quickly, while he's looking for his notes, did you have any

4 conversations with Mr. Charles, either by phone, outside an email, about -it's just

5 interesting to me that you starthaving these conversations. How does it get to the

6 point where you're proactively working with them on a

7 can-you-check-this-before-we-hit-send basis?

8 A We either got a notification from them, or they called. | don't recall. It

9 might have come through the Iterable system, or it might have been a phone call. |

10 don't recall, but

u Q sitting here

2 A you know

13 Q  Imsorry. Goahead.

1a A The mission was to make sure that our emails could be delivered and our IPs

15 were warm, and | made a determination that we should work with Iterable.

16 Q And, sitting here right now, can you actually remember any verbal

17 conversations that you had with Mr. Charles about these issues?

18 A No. Imsorry,lcan't

19 Q Okay. But the takeaway was - it sounds like you decided to have a very

20 proactive relationship of running things through them to prevent problems that would

21 prevent you from warming up the IPs?

2 A That's correct.

23 Q Isitfair to say that the versionsof the emails that you syphoned off and

24 selected from the ones that had gone through the approvals process --that you ran

25 through the Iterable process, were the ones that were | don't know. I'm trying to
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1 figure out the best way to phrase this. | don't want to say less inflammatory, because

2 even then Iterable comes back with language changes, correct? So you're toning them

3 down Isthatfer?
4 A That's correct.

$ Q Okay.

6 EE Go head.

; Wr.Cannon. We wanted
.  E——
9 Mr. Cannon. We wanted our starting point to be toned-down RNCemails, and

10 then we further toned them down through this iterative process with Iterable.

un —
12 Q Soyou--Isee. You took the -- like the relatively safe, least inflammatory

13 RNC copy -- and we're saying RNC copy, but it could have been TMAGAC, correct?

“ A ANC ~ its my understanding that RNC wrote twas RNCstaf that wrote al
15 the copy. TMAGAC was just a joint fundraising committee. They don't have staff

16 or -- you know what | mean? Like --

v a ge
18 A It's -- yeah.

" Q You're saying RNCbecause you believe the people worked for the RNC. 1s
0 atte
2 Aves
2 Q Okay. Andyou'e takingtheir copy, the copywriter’-thdig
23 copywriter's copy, and you're taking the least inflammatory versions, putting it in emails,

20 and then toning t down even further in conversation with erable?
» A Thatscorrect
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1 Q  Gotit. Okay. Thankyou.

2 EE Go head

3 I
a Q Allright. So, Mr. Cannon, we see November 4th, when Nathan Groth

Shands off the approval process for emails and texts to you. ~ Do you recall that?

s A ldo

7 Q Andit says here | mean, it's Bates — it's exhibit 45, but he says: Matt

8 instructed meto hand off all compliance matters, including approvals, to you. And he

9 clarified that the two main pieces are comms approval, email and text messages, and,

10 two, digital ads.

1 One thing | want to confirm is that, in your role as you saw it and I want to call it

12 the approvals group, or the approvals chain -- did you see yourselfas tasked with

13 reviewing the content of fundraising emails separate from compliance issues and typos

14 and things like typos?

15 A No. saw myself as doing exactly what | was instructed to do here, which is

16 dowhat Nathan had previously been doing. Sots this. t's compliance issues like

17 disclaimers and typos.

18 Q Okay. So,for example, if you saw a fundraising email come across your

19 deskfor your approval and you reviewed it and you thought it had well, let me ask you

20 this. Let me retract that

2 If you reviewed that, were you engaging with the substance of the claims made

22 about election voter fraud, for example,or were you just reading it over, checking typos,

23 or checking disclaimers?

2 A Theater.

2 Q Okay. So, when we look at the emails, we see avarietyof people that are:
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1 includedon theapprovals chain.

2 So we have Jenna Kirsch. Am right that she’s RNC legal counsel?

3 A Idon't know her.

a Q Okay. Doyou know Kingsley Cortes?

5 A Iknowthe name, but | don't know her.

s Q Okay. Doyou know Cassie Smedile, -m-e-d-i-e?

7 A Noldont.

8 Q Okay. So, when we look at these emails and we see fundraising email

9 comes across from Julia Trent at the RNC, and then you write "good"; Kingsley writes

10 "good"; Jenna writes "good"; Zach Parkinson writes "good," tell me --

1 A Yeah.

2 Q What was your involvement

13 Mr. Daniel Benson. Pardon me. Pardon me. Can we see the email you're

14 talking about?

15 I nottalking about a specific email. I'm talking |

16 mean, there are dozens of - can you muteyourself there? | mean, if you're next to each

17 other, maybe we can hear it that way.

1 But, Dan, there are lotsof emails produced that have this same format.

19 I

20 Q Mr. Cannon, if you would like to see one, I'm happy to show you one. ~ But

21 there are often emails thata fundraising copy comes across, and then avariety of

22 people it goes to a chain called "approvals at GOP," | think is one of them, and then a

23 variety of folks respond, including you, approving the email can be sent.

2 Does that sound how it typically happened?

2 A Yessir,
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1 Q Okay. And let's Il show you an example. Let's go to exhibit 46. So

2 wescrolldown to the second page. Here, we see copy that has "SMS ORG," which has

3 "DIFP," sol assume those are texts coming from the Trump campaign, correct?

4 A Yeah. Itwould look that way, yes.

5 Q  Andthen has a variety oftexts. And thas: SMS ORG for the RNC.

6 And then it has "ORG with TMAGAC" there at the bottom, which |believe there is

7 referring to emails. Thisparticular email happens to be — the first line says: The

8 Democrats are trying to steal the election. We will never let them do it.

9 So, when you receive an email like this and you see that phrase, "the Democrats

10 are trying to steal the election,” did you view it as part of your job responsibilty to

11 consider whether that statement was true or not, or was that outside of your purview for

12 what you were tasked with here?

13 A Itwas outside of my purviewforwhat | was tasked with. | mean, you can

14 look and | recognize that there aren't ~ it's going to be a highlighting issue again. But

15 you can see links that | clicked on and went to the landing page to make sure that the

16 disclaimer was at the bottom, that it said contributions are not tax deductible, that you're

17 aUS. citizen, and the various certifications you have to make to make a contribution.

18 1 was concerned with FICAissuesandtypos.

19 Q Who did you understand, if you know, that would be tasked with ensuring

20 that fundraising emails are true and accurate?

2 A don't know who that would have been.

2 Q I'm going to show you the next exhibit, 47.

23 So, in this email, someone named Marc Robertson from - appears to have - at

24 legal. Doyou know whothatis? Marc Robertson?

2 A No,sir,l don't.
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1 Q Okay. Inthisemail, he says: Oneof the RNC texts has the 1,000 percent

2 match language that needs to be changed to 800 percent.

3 Any idea what he's talking about here?

4 A Nosir

5 Q Were you involved in any discussions as to whether to use impact versus

6 match in fundraising emails or texts?

7 A Nosir.

8 Q Were you involved in any conversations as to what language should be used

9 in fundraising emails regarding stolen election claims?

10 A No,sir, not to my recollection.

1 Q Allright. I'm going to show you the next exhibit, 48. So here is an

12 example of an email that you seem to approve at the first page. It's from Julia Trent,

13 which note she's at the RNC

14 Yousay: Good.

15 And then you eventually seem to forward it to Darren Centinello. ~ And you say:

16 Approvals, try to find one that can be appropriately toned down. ~ Let me know if that's

17 not possible.

18 And that's November th.

19 Is this what we've talked about where you want Darren to go through the various,

20 you know, emails that have been approved here and find one that wouldnot trigger

21 issues with Iterable?

2 A That's correct.

23 Q  Andisit fair to say that the post-election emails coming out of TMAGAC

24 were generally inflammatory? That's why you're saying, "Let me know if that's not

25 possible,” because your expectation was that they were going to be inflamed?



1 A I don't recall. was just asking him to find one that wouldn't havea--that

2 we could make sure would be delivered by Iterable.

4 that the expectation is he could review these and find ones that you really couldn't tone

5 down and keep the essence. Is that a fair reading?

, —
8 Q Just out of curiosity, are you aware of any conversations that Salesforce ever

9 ‘had with the RNC or with the campaign about any of these emails violating their terms of

10 serviceorbeing too inflammatory to send?

2 |
13 Q Okay. Let's go back to exhibit 49.

15 Parkinson saying he's good with it with edits. And then we have Cassie Smedile, who

16 says, "Okay"; Mike Reed, who is comms at RNC, says, "Okay."

18 draw you down to Jenna Kirsch, who | will represent to you, if you don't know, is legal at

21 Q If wegoto the next page, we can see thehighlighting isn't super great with

23 to -- just scroll down a bit, please. | can show you. If we scroll down. Right there.

24 She appears to change "secure4 more years" to "defend the election."
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1 there is an edit that seems to remove -- let's call it an implication of another 4 years, and

2 focus on something like keep the fight or finish the fight or defend the election.

s Doyou recall ary discusion you at of why those ofits were made?
‘ A No io
5 Q Okay.

s A Like sid don noursehs bra isch fs, 51 ft have any
7 conversations about it.

8 Q Okay. We see another edit here where it's a switch from "stop the left

9 from stealing the election," and it becomes "stop the left from trying to steal the

10 election.” And that's RNC legal, it appears, making the edit.

u ry discussions you had as to wihy hat was a change that was thought tobe
12 necessary?

n A No
wu Q Okay. Itai to say that, if and I'm going to again proffer to you that
15 she is RNC legal -- that,if you had gotten an edit like this, you wouldhave just deferred to

16 them as to why they were doing it?

uv A ves
18 Q Okay. Allright. Very quickly, | want to turn --this is two quick docs here.

1 eb
2 or
a EEoo. Goshead.
2 Irealy quick.
5 I
24 Q Mr. Cannon, were you onany of the approval emailsallup through

25 January 6th?
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1 A No. There was aI don't know when | stopped, but at some point, | was

2 nolongeronit.

3 Q Okay. Goahead

4 I
s Q And do you recall someone telling you you would stop being on it?

6 A Yeah. think just with ~ | had enough going on, and I think | askedJustin

7 ClarkifI could get off of it, and he said that would be fine. And then they took me off of

sit

° Q Doyourecall if anyone replaced you?

10 A No. I-Idon'tknow. Maybe Nathan went backtodoing it, but that's

1 speculation.

2 Q Okay. Did you have discussionswith anyone within the campaign about

13 theinflammatory tone of the post-election emails?

1a A Yeah. mean, I did mention it to Justin Clark.

15 Q Whatdid you say to him?

16 A That, you know, | just didn't love the messaging, somethingalong those

17 lines.

18 Q What was the issue you had with the messaging?

19 A Ithinkit's just some of it seemeda litle over the top to me.

20 I
2 Q Because you had just spent weeksresearching and lookingandtrying to

22 figure out what was verifiable and what wasn't right?

2 A Yes, maam.

2 Q You had had face-to-face conversationswith Mark Meadows, with Peter

25 Navarro, with the Vice President. You'd been told to your face you'd been accused of
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1 being an agent of the deep state in response to telling people the truth about what you

2 were seeing in terms of election fraud thatwas verifiable or would be admissible in court,

3 hadntyou?
. Aves
< Q And, in response to allofthe truth that you were propounding to people,

6 you watchedforweeks as the ton of thse email got stronger and mre inflammatory,
7 raising millions -- hundreds of million dollars off of theories that you had spent weeks

8 debunking and denying because you had found that they were not verifiable, right?

9 A I can see how you would draw that conclusion.

10 Q  |see somebody who -- and you correct me if I'm wrong. | see somebody

11 who diigenty looked up, resarched, responded, and, asa lawyer, wrote back, "hiss
12 what you can say, this is what you can't say, this is what's verifiable, this is what would be

13 admissible in court," and watched as countless people ignored it and put incredibly

14 inflammatory things that were often contrary t exactly wht you sad in fundraising
15 emails.

1 Amiwrong?
v Wr.Daniel Benson, You dort have to gree withal thecharacterization. You
18 can characterize it the way you would characterize it if you answer that question.

" Mr. Canon, 1dreally prefer not to answer that question if that's al ight with
0 you
2 JI | con understand why it would be uncomfortable to do 0,1 totaly
2 apprecitethat, Goahead.
23 [|] 1 want to turn to -- I'm sorry?

2 Wr. Daniel Benson. Jus for the record, | mean, | hink, you know,youre just
25 using kind of characterizations that the witness hasn't necessarily testified to. So, you
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1 know but you can take his answer for how you take it.

2 IE No. And! appreciate that, and | think Mr. Cannon made it clear that

3 he didn't necessarily agree with my characterizations. He chose not to answer, and |

4 understood him choosing not to answer.

s I
6 Q Mr. Cannon, | want to show you document exhibit 43, which talks about the

7 legal it's the sublect ine of the email: Legal defense fund. It's an email exchange

8 between you and Cleta Mitchell on or around November 11th, ending in 13889.

9 And, here, Ms. Mitchell asks you in the second page at the bottom -- she

10 says excuse me at the middle: Is there a legal defense fund set up for the Trump.

11 campaign,ori that all partoftheJFCwith RNC?

2 And you respond: The campaign has a recount fund, and the RNC has a legal

13 proceedings fund. There is fundraising occurring through the JFA. In addition, POTUS

14 established a leadership PAC on Mondaynightthat has been added to the JFA.

15 That leadership PAC is Save America, correct?

16 A Yes,si

7 Q Were you involved in conversations about the formation of Save America?

1 A Yessir, Iwas.

19 Q Who did you have those conversations with?

1) A Mr Kushner.

2 Q Anyone else?

2 A Ispoketo the President about it as well.

23 Q Now, when did you speak - okay. Walk us through when you spoke to

24 Mr. Kushner and when you spoke to the President about this.

2 AI spoke to the President - this would have been a meeting| had after
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1 January 6th, where he wanted to understand what his post-Presidential organizational

2 structure looked like. And sol identified for him that, you know, there was a leadership

3 PACcalled Save America that had been established. also had some other discussions.

4 with him about options for other organizations as well.

5 Q Allright. Solet's - before we go - we'll go over that in one minute, but

6 Mr. Kushner let's talk about - excuse me. Let'stalk about November, because you're

7 saying you had this conversation with Mr. Trump in January 2021. ~ Let's goto

8 November. The PACis formed, I think, November 9th.

° Did you have any conversations with anyone prior to its formation about its

10 formation?

u A No. Irecall being asked if we could set up another committee and then

12 having discussions with outside counsel, meaning Jones Day, about what type of

13 committee would be appropriate, and that was a leadership PAC. And then a form 1

14 was filed with the FEC, and Save America was formed.

5 Q And who directed you to look into that, into the formation of a new

16 committee?

1” A Mr. Kushner.

18 Q And what did he - that was when? Was it November, October?

19 A No. Itwould have been in November.

20 Q After the election?

2 A Yessir

2 Q Okay. And tell usa bit about tell us what he told you about what would

23 become Save America.

2 A Can consult with counselfor just a moment, please?

2 Q Of course.
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1 Discussionoff the record.]

2 IE. Cannon, yes?
3 Mr. Daniel Benson. Allright. | don't knowwhywe're

a IE think if Mr. Cannon mutes,perhaps —

5 BE ir. Cannon, can you mute foramoment?

6 Mr. Daniel Benson, He's muted us.

7 vo
8 I kif vou mute yourself, Mr. Benson, and then maybe

9 ifwe Mr. Cannonunmuteshimself, we'll listen to you through him. That might work.

10 Mr. Daniel Benson. ~ I'm going to object to these are calling for privileged

11 conversations - attorney-client privileged conversations

2 Ics st to clarify, Mr. Benson, the conversationis
13 about Save America PAC with the campaign lawyer, so | guess who is the client here?

14 The campaignisa client?

15 Mr. Daniel Benson. Mr. Kushner is a client or representativeof a client.

1 I Kushneri representative oftheclient, whichis the
17 campaign, correct?

1 Mr. Daniel Benson. Yes.

19 I tryin to understand what connection does the

20 campaign have to Save America PAC, an independent legal entity that has no connection

21 tothecampaign?

2 Mr. Daniel Benson. ~ Let me put it this way. Mr. Kushner, actingeither on behalf

23 of himself or on behalf of some other person or entity, was asking for legal advice about

24 the formation of this PAC, and the advice that was rendered was confidential legal advice.
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1 I or vr Cannon?

2 Mr. Daniel Benson. Yeah. Mr. Cannon is an attorney and was an attorney at

3 thetime

a J ot you've saying that Mr. Kushner was Mr. Cannon's cient or was
5 representinga client of Mr. Cannon?

6 Mr. Daniel Benson. No. Or was an agent ofa cient who was consulting

7 through Mr. Kushner with Mr. Cannon.

s ISo, | guess, just so we clarify the record, Mr. Benson, does

9 Mr. Cannon represent anyone, at that time period in 2020, outside of the Donald Trump

10 campaign? And, of course, in as part of that ts agents and what else, but is anyone

1 Mr. Daniel Benson, In this case, sofar as | know, he was -- Mr. Kushner was his

12 client, and he was rendering advice to Mr. Kushner. Whether Mr. Kushner was acting on

13 behalf of another principal who was -- you know, who could be characterized as the

14 client, I don't know asI it here, but this was legal advice that was rendered to a client.

15 I ust so we're clear for the record, the only client that

16 Mr. Cannon hasis the Trumpcampaign and anyone that would beunder the Trump

17 campaign umbrella. Is that fair?

1 Mr.Daniel Benson. Not necessarily.

19 Ioc. So. just so we have a clear record, who else is

20 Mr. Cannon representing besides - because our understanding is that he was employed

21 bythe Trump campaign and that entity alone. ~ And of course, pursuanttothat, there

22 are avariety of individuals that will come within the scope of that privilege, but was there

23 anyone else that he represented outside of what | just said?

20 Mr. Daniel Benson. Well, Mr. Kushner, whoever Mr. Kushner was acting on

25 behalf of, who was asking him for confidential legal advice.
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1 Ico:the Kushner representation born out of
2 Mr. Kushner's involvement with the campaign, or separate from Mr. Cannon's

3 representationof the campaign?

a Mr. Daniel Benson. Well, Mr. Kushner was — you know, did have a role with the

5 campaign, so perhaps it was with the campaign, but you know, | don't know as | it

6 here who he — whether he was acting on behalf of himselforanother principalor the

7 campaign itself.

8 I | think we're going to have to have a conversation about that offline

9 given previous discussions we'd had that have been factually inconsistent with that. So

10 perhaps we could take a brief break and maybe have a call with you, Mr. Benson, to

1 discuss this?

2 Mr. Daniel Benson. Sure. What's confidential? Can we go off the record for a

13 moment and just kindof talk about it now?

1a I cor you give us one second?

15 Mr. Daniel Benson, ~ Sure.

16 [Recess.]

IE + Cevson? Sor. Youwant to unmute either
18 Mr.Cannon's okay.

19 EE ere ve go

20 I Benson, yeah. So we're happy to - if it makes sense,

21 totalkabout this offine so we can unpack this because | think it's just our interest to

22 understand - again, we said Mr. Cannon represents the campaign. So we understand

23 thatindividuals who work for the campaign would fall within perhaps the scopeofthat

24 privilege.

2s But, here, it's conversations with Mr. Kushner about an entity that is not the
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1 campaign and a work-related entity that, as we understand i, is not owned or and is

2 otherwise legallydistinct from the campaign. So it might make sense to speak briefly

3 Mr. Daniel Benson. Sure. But what prevents an attorney employedbythe

4 campaign — in this case, Mr. Cannon —from rendering legal advice to a client that's not

5 the campaign? | mean, nothing prevented him from doing that, and that's, in fact, what

6 hewasdoing. So l'mnot sure what the question -- what the issue is.

7 [I he confusion was, at the beginning of this interview, when we asked

8 Mr. Cannon who he was employed by and we were trying to get a feelforhis work

9 history, there wasn't a suggestion that he had other clientsor that he was moonlighting

10 for other entities while he was working for the campaign. = So, to the extentthat there

11 wasan entity that he represented, that's somewhat inconsistent with a lot of his

12 testimony, so we were askingif Mr. Kushner

13 Mr. Daniel Benson. Pardon me. Pardon me. Pardon me. Its not

14 inconsistentatall. He's employed -- you asked who he was employed by. He said he

15 wasemployed byit. He didn't say, I never gave legal advice to other people.”

16 1 mean, | am sure you know lawyers who work for companies who do pro bono

17 workforclients, who do public service work for clients. Just the fact that he was

18 employed by the campaign in no way precludes him from rendering legal advice to other

19 clients

2 IE No,that's fair. But hewould need to have
2 Mr. Daniel Benson. That would be

2 J He vould need to have an actual engagement 1 mean, if ive, you

23 know, side advice to my friends, | don't believe they would claim attorney-client privilege,

24 certainly if | wasn't engaged by them or paid by them. Was he engaged or paid by the

25 entity that Mr. Kushner worked for?
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1 Mr. Daniel Benson. | hope you tell your friends thatif and when they consult

2 you

3 IEE Oh, cod God, |do.

a Mr. Daniel Benson. When my friends consult me as an attorney,|assume that

5 every -alllegal advice I'm giving to anyone, if to the extent | do i, is privileged and

6 confidential

7 I<!Vr. Benson, let'sdo this. Whydon'twe — let's

8 keep going, because | think let's table that conversation with Mr. Kushner just for the

9 benefitof time. And then we can perhaps circle back to certain - you know, try to work

10 around these topics so we don't keep Mr. Cannon longer than we need to.

1 Mr. Daniel Benson. Okay. That's fine. I'm just going to take - do you want to

12 takeaminute break?

13 Mr.Cannon. Yeah.

1a Mr. Daniel Benson, Let's takeaminute break.

15 I Aichi. Sure.

16 Mr. Daniel Benson. Thank you.

FY Recess.)

1 Mr. Daniel Benson. ~ Can|just maybe do something that will help -- might help

19 resolvethis?

2 Mr. Daniel Benson. Mr. Cannoncantestifyas to what questionsMr. Kushner

22 asked him. He won't tell you what his answers are, but, if - why don't we do that, if

23 that makes sense. And then you can figure out whether those are subjects you need to

24 delve intoin any event

2s Iov sie ersproceed thatway.
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1 Mr. Daniel Benson. Okay.
2 EE ok vou.
5 Mr. Daniel Benson. Thank you
4 ovI

5 Q So, Mr. Cannon, just to have context, | think we were talking about your

6 conversations with Mr. Kushnerthat preceded the formation of Save America PAC on
7 November 9th. Canyou tell us what he -- the questions he asked you?

8 A He asked what type of entity could be formed. He asked what the

9 fundraising limits would be for such an entity. He asked what are permissible

10 expenditures from such an entity, and what's required to form it.

u —
12 Q Was this a verbal conversation that you had with him?

5 A Yes, mam.
1 Qn person,oron the phone?
i A Telephone.
16 Q Was there anybody else on the call?

v A Telephone, if recall. Not that recall.
18 Q And, to the extent that you can say, at any point did Mr. Kushner indicate

19 that he was asking the questions on behalf of somebody else, or to the extent that you

20 can remember, did you get the impression that he was asking for himself?

2a A |gotthe impression that he wasasking on behalf of someone else.

2 Q Andwhodidyouthinkthatpersonwas?
23 A The former President.

24 Q Did youget that impression, to theextent that you remember, from

25 anything he said -- i.e., "President Trump is asking about" -- or did he mention the
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1 President during this conversation in the context of the questions that he asked you?

2 A don't recall

3 ovI

4 Q Okay. Sowe have that November post-election but pre-November 11th

5 meeting with Mr. Kushner.

6 Did you have further discussion with Mr. Kushner regarding Save America after

7 that?

8 A Mr. Kushner was present in the Oval Office meeting that | referred to earlier.

9 Q Okay. And that'sa January meeting?

10 A Yessir.

1 Q Allright. So let'sstick with November first.

2 What about November conversations with Mr. Kushner or Mr. Trump in

13 November? Any other conversations you recall regarding Save America?

1a A No

15 Q And what about in December? Any conversations you recall regarding Save

16 America with either Mr. President Trump or Jared Kushner?

” A No.

18 Q Did you do work were you involved in the actual creation of Save America

19 after that conversation with Mr. Kushner post-election?

20 A don't recall ~ | mean, there is paperwork that has to be filed. 1don't recall

21 if Ireviewed any of the paperwork or not.

2 Q Did outside counsel handle putting together the paperwork,ordid you?

23 A don't believe | did, sitting here today.

20 Q Was there someoneelsewithin the campaign that was involved besides

25 Mr. Kushner, or wasit just you and him?



2 Q And what was his role with regard to the formation of Save America?

4 would have been aware that it was formed.

5 Q Why would it have been important for him to be aware that it was formed?

. —
9 Q Without telling us the substance of your answers to Mr. Kushner, it has been

10 reported that the reasons for why they created Save America was with regards to some of

12 ‘moneys could be spent after the election.

13 ‘Would you agree with that characterization?

15 They're different restrictions thanprincipal campaign committees have, but they do have

18 Mr. Kushner, what benefit is there, if any, of creating something like a Save America PAC

19 immediatelyafter the campaign?

2 —
23 Q Mr. Cannon, let me ask it this way. And let's go back to our email in
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1 RNChasa legal proceedings fund.

2 And then you later on the first page of that email, when she asks for further

3 clarification, you say: There i no specific name for the recount fund. Its just a

4 segregated restricted account ~ | believe you mean held by the campaign.

5 So,just to get some insight into how the recount - how the funds coming into the

6 campaign post-election would have worked, what was your understanding as to where

7 the fundraising efforts and the receipt of the post-election fundraising where that

8 moneywentprior to the formationof Save America?

9 A Well I can speakgenerally because | wasn't involved in, like, counting the

10 money and knowing how the --what happened with the money and how it was spent,
11 right? But! cansay that, generallyafter an election, you can raise money for debt

12 retirement, and you can raise money for recount.

3 Q Was it your understanding that the - whether did you have knowledge to

14 whether or not the campaign was in debt on election day?

15 A You'dreally have to askMr. Dollman.

16 Q Well, ith the understanding that Mr. Dollman might have the most precise

17 information as the CFO, I'm asking, knowing --what was your sense, because we see

18 obviously your you received email regarding the cash position of the campaign

19 postelection. Sowas it your understanding that the campaign was in debt or not in

20 debton election day?

2 A Idon't know the answer to that, because | know that there is funds in transit

20 thatoccur after election day. | mean, there is estimates, like|think what Sean was

23 producing is predominantly, or the emails that | produced with Sean on it, by which |

24 mean the spreadsheets, right, or that tle insert, | think generally that's based on

25 estimates concerning funds in transit and things like that at that time. ~ So there is a lag,



2 So the campaign did report on its post-gen report a debt. | don't know what the

4 know, receivables from -- or accounts payable from pre-election. It's also comprised of

$ potential legal exposure as well.

s J moment ago, Mr. Cannon,if heard you ight, | thought you sad
7 that a campaign can spend money on two things, debt retirement and a recount. Is that

8 what you said?

10 Mr. Cannon. Yes.

u _—
12 Q Okay. So, if you've got a campaign where there is a good chance that there

13 is little to no debt at the end and you don't anticipate spending a lot of money on a

14 recount or certainly not, say, $200 million worth, you'd need a PAC, wouldn't you, to hold

15 that money to be able to spend it on something other than those two things that you

16 wouldn't be able to spend it on, right?

18 Q And was it your understanding -- and, by this, | mean conversations that you

20 not going to stop after the election was over, correct?

2a A Fundraising certainly didn't stop. That's correct.

2 @ Werevousuied bythat?
23 A Well, no, because there is definitely fundraising -- you know, anybody can

25 fundraising, sort of the nature of political committees.
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1 Q And earlier| think you said -you know, we've talked about the recounts and

2 the things that you were looking at in that first week, and during that first week, maybe

3 even the first two weeks after an election, if there is going to be a recount, you would

4 need funds for those immediate post-election legal efforts, right?

5 A Yes, ma'am.

6 Q Have you ever been involved in a campaign that was fundraising2 and

7 3months after the election?

8 A I've never been involved in any campaign other than this campaign.

9 Q Were you surprised when the fundraising efforts continued 2 and 3 months

10 after the election was over?

u A I'm not surprised that the committee continued to raise money.

2 Q  Whynot?

13 A I mean, Mr. Trump continues to have a large following.

14 I

5 Q But you mentioned that you discussed with Mr. Clark some of the

16 inflammatory nature of the fundraising emails. Was it notable to you that, at the time

17 the campaign was raising money claiming that it was for election-related efforts, but that

18 money was, in fact, going to Save America PAC? Did you discuss thoseconcernswith

19 anyone?

20 A Well, I'm not sure that| knew at that time exactly the splits on the JFA. The

21 joint fundraising agreements would have been handled by - you know, through

22 negotiations that didn't involve me.

23 Q Well, | didn't ask about the splits with the RNC. What I'm asking is that, at

24 that time, once Save America was formed, Save America joined the joint fundraising

25 agreement, correct?
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1 A That's my understanding.

2 Q Yeah. That's whatyour email to Ms. Mitchell says 2 days after the PAC was

3 formed.

4 A Okay.

5 Q That's ight. And the onlyway the campaign can spend money coming into

6 itat this point would be on recount efforts. That's what you said earlier, correct?

7 A Ordebt retirement, yes.

8 Q Ordebt retirement.

9 So,ifwe assume for the purpose of that, that the debt - because what we've

10 heard from other peoplei that the campaign had three of its best ever fundraising days

11 inthe weekafterthe election, before President Biden was declared the winner.

2 Are you aware that the campaign was doing quite well fundraisingwise the week

13 after the election?

14 A No. Iwouldn't have been involved in those discussions.

15 Q Well, I well, you do have the email that you produced, which | can show

16 youlif you'd lie, that shows -- that was circulated internallythatthecampaign raised

17 $207 million in the first 3 weeksafterthe election day, and I believe Mr. Murtaugh might

18 have circulated it to you and others.

19 Do you recall conversations like that?

0 A Yeah, dorecall the I recall the press release that was put out,if that's

21 what you're talking about, ves.

2 Q Yeah. Soitwas notable to folks at the time because the campaign was.

23 fundraisingvery large amounts. Isthat fair?

2 A Ifthat's what's in the document, then | don't disagree with it.

2 Q Do you have a different take from your perception at the time?
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1 A ljustdon't know. |justdon't know. |mean, | wasn't counting the money

2 comingin the door.

s Do you have anyinsih no that peri, om Noverser rd through when
a Save America is added to JFA — did you have any conversations with Mr. Dollman or

5 anyone else as to where the funds that were raised in that week were going?

. A No. woul have hd any conversions bout ht, as dog ater
7 things asyou gus know
8 Q  Sowho would be the best person who should know exactly where the

9 money was? Is that Mr. Dollman?

10 A Mr. Dolman.

u I

12 Q  Butdid | misunderstand you earlier? | thought you said you were reviewing

15. the dclimerst he bottom of hema. Would hat no av nuded he vatral
——

15 A Itwould have. | mean, but sitting here today, | just don't recall what the

16 splits were. | mean, | can tell you that | recall that there were five or six amendments in

17 tha FA ht acute th os lection prod. 5,you knew, dont -inghre|
18 don't recall what the splits were, and | don't recall what the fundraising numbers was.

19 That wasn't in my area of responsibility, thank God.

» A ————
2 everyday. | think generally -- do you remember the fact that, after Save America is

2 crete, th pits goto Sov Americ, no the campaign cor?
23 A Idon't know the answer to that. | don't know when the splits occurred and

2 what thpercenages wre, Tmsory, dont
» I+c. war. 1s ot bout percenages,
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1 because, from your testimony and — Save if the campaign were raising money on

2 November 15th, 20th, December 15th, all that money, | think as you said, effectively

3 would have to be spent on recounts.

a EE Or debt retirement

5 I
6 Q  Ordebt retirement, correct?

7 A Yessir.

8 Q Right. So, and --and, when Save America is formed, it's formed, in part,

9 because the proceeds from the JFC are going to be going to Save America, and not to the.

10 campaign that has -- it was pretty limited what it can do post-electionfor obvious

1 reasons. Is that fair?

12 A That's I mean, sure. That's fair.
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1

2 Eaapm]

: oI
a Q Okay. Soin the time period we're talking about, from November 12th on

Sand November 9th on, the money is going to President Trump's leadership PAC and not

6 the campaign. You don't take issue with that, correct?

7 A Well,Idon't knowwhat thesplits were.

8 Q When you are you talking are yousayingthe splits between Save America

9 and the Trump campaign, or within the Trump entities and the RNC?

10 A I'mtalking about within TMAGAC. If Save America was part of - Trump,
11 Make America Great Again Committee, that joint fundraising agreement would either

12 havea waterfall ora percentage spit. So when you're saying the money wasn't going to

13 the Trump campaign, | can't answer that question, because | don't know if the Trump

14 campaign was out of the split or not.

15 Q And prior to ~ | just want to make sure | am clear for the record prior to.

16 Save America's formation, were those fundraising amounts have gone, that’s a question

17 for Mr. Dollman because you don't have any insights into that. Is that right?

1 A Thats correct. I mean it would have come in, and it would have been a

19 percentage split to the RNC and a percentage split to the Trump campaign either for debt

20 retirement or recount. And when Save America was formed, it was added to the JFA.

21 And there was some allocation that occurred that , sitting here today, don't recall

2 Q Are you aware of what happened to any funds that went to the campaign

23 that were not spent on debt, retirement, or recounts? ~ Did you have any conversations

24 withanyone about that?

2 A It's my understanding that all money that was raised foreither deb,



2 Q And when you say "is being spent," you mean currently?

4 campaign can use recount funds for.

< Q And what did you get that understanding from?

, —
8 Q Just out of curiosity, do you actually know what those outstanding liabilities

9 are?

10 A I mean, it'sall publicly reported. Legal spend.

12 election, do you know what outstanding liabilities are still being done that would go

15 ovI

16 Q Allright. | want to move just to stay on this topic slightly about the cash

18 Jared Kushner, an individual named Cassidy Dumbauld, D-u-m-b-a-u-l-d, it's, | believe, a

21 involvement with these cash position updates?

2 A I have no idea why|was on those emails. | asked myselfthatquestion

23 when | was doing this production.

25 exhibit No. 56. And it's a November 16th email, subject line, 11/16, Cash position
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1 update. Bates stamped 14220. Mr. Dollman says, "Hey, Jared, below is a screenshot

2 ofthe current position in the three accounts." And then it has notes about three

3 different bullet points. And on point two, it says, "Roughly, $3.7 million has been spent

4 out of the recount fund to date." Then on the third bullet point, it says, "The majorityof

$ fundraising is going straight to Save America and not the recount/legal account.” And

6 then he says, "We should change the JFA to 80/20. Since we are taking on more legal

7 costs, our 80 percent should have a portion allocated to recount/legal fund." Does this

8 refresh your recollection about any conversations you had about Save America getting

9 the majority of the fundraising?

10 A No, | wouldn't have had these conversations. This is a financial analysis. |

11 wouldnt have ben ioe in these comersatons.
2 oI
13 Q Do youknowwhytheywerebeing --

Fa
15 Q Oh, I'm sorry, Mr. Cannon. | didn't mean to cut you off. Please continue.

16 A | just said, sitting here reading this, | don't even know what this means in

17 Engle, what Sean referingto
18 Q Do you know why these would have beensentdaily to Mr. Kushner?

» A odor
» Othe norle have reported that Mr. Kushner was actualy really heavy
2a involved in the financing of the campaign understanding the finances. Is that consistent

22 or not consistent with your understanding of his role?

23 A I had very limited interactions with Mr. Kushner.

24 Q Inthe--I'msorry. didn't mean tocutyouoff. Keep going.

» A don't know how to answer tht question. 1m not sre what Jared's rae



1 was with respect to finances inside the campaign.

2 Q In your conversations with Mr. Coby or Mr. Dollman, did you ever have

4 with them aboutthe financesof the campaign?

$ A No, ma'am.

7 Q Did you have any involvement in renegotiating the splitswith the RNC and

9 A No, sir, not with respect to negotiating splits.

© oI

12 and saying not with regards to the splits?

13 A | may have seen a draft of an amendment to a JFA. So | was trying to be

15 something where I'm on a draft ofa joint fundraising agreement.

Iremetiesaterion

18 Q |want to show you exhibit 59. It's another oneof these emails. It's an

19 11/27/2020 cash position update. Mr. Dollman provides his similar CFO-type language.

2a discuss a new system for paying bills where we need DIT to sign off of on them. | want

22 to create a tighter process for going forward. We should have a budget we approve,

23 and it shouldn't go to him unless approved by Sean and Justin, and maybe Alex." Can

25 A I mean, beyond the plain languageof the email, he obviously wanted to
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1 create a tighter budgetary process. | don't have any more context.

2 Q Did he discuss ths with yououtside ofthis email?
3 A Notto my recollection.

a Q Did Mr.Clark or Mr. Dollman or anyone else discuss this process with you?

s A Imean, not to my recollection. We had general conversations about
6 budgets, but my only input would have been, you know, some of the, ke, outstanding

7 intellectual property lawsuits and NDA litigation and stuff that the campaign had.

8 ovI
5 Q So doyou remembera new system for paying bills ever actually being put

10 intoplace?
1 A Nono,Idon't. Iwas never really involved with, like, paying bills ight? |

12 mean, if somebody had a legal question about whetheror not a bill was supported by a

13 contract, I would help run that down. But in termsof the approvals process, | couldn't
14 approve anything.

15 oI
16 Q Sol want to return — and we can take this documentoff - | want to turn
17 backto our conversations regarding meetings with President Trump. So we had our

18 mid-November meeting with the Texas gentleman that we talked about. And then you

19 mentioned that there was a December meeting with President Trump. Can you tell us
20 what that was about?

2 A That's the one really don't recall a whole lot about that other than | went
22 in Cassidy to think it was Cassidy that reached out. And | went in and talked to

23 Jared ttle bit about legal ~ like outstanding legal cases, and things like that. And
24 then, I believe, you know, he took me in to say hello to President Trump, and that was the

25 extentof the conversation. |don't recall that meeting very wel.
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1 Q Now, when Jared introduced you to President Trump, or brought you in, tell

2 mewhatwassaid. What was the nature of the meeting?

3 A Ithinkit's just, Thisis Alex Cannon, he used to work for you. He works for

4 the --orhe used to work at Trump Org. He works for the campaign. ~ He's a great guy.

5 Ithink Jared may have used the word drama-free.

6 Q That's certainlya good phrase to have. ~ Did Jared mentionyour efforts with

7 regard to the fraud search?

8 A No

9 Q Did Jared or Mr. Trump mention anything related to the election or the fraud

10 search?

u A Not tomy recollection.

2 Q How long would yousay the interaction withPresident Trump was at the

13 December meeting?

14 A Justa few minutes.

15 Q Okay. Let's turto the January meeting with President Trump. You said it

16 was that's post January 6th, correct?

7 A Yessir.

18 Q And tell us about what had - but its post January 6th, but it's close to

19 January 20th. That's what | understood last time. Is that right?

0 A Ibelieve so. Everybody was packing up their offices.

2 Q Okay. And tell uswhat happened in that meeting.

2 A Ibelievewas therewith JustinClark and Sean Dolman. I'm not sure. |

23 amactually not sure who was with me. | think Sean may have been with me in that

24 meeting. We talked about the potential of post Presidential structures around former

25 President Trump; what those structures could look like.



2 entities, or social media? What are we talking about?

4 Presidential foundation, things like that.

< Q Soin that meeting, it was President Trump, Sean Dollman, you, and who

7 A I don't recall everybody who was in that meeting. Like| said, I'm not even

8 sure Sean was at this one.

9 Q Do you recall anyone else who was there?

10 A | mean, definitely, again, White House staff, people moving in and outof the

12 Q Did you speak in the meeting?

. _—

18 A Like that the Presidential libraryis generally a 501(c)3, and usually there's a

19 policy center attached to it which is a 501(c)4.

20 Q Oh, so legal structures for some of the things that they were envisioning?

23 like a building. So that was helpful.

25 Q just wanted to clarify that.
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2 Q And any reference of the January 6th in that meeting?

a IE Aight. Mr. Cannon, thank you for your patience.

$ We're almost at the end of the marathon, which may be the toughest part.

. JI cn vie take the breaks, | promise you we are tryingto tighten and

. I
10 Q Mr. Cannon, are you familiar with AMMC, American Made Media

13 Q What is that, to the best of your knowledge?

15 Q Were you involved in its formation?

18 A I acted as counsel to it and managed some of its sub-vendor agreements.

w Q And henyou cet asonset fs AMM anny ndendent fh

23 Q Now, when you say independent, did it have its own employees separate
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1 Q What was Mr. Dollman’s role with AMMC?

2 A Mr. Dolman owned AMMC.

3 Q And when you say he owned, as in it was a for-profit business?

4 A Imeanit--I don't believe that he made a profit. | don't know.

5 Q 1 guess I'm trying to draw a distinction between he was on paper as the

6 owner versus AMMC, thething that Mr. Dollman, in fact - that that belonged to him and

7 he was the ultimate decisionmaker, which is another way to use owner. Which way do

8  youmeanit? On paper, or as effectively he was the ultimate decisionmaker because it

9 washiscompany?

10 A Ithink that he made decisions with respect to certain sub-vendors that he

11 wantedtouse and didn't want to use.

2 Q So did you understand that Mr. Dollman owned AMMC as a result of his role

13 as CFO, and it made sense because of that, or independent of that, he owned AMMC?

14 A don't know the answer to that. | wasn't around when AMMC was formed.

15 Q Well, | guess what I'm trying to put in plain terms. Is AMMC his company.

16 theway, right? Isthat his company? Oris it better described that someone's name

17 has to go ona sheet of paperas owner, and it happened to be Mr. Dollman?

18 A I mean, Mr. Dollman would be responsible for any debs or liabilities

19 associated withit. | mean, | don't know the answer -- well, again, | wasn't around when

20 twas formed.

2 Q So when you say he was responsible, why -it wasn't around, but you did

22 deal withit in your capacity as counsel for the campaign, right? And you reviewed

23 agreements that AMMC was a party too, right?

2 A Yessir

2 Q And you were aware, | think just told us, it had its own distinct legal



4 employees you're aware of besides Mr. Dollman?

5 A I think he had some people that helped him keep the books. |think he had,

7 Q Were those the people associated with Red Curve and Bradley Crate?

8 A I don't knowthe answer to that.

9 Q Okay. Do you know the nameof anyone beside Mr. Dollman who was

10 associated with AMMC?

12 Q Do you know how to spell that?

13 A Yeah. K-l-i-n-a. |could be wrong. | mean, I'm going to be honest with

15 Q Okay.

. [
18 remember a person that you dealt with at AMMC other than Mr. Dollman?

19 A No, | wouldhave just dealt with Sean.

23 A That's correct.
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1 Q And what was your understanding in terms of- | mean, | think at one point

2 it's like more than half of the campaign expenditures. What is your understanding of

3 what that company does?

4 A It provides media consulting in sub-vendor management services. So if

5 there sa big digital spend or a big digital ad buy, or something like that, AMMC identifies

6 the sub-vendor, enters into a contract with that sub-vendor, does the insertion order with

7 that sub-vendor, pays that sub-vendor.

8 Q  Andit's your understanding that Mr. Dollman is the one doing all this? Or

9 there are other people who work at AMMC who are doing that work that you just

10 described?

u A Well, no, | mean, that would have been, you know, meand Sean asking the

12 sub-vendor for an agreement or an insertionorder for an ad. And we would negotiate a

13 contract or an agreement.

1 Q I'msorry. I'm confused. Can you break thatdown? I thought so was

15 asking you what services AMMC performed for the campaign, and | thought you were

16 describing a body of substantive work. And then | was asking does Mr. Dolman do that

17 workor dothe employees of AMMCdo that?

18 A Well, the sub-vendors do that. ~ So if you needed a digital ad purchase, we

19 hada preferred sub-vendor for digital ads.

20 Q And the sub-vendor is who AMMC would hire to do that work?

21 A That's correct.

2 Q And did Mr. Dollman --

23 A Onbehalf of his client.

2 Q And did Mr. Dolman make all the decisions about which sub-vendor would

25 behired?
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1 A mean, the campaign probably had preferred sub-vendors. But sometimes

2 he would, you know, like it's my understanding that Larry Weitzner, he didn't want to

3 deal with Larry Weitzner through AMMC. ~ So that's why Larry is paid directly by the

4 campaign.

s Q Do youknow why he didn't want Mr. WeitznertogothroughAMMC?

6 A No, youd have to ask him. That's just a conversation that | recall. But he

7 did make decisions.

8 Q Mr. Dollman, you mean?

9 A Yes

10 Q Okay. just wanted to keep clear the pronoun issue regarding Mr.

11 Weitzner versus Mr. Dollman who wasmakingthat decision?

2 A sory.

3 Q Its just for the record purposes.

14 I
15 Q Were youever compensated separately foryour work you did at AMMC?

16 A Yes,si

FY Q Soyouwere compensatedbywho?

1 A ByAMMC.

19 Q Okay. Soyouwereanemployee of AMMC and an employeeofthe

20 campaign?

2 A No, Iwasa subcontractor. |wasa1099. Iwas 1099'd out of AMMC.

2 Q Okay. And that was for your role as counsel to AMMC?

2 A That's correct.

2 Q Okay. And for Mr. Dollman, | think | asked you whether this was a

25 forprofitentity. Doyou know whether he was compensated for his role with AMMC?



2 A ibelevehe as
2 Q The same 108938 you?
3 A Fmnotsure. Youwouldhavetoaskhim
4 Q Allright. And then when you said AMMC was not for profit, how do you

$ know that?

. A Well AMMC did not have a Tike, charge commission associated with
7 medi buys ke most medi venders would.
8 Q So what's the purpose of -- so | guess what | am trying to understand with

os AMMCEthat-
© A never sid twas not for profi
un —
12 Q Yeah, | think we need to beclearwith the term. A 501(c)3 not for profit is a

13 legal entity. | think what -- Mr. Cannon, correct me if I'm wrong, what you were saying

10 earierwas that you were actully twas unclear whether AMM made profit?
5 P—
1 I vot has what | nderstood
uv EE
1s IE 2s saving it wasnt for yeah,yeah. 1wasnit calling t

19 anotforprofit. | thinkweeonthe same page.
» oy.
2 I
22 Q So your understanding is you didn't know whether AMMC made a profit,

23 correct?

" A comet
» &  Sopunta-tusniss, yuo Whar oka our hy Was ns
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1 sub-vendors that have engaged in work that's relevant to the scope of the committee's

2 inquiry, and what we want to understandis that who would be directing those

3 subvendors? And are you saying Mr. Dollman would be in charge here, or is it and he

4 represents, and he deals with the campaign, and he deals with sub-vendors, and they.

5 take directions from him, or is there a different structure?

6 A Ithink Mr. Dollman would have been, you know, told that the campaign

7 wanted to purchase ads, like digital ads,or do email sends, or whatever it wanted to do.

8 And then Mr. Dolman would work with the sub-vendors to make sure that, you know,

9 the campaign's clients, or sorry, the campaign I'm sorry, I'm geting tired - the

10 instructions from the campaign were - were executed.

u Q Did AMMC have any other clients that you're aware of outsideofeither the

12 Trump campaign or TMAGAC or the RNC?

13 A No, believe those wereallitsclients.

1 Q With regard to DataPier, were you compensated for your work with

15 DataPier?

16 A Yes,sir, | was.

uv Q Was Mr. Dollman also compensated?

18 A Ibelieve so,yes,sir.

19 Q And did you happen to negotiate that with a representative of the campaign,

20 or how did you decide what you were compensated for?

21 A That was all negotiated with the campaign and separate counsel for the

2 campaign.

23 Q And who from the campaign, who represented the campaign in those

24 negotiations?

2 A Mr. Clark
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1 Q Now, earlier you said that DataPir was your company. 1s tht accurate?
2 A Imean,| -- we -- Sean and | owned the LLC.

s Q Andwhen you say owned the LLC i that ~ lke t's almost a question fm
4 going to ask when you deal with Mr. Dolman. tha because someone who
5 represented the Trump campaign's interest just had to be put in charge by virtue of legal

6 requirements,orwas this somehow your entity for athe reasons more so thn it would
7 be, | don't know, Matthew Morgan decided if someone said he should be the guy?

8 A Well, no, | didn't have designs to be involved in the email-sending business.

9 We were just trying to do ajob that the campaign needed done.

10 Q Okay. Sowhen you say it was your company, is it fair to say that it was

11 your company on paper, but you were in tha role as a representative of the campalgn's
12 future interest?

5 A Yes thinkthats ar.
14 I
15 Q Because | know you said that AMMC existed before you, but there is a bit of

16 a--|don't want to say a trend, but there is a numberof campaign staff, correct, where a

17 needis identified, a company is created, or maybe somebody's running a company. |

18 mean, there were a number of campaign staff who had these, right? Mr. Parscale had

19 companies and was a vendor; Mr. Coby had multiple companies, | believe, and was both

20 working for the campaign and had company vendors. So would you have said it was

21 scully pretty common or individuals workin for the campaign to have companies tht
2 wereabovendors?
a Aves
u a ou.
x ICor, you can just giveus ust two seconds,
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1 please.
2 Mr. Cannon. Okay.

3 I cual, Mr. Cannon,if | could beg your forgiveness and actually ask
a you if we could take a two-minute comfort break. This time it's my need to go to the

5 restroom, if that would be okay?

s Mr. Cannon, Please. That's ine with me, thank you
7 [Recess
s IE Coron,ifyou are ready. We are back.
9 Mr. Cannon. I'm ready.

10 I
n Q Mr. Cannon, [want to be very careful with my characterization here, okay?
12 And | know it's been a really long day and we really do appreciate your patience, and,

13 frankly, your incredibly helpful explanations of most things.

1 Earlier, when we were looking at someof the emails, we were talking about how
15 fora while you were on the approvals chain that looked at the fundraising emails that

16 were coming out of TMAGAC, correct?
v Aves
18 Q Okay. And so, you had a chance to see the tone of the fundraising emails

19 that were coming outafter the election, leading up to, we'l say, December, air?
20 A Idon't know when| stopped, but I'll takeyourword for it.

2 Q still, | remember you saying that. And I'm not trying to pin you down ona

22 precise date. Let's justsay through the end of November. Is that fair?

23 A Idon't recall when |stopped, but I'm not trying to be difficult. |just don't

20 recall. just want to make the record clear
2 Q No, no, and that's far. _Itis 100 percentclear that you do not recall when
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1 you stopped getting the fundraising emails. | guess the more important point that | was

2 trying to make is that during that time earlier when we were talking about your review of

3 those emails, it seemed clear that you were aware of the inflammatory natureof them in

a the sense that when you forwarded them to, | believe, his name was Darren Centinello,

5 and you asked him to pull out some for Iterable, you used that "if you can find some that

6 will pass ifthose exist.” And interpret to mean that you were at least aware that some

7 of those fundraising emails were inflammatory enough that they wouldn't probably pass

8 Iterable's terms of service.

9 Mr. Daniel Benson. | am going to object to inflammatory. | don't know that he.

10 ever would characterize anything as inflammatory, but --

u |

12 Q  Ifthere's a word that you would prefer to use again, I'm not trying to

13 mischaracterize. I'm trying to characterize from your emails. So if there's a word that

14 you would prefer to use in terms of the nature of emails that would notpass through the

15 terms of service -- | was using inflammatory. Is there a word that you're more

16 comfortablewith?

w A Controversial

18 Q Controversial, okay. So you were aware that there were controversial

19 emails were coming through the approvals process. These controversial emails come

20 through. Andifl understood you correctly earlier, they come through sometimes

2 carrying claims that you might have reviewed and knew to have been false and not

22 verifiable. And earlier, you said that you raised those concerns -- | believe you said you

23 raised those concerns about what was being put in those emails versus what you had

24 seenor wereseeingwith Mr. Clark. thatfair?
2s A Yes
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1 Q And! just want to clarify, did you raise those concerns with anybody else

2 eitheratthecampaign orat the RNC?

3 A Not tomy recollection.

4 Q  Justtogive

5 A Maybe Matt Morgan.

6 Q Maybe Mr. Morgan. And just so I'm not missing anyone, did you raise

7 those concerns I'm sorry, | don't want to interrupt you.

5 Mr. Daniel Benson. Pardon me. | thinkhe testified that and he has already

9 testified as to the people he discussed his concerns about what he sawwith

10 I Richt. and that's why | wasclarifying because | believe he had said Mr.

11 Clark. And we didn't follow up and askif he raised those concernswith anybodyelse.

12 And so, | wanted to clarify if he raised those concerns with anybodyelse.

13 Mr. Daniel Benson. Well | believe, if | remember correctly, that he's testified as

14 toother people he raised various of his concerns with. So just want to make clear. |

15 mean, correct me if I'm wrong, but Mr. Navarro was an example.

16 IE it, sothen let's distinguish that because | want to make sure we're

17 talking aboutthe same concerns here.

1 —
19 Q When you were talking about the conversations with Mr. Navarro, and,

20 believe, Vice President Pence ~ and who were the other individuals? Navarro, Pence,

21 Mr.Meadows. |want to distinguish those, because our understanding was those were

22 concerns that the regarding the election fraud that you weren't seeing - I'm talking

23 abouta separate thing which was when we asked you about, did you have concerns

24 about what was going out in the fundraising emails that you were seeing comparatively to

25 whatyou had researched. Our understanding was that specific to those concerns,
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1 thought you said that the only person that you raised that to was to Mr. Clark, and that's

2 why we wanted to follow up on those specific concerns. Was there anybodyother than

3 Mr. Clark that you expressed concern regarding what wasinthe fundraising emails,

4 versus whatyou had researched?

5 A Maybe Mr. Morgan.

6 a okay.

7 A Butidon'trecall. It'sbeenayearanda half, and don't recall all of my

8 conversations.

9 Q And the only other thing | want to ask yous, to the best of your knowledge

10 orawareness, are you awareof any actions that anybody took to address the concerns

11 youhadwith the inconsistencyofwhat was being sent in the fundraising emails versus

12 whatyou had seen?

13 A Idonot know.

1 a okay.

1 I
16 Q Allright. Mr. Cannon, let's go to January 6th. Where were you

17 January 6th?

18 A Iwas at the campaign headquarters. That morning, | had gone to Home

19 Depot with Mr. Doliman, and | believe we bought a Shop-Vac and some paint and some

20 sanding blocks, and we were breaking apart desks and spackling walls.

2 LL]
2 Q  Soyou were curious? You were actually were the ones that spackled walls.

23 Thatwas not metaphorical or delegated?

2 A No, we were actually the ones that were taking down the posters that

25 people left up and taking down TVs and breaking down desks. Like | told you earlier, if



1 somebody asks me to do something, | try to do it to the best of my abilities.

: —

5 we didn't have the remote controls for, and so it was playing in the background.

7 with Justin Clark or Matt Morgan or any of these individuals about the significance of

8 January 6th?

9 A No, not to my knowledge.

10 Q Leading up to the --

12 Q Leading up to the 6th, was that a date, a day in your mind that had -- and |

13 don't mean prior to this cycle, | mean, this 2020, did that feel like a day of importance for

15 kind of give us a sense of leading up to 6th where you thought about what to expect or

16 what other expectations you had?

18 that Members of Congress would make, because it was my understanding it happened in

21 point about speaking to Mr. Clark about the fundraising emails, is it fair to say that would

E —_—
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1 Q  Pre-baby?

2 I
3 Q  Pre-baby, post-baby? Was it more likely to be pre-baby?

4 A Ireallydon't remember. |mean, it was -- |really don't remember. I'm

s som
s Q Non. Thatisallrght. Solet’s goto the th. Your expectation was that
7 it would be a ceremonial process. Is that right?

s A Yessir. Yes,si
5 Q Andyour expectation was that President Biden, the results would
10 be --what's the term? Ratified. No.

u EE cored?

2 I
13 Q Certified. Therewego. The expectation was that it would be certified

14 that day?

i A Yessir
16 Q And we're at the end here. You know, we have looked at your extent of

7 production. anclnas given you her characterization of how we seeyourwork,
18 which is trying to diligently doyour job, do the things you've been tasked with, and do it

19 tothe best of your ably, and to find the truth here. And one thing we've been
20 looking at these in your production, when we look back, especialy the production
21 as fromitstarts from November 6th forward, i really appearsthatyou are tasked
22 with with basically trying to find something where there was nothing there. And
23 want to give you the opportunity to, to the extent you want to expand, on what you did

24 atthetime. We want to ive folks to kind of say thei peace forthe record. But when
25 we look at your documents, it sounds like you were doing your best to find what was
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1 true, without making presumptions, andyou just did not find what you were tasked with
2 tofind. Is thatfair?

5 A Idd not find or see, in my limitedablyas one individual, id not see
4 evidence that would be sufficient within the time period to change any sort of election

$ results in anyofthe States.

s |__|
7 Q  [ : chcterising it the way that | said t was is to me,
8 you're oneof the few people who spoke truth to power in this situation. Because | see a

9 number of emails where, in response to a number of people, | believe the phrase

10 is -- what was it the seeking something? Was it two things?

u I1ohvase that's made inthe press ight that
12 there's -- unrelated to you, obviously -- but that there was a coup in search of a legal

13 theory. And | think what we have seen looking at your documents is that there is

14 a--you know,|can' think of a quick way to quip tinanother way. But there's a
15 I|conthinkofaterm.

1  p—
v —
18 Q  Andin my head it was canary in the coal mine, in the sense that you're one

19 of the few people that we see who consistently told the truth of what they saw, whether

2 itwas verifiable or not verifiable. And understand that a number of us have different
21 views, ight? ike our aperture as investigators st necessarilythe entire thin ight?
2 Sol don't necessarly see every witness that testifies. But it was striking n your
23 documents the number of times that you — if something was verifiable, you said it was

20 verifiable. And if itwas the verifiable, you said t wasn't verifiable. And believe,
25 earlier, you said something along th nes of that you were looking a it with regards to
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1 ind of what would be admissible in court in terms of whether the evidence that was

2 being presented would be admissible in court. ~ And then there were other people where

3 there were conversations where the question was, it was a different conversation, or

4 could it be used on TV, or could it be used in comms, which was clearly a different

5 standard. If im -isthat fair?

6 A That's fair

7 Q And to the extent thatyou're comfortable saying, it sounded like there were

8 pointsalong the way where you voicedyour concerns to people where you had

9 conversationswith Mr. Morgan and with Mr. Clark. ~ And, | guess, | was just curious |

10 guess | wasjust curious, were youever concerned that it didn't sound ike any of your

11 concerns were ever addressed, or that anybody ever acted on the things that you were

12 flagging, for lack ofa betterword?

3 A Ithink my concerns were addressed, to an extent, by Mr. Clark and Mr.

14 Morgan, and then they were sidelined and replaced by Mr. Giuliani.

15 Q so that's actually helpful like in the sense of inwhat way do you think Mr.

16 Clarkand Mr. Morgan addressed your concerns? | don't thinkwe gave you a chance to

17 explain that

1 A Well its been pretty well reported that Mr. Clark had some meetings with

19 the President where heexpressed his thoughts on what the President's chances were of

20 winning prior to him being replaced by Mr. Giuliani, not Morgan. | believe it's also been

21 pretty wellreported. Matt Oczkowski, | believe it's pretty well-reported that those

22 meetings took place.

2 Q Do you know if there were ever any conversations, either by you, Mr.

24 Morgan, Mr. Clark, with Gary Coby, about toning down or not pumping outa fundraising

25 emails that talked about the stolen election, the Election Defense Fund, the stopping the
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1 steal - doyou know if anybody ever did anything about the isues that were in those:

2 fundraising emails that you found weren't verifiable when you researched them?

3 A You know, without lookingatall of the fundraising emails that went out, it’s

4 hardfor me to say that, you know, every single fundraising email was unverifiable. So

5 I'm goingtotakea little bit of an issue with that. But|don't knowifanyone was

6 communicating that with | mean, you know, i's my understanding this was RNC digital

7 Sorunning this whole program and writing a copy. And t's also my understanding that,

8 youknow, everything that was put out in this campaign, both pre-election and post

9 election was predominantly messaging based on either the President's Twitter feed or

10 something that the White House had put out, right?

n So, you know, | think thata lot of people and I'm going to speak just from

12 personal opinion, and I'm going to give you some insight into some of the folks here.

13 Therearea lot of really, really good people that worked on this campaign. And we may

14 have different political views. | may even have some different politcal views than some

15 ofthese folks. But there are some really, really good people. And ina lot of ways, they

16 were powerless to make changes because they had jobs to do.

7 Q And guessthe last question that | will ask you that we've - we've asked

18 multiple people is but for January 6th happening the way that it happened, the

19 fundraising emails wouldn't have stopped, would they? ~The fundraising emails based on

20 the schemeof a stolen election and stopping the steal?

2 A Idon't know the answerto that.

2 Q Oh, and take that part out. ~The fundraising emails wouldn't have stopped,

23 wouldthey? They're sill going on to this day, aren't they?

2 A Yeah, I mean, they're not talking about the stolen election or anything

25 anymore.
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1 Q If they were stil talking about the stolen election, would that surprise you?

2 A Toanextent,yeah. |mean, see someofthese. I'm on the distributions

3 forum. can't seem to get myselfoffof them, but

a Q And maybe that's the note to end on, unless anybody else has any other

Ss  questions?

7 I row!speak for all of our team when | that| know this -ohJl

8 [EEdo vou have additional questions?

’ I
10 Q  Idojustvery briefly.

n Mr. Cannon, I'm sorry to end the day particularly when - that's kind ofa tease

12 there. Buti wantto go back to the conversation you had with Mr. Findlay about the

13 electors. And I'm just going to ask you to recall that conversation you had to the best

14 youean

15 A sure. Iwalked into my office, the campaign offices were dark. It was

16 obviously very late in the election process, meaning we were coming up probably on

17 January 6th. And I think said, Josh, what are you doing here, man? You know.

18 Because from my perspective, like | had told you guys earlier, it was breaking down chairs

19 and desks and closing up and getting ready to turn the building, the premises back over to

20 thelandiord. And he said, Oh, I'm doing, you know, something with electors. And |

21 said, Well, whats that? And he said, Oh, you know, there's like this, this you know,

22 you got to have Trump electors vote in case there isa legal -- there is a win in one of the

23 legal cases, or something lie that. AndI said, Oh, interesting. | didn't know that.

x Q That wasthe end?

2 A That was the end of it, yeah.
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1 Q Okay. Did you have any role in the President's activities on the 6th,

2 meaning his appearance on the Ellipse to give a speech or otherwise?

3 A No

a Q Some of the concerns that you've been talking with the others about

Ss throughout the day related to potential election fraud or irregularities, however you want

6 toaallit, did youever communicate those concerns that you had or the findings that you

7 made or didn't make to the President directly?

5 A No.

° Q Do you know if anybody did share your findings on lack of findings with the

10 President?

1 A don't knowfor sure.

2 Q Okay. Do you know if Mr. Morgan or Mr. Clark, for example, ever told the

13 President that folks in the election -or excuse me, folks in the campaign weren't seeing

14 the same degree of fraudor irregularities that he is, or that other people are telling him

15 exist?

16 A Idon't know whether they had those conversations. | believed from

17 reporting thatthat had happened. |don't believe they would have used my name,

18 though. But

19 Q  Butthe extent of your knowledge is based on public reportingas opposed to,

20 you know, oneofthem coming back and saying | just talked to the President?

2 A Thats right.

2 Q Okay. On January 6th itself, did you have any communications with the

23 President?

2 A No.

2 Q Did you have any communications with anybody in the White House?
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1 A No.

2 Q And that would include Mr. Meadows, as an example, no communications

3 with him?

4 A That's correct.

5 Q Did you ever hear any concerns or even discussions about thepotential for

6 violence on January 6th?

7 A No, didnot.

8 Q Are you familiar - there's a website out there called TheDonald.win. It's

9 kind of like an online message board related to the President, or, excuse me, the former

10 President. Have you ever heardofthat online message board or website?

u A Through media reporting concerning the committee's activities.

2 Q You hadn'theard about it back in the November, December, January

13 timeframe?

1a A No.

5 Q And,for the record, the period | am talking is November 2020 through

16 January 2021. We understand that Jason Miller sent Mr. Meadows, at one point, a link

17 tothat website with some commentary. Obviously, you were not a party to that, and

18 I'm not going to ask you anything specifically about that. But do you remember Jason

19 Miller ever talking about TheDonald win?

20 A No.

2 Q  Inpassingorin detail?

2 A No.

23 Q Alright.

2 A Ididn't have alot of contacts with Jason Miller one on one. | didn't know

25 himverywell. We were on emails together, but | didn't know Jason very well.
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1 Q Okay. And my last question foryou is as you may know, the committee's

2 reached out to Ms. Jenna Elis assomebodywhodid workwith the campaign. And she

3 hasrelated to us that you would be the person who has access toher emails through the

4 campaign. Is that accurate?

5 A Thisis another example of Ms. Ellis not knowing what she’s talking about.

6 Q Okay. Soyou don't have access to Ms. Elis’ emails through the campaign?

7 A No, the campaign has outside counsel for January 6th matters. | think my

5 counsel actually shared that with some of the investigators on the committee.

9 Q  Verygood. Okay. Thankyou. Thankyoufor your time, Mr. Cannon and

10 Mr.Benson. appreciate it.

n A Thankyou.

. —
13 Q  itwill drive me crazy if we don't ask, butearlier when[Jl=:=v

14 about that individual named Josh, | don't know if we ever said his last name. What was

15 Josh's last name?

16 A Findlay, Finda beor Lav.
FY Q Okay. Youdidsayit. Apologies. We justwantedto also it would kil

18 me did you have conversations with Mr. Scavino ever?

19 A No.

2 Q Okay. Was there anyone in the White House

2 A Never,ever? I'msorry, ever? Like ever spoke to him?

2 Q  Thatsatrick question. No, you did bumpinto himat a Christmas party.

3 Me

2 A Well,are we talking about duringthis period oftime.

2 Q During this period of time?
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1 A No, I didn't have any communications with Mr. Scavino.

2 Q And only because this is actually usually our last question: Is there

3 anything that you thought we would ask you about that we didn'tor that we should have

4 asked youbut we didn't?

5 A No, I'm actually ~ you guys seem to have quite a bit of information. So |

6 amfairy--

7 Q will say that is because ~ | keep cutting you off. Apologies.

5 A Isokay. Its okay.

° [I 41 vias going to say to the extent we have that it's because we have

10 been able to talkwith people like you who shared that information. So I hope you know

11 howgrateful all of us are foryour time, your patience, and your endurance to be here

12 untilalmost 5 o'clock. |know | speak for our entire team when we say, thank you. We

13 really do appreciate the explanations and the time that youtook to speak with us and

14 explainthings. And! know | speak for our entire team when | say, thank you. We

15 really do appreciate t.

16 Mr. Cannon, You're welcome,

w I rkvou,sir.
1 Mr.Cannon, Thank you.

19 ITank vou.
20 Mr. Cannon. Bye.

2 (Whereupon, at 4:43 p.m., the interview was concluded.]
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